
PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

Training: Functions Using PicoSoft
The functions of the devices are shown here in a table. This enables you to select a device quickly according to the function
required. The numbers show how often a function can be used in the easy circuit diagram or Pico GFX. Simply click the number and
this will take you to a page which provides a download of an PicoSoft program file for the selected function. You can also pass the
cursor over the name of the function to activate a small information text about it.

Counter Functions

Counter Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

Counter Relay 16 16 32

Frequency Counter   4

High speed Counter   4

Incremental Counter   2

Operating Hours Counter 4 4 4

Time Functions

Time Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

7-day Time Switch 8 8 32

Year Time Switch 8 8 32

Set Cycle Time   1

Timing Relay 16 16 32

Program Operation Functions

Program Operation Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

Jump 8 8 32

Conditional Jump   32

Master Reset 3 3 32

Arithmetic Functions

Arithmetic Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

PID Controller   32

PT1-Signal Smoothing Filter   32

Value Scaling   32

Numerical Converter   32

Pulse Output    



Pulse Width Modulation   2

Value Limitation   32

Memory Functions

Memory Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

Block Compare   32

Block Transfer   32

Boolean Operation   32

Comparator   32

Data Function Block   32

Data Multiplexer    

Shift Register   32

Table Function   32

Communication Functions

Communication Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

Get Value from NET   32

Put Value on the NET   32

Diagnostics Alarm   9

Bit Input via the NET   32

Set Date Time via the NET   1

Bit Output via the NET   32

Serial Protocol    

Text Functions

Text Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

Text Display 16 16  

Static Text   +

Message Text   +

Screen Menu   +

Running Text   +

Rolling Text   +

Value Display Functions

Value Display Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

Bit Display   +

Message Bitmap   +

Bar Graph   +



Date and Time Display   +

Numberical Value Display   +

Timing Relay Display   +

Value Entry Functions

Value Entry Functions

Function 1760-L12 1760-L18, 1760-L20 PicoGFX

Latching Button   +

Button Field   +

Value Entry   +

Timing Relay Entry   +

Date and Time Entry   +

7 Day Time Switch Entry   +

Year Time Switch Entry   +
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1760-L12 Counter Functions
Counter relay "C"
A counter relay counts events. In addition, it adds or subtracts pulses and switches when the actual value is greater than or equal to
the setpoint.

More information is provided in the function description and also in the program download. This provides a practical introduction to
the function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L12/get/counter_relay_program.zip
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Counter Functions
Counter relay "C"
A counter relay counts events. In addition, it adds or subtracts pulses and switches when the actual value is greater than or equal to
the setpoint.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L18-20/get/Counter_relay_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Counter Functions
Counter relay "C"
The devices provide 32 up/down counters (Counter) C01...C32. The C.. counters count on every rising edge at the C_ input and
enables you to count events.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Counter-relay_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Counter Functions
Frequency Counter
The control relays and visualization devices provide a range of different high-speed counter functions. These counter function blocks
can be connected directly to the digital inputs.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Frequency-counter_EN_program.zip


Symbol in the function
block diagram
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Counter Functions
High-Speed Counter “CH” for Pico GFX
The control relays and visualization devices provide a range of different high-speed counter functions. These counter function blocks
can be connected directly to the digital inputs.

The following counter functions are possible:

CF.. Frequency counters, frequency measurement
CH.. High-speed counters, high-speed signal counting
CI.. Incremental encoders, dual-channel incremental encoder signal counting

Note:The incremental encoder is always assigned an input pair, e.g. I03 and I04!

Inputs I 01...I 04 are designed for activating high-speed counters. The following wiring requirements must be observed:

I 01 => CF 01, CH 01 or CI 01
I 02 => CF 02, CH 02 or CI 01
I 03 => CF 03, CH 03 or CI 02
I 04 => CF 04, CH 04 or CI 02

Input assignment
Caution: Each I… input on the device can only be used once by a CF, CH, CI function block. If an input Ixx is used several times,
only the high-speed counter is run that is positioned at the back in the order of processing in the function block diagram.

Example of an impermissible input assignment

I 01 = High-speed counter CH 01
I 01 = Frequency counter CF 02
I 01 = Incremental encoder channel A CI 02

All function blocks are associated with the digital input I1, but only CH01 is triggered and supplies the correct counter value.

Example of a permissible input assignment
I 01 = High-speed counter CH 01
I 02 = Frequency counter CF 02
I 03 = Incremental encoder channel A CI 02
I 04 = Incremental encoder channel B CI 02

General Information on the CH High-Speed Counter
The devices provide 4 high-speed counters (CounterH) CH01...CH 04.

These high-speed up/down counters are internally connected with the digital inputs I01...I04 and operate
independently of the cycle time.

You can enter upper and lower threshold values (setpoints) as comparison values.

The appropriate function block contact (bit output) switches according to the actual value determined.

Function
The maximum counter frequency is 5 kHz.



Only square wave signals are permissible.

The mark-to-space ratio is 1:1.

The counter wiring must observe the following digital input assignment:

I 01 counter input for counter CH 01
I 02 counter input for counter CH 02
I 03 counter input for counter CH 03
I 04 counter input for counter CH 04

Note: Avoid unforeseeable switch states. Only use each coil of a relay once in the circuit diagram. Only use a counter input for CF,
CH, CI counters once.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs
(DWord)

SH Upper setpoint The function block operates in the integrer range from -
2147483648…+2147483647

SL Lower setpoint  

SV Preset actual value  

Function block output
(DWord)

QV Actual value in RUN mode  

Contact
(bit output)

OF Status 1 if the actual value is greater than or equal to the
upper setpoint (Overflow)

 

FB Status 1 if the actual value is less than or equal to the
lower setpoint (Fall below)

 

CY Status 1 if the above value range is exceeded.  

ZE Status 1 if the value of the QV function block output (i.e.
the counter status) is zero

 

Coil function
(bit input)

EN Enable for counter function block  

D_ Count direction 0 = up counting, 1 = down counting

SE With a rising edge transfer the preset actual value  

RE Reset the actual value to zero  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

Not
possible

 Hardware-dependent function block

Memory Requirement
The function block requires 52 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.

Retention
Counter relays can be run with retentive actual values. The number of counter relays can be selected in Project View in the Device



Properties dialog. The retentive actual value requires 4 bytes of memory. If a counter relay is retentive, the actual value is retained
when the operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the device is restarted in
RUN mode, the counter relay continues with the retentively stored actual value.



Symbol in the function
block diagram
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Counter Functions
Incremental Counter "CI" for Pico GFX
The control relays and visualization devices provide a range of different high-speed counter functions.

These counter function blocks can be connected directly to the digital inputs.

The following counter functions are possible:

CF.. Frequency counters, frequency measurement
CH.. High-speed counters, high-speed signal counting
CI.. Incremental encoders, dual-channel incremental encoder signal counting

Note:The incremental encoder is always assigned an input pair, e.g. I03 and I04!

Inputs I 01...I 04 are designed for activating high-speed counters. The following wiring requirements must be observed:

I 01 => CF 01, CH 01 or CI 01
I 02 => CF 02, CH 02 or CI 01
I 03 => CF 03, CH 03 or CI 02
I 04 => CF 04, CH 04 or CI 02

Input assignment
Caution: Each I .. input on the device can only be used once by a CF, CH, CI function block. If an input Ixx is used several times,
only the high-speed counter is run that is positioned at the back in the order of processing in the function block diagram.

Example of an impermissible input assignment
I 01 = High-speed counter CH 01
I 01 = Frequency counter CF 02
I 01 = Incremental encoder channel A CI 02
All function blocks are associated with the digital input I1, but only CH01 is triggered and supplies the correct counter value.

Example of a permissible input assignment:
I 01 = High-speed counter CH 01
I 02 = Frequency counter CF 02
I 03 = Incremental encoder channel A CI 02
I 04 = Incremental encoder channel B CI 02

Incremental Encoder Counter
The devices provide two incremental encoders (Counter Incremental) CI01 and CI02 for selection.

The high-speed counter inputs are permanently connected with the digital inputs I01, I02 or I03, I04 and
count independently of the cycle time.

You can also define lower and upper limit values as comparison values as well as an actual value (start
value) at the SV input.

The appropriate function block contact (bit output) switches according to the actual value determined.

Function
The maximum counter frequency is 3 kHz.



Only square wave signals are permissible.

The mark-to-space ratio is 1:1.

The signals of channels A and B must be offset by 90°. Otherwise the count direction cannot be determined.

Note: Due to the internal function of the incremental counter, double the number of pulses are counted. The incremental encoder
evaluates rising and falling edges in order to ensure reliable detection. You must therefore divide the actual value at QV by two in
order to determine the actual number of pulses.

The counter wiring must observe the following digital input assignment:

I01 Counter input for counter CI01 channel A
I02 Counter input for counter CI01 channel B
I03 Counter input for counter CI02 channel A

Note: Avoid unforeseeable switch states. Only use each coil of a relay once in the circuit diagram. Only use a counter input for CF,
CH, CI counters once.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs
(DWord)

SH Upper setpoint The function block operates in the integrer range from -
2147483648…+2147483647

SL Lower setpoint  

SV Preset actual value  

Function block output
(DWord)

QV Actual value in RUN mode Each pulse is counted twice. Example: Value at CI..QV = 42000; the
counter has actually counted 21000 pulses.

Contact
(bit output)

OF Status 1 if the actual value is greater than or equal
to the upper setpoint (Overflow)

 

FB Status 1 if the actual value is less than or equal to
the lower setpoint (Fall below)

 

CY Status 1 if the above value range is exceeded.  

ZE Status 1 if the value of the QV function block
output (i.e. the counter status) is zero

 

Coil function
(bit input)

EN Enable for counter function block  

SE With a rising edge transfer the preset actual value  

RE Reset the actual value to zero  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be viewed on the
device.

 

Simulation

Not
possible

 Hardware-dependent function block

Memory Requirement



The function block requires 52 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.

Retention
Counter relays can be run with retentive actual values. The number of counter relays can be selected in Project View in the Device
Properties dialog. The retentive actual value requires 4 bytes of memory. If a counter relay is retentive, the actual value is retained
when the operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the device is restarted in
RUN mode, the counter relay continues with the retentively stored actual value.
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1760-L12 Counter Functions
Operating Hours Counter
This operating hours counter enables you to record the operating hours of systems, machines and machine parts. You can enter a
setpoint within the valid value range 0 - 999999. This enables maintenance times to be detected and reported.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L12/get/Operating_hours_counter_EN_program.zip
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Counter Functions
Operating Hours Counter "O" for1760-L12, 1760-L18, and 1760-L20
The devices have four independent operating hours counters.

This operating hours counter enables you to record the operating hours of systems, machines and machine parts.

You can enter a setpoint within the valid value range 0...999999. This enables maintenance times to be monitored and reported.

The counter state is also retained when de-energized.

Note: The actual value can only be cleared via the Reset coil! Even operations such as the RUN -> STOP mode change, Voltage ON ->
OFF, delete or modify program or delete new program do not delete the actual value of the operating hours counter.

Function
If the counter coil TO is set to 1, the counter increments its actual value every second by the value 1 (basic pulse: 1 second).

If the actual value reaches the setpoint of S, the contact O switches for as long as the actual value is greater than or equal to the
setpoint.

The actual value is kept stored in the device until the Reset coil RO is set to 1 The actual value is then set to zero.

Accuracy of the operating hours counter
As the operating hours counter counts in seconds, up to 999 ms can be lost if a device is switched off.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of an Operating Hours Counter
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating an operating hours counter
Position an O operating hours counter operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can activate a count function.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 4
and the Trigger coil function.
In the Parameters tab enter the setpoint in hours if you are not only displaying the counter status but are also programming a
switch operation that depends on this.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect the O0x coil with an appropriate contact for activation. The operating hours counter is incremented as long as the
coil is set to 1.

Evaluation of an operating hours counter contact
If you wish to trigger a switching operation when a particular counter status is reached, you must also position the O0x operand that
is programmed as a coil on a contact field. The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

Position the function relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to the coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect the contact O0x with an appropriate coil.

Resetting an operating hours counter
In order to reset the counter status position the O0x function relay that has already been linked as a counter coil once more
on a coil field of your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the function block number between 1 and 4 that has been used for the count
operation and the Reset coil function.
Connect the O0x coil with an appropriate contact for activation.



Whether you position the function relay first of all in a coil field or contact field or whether you make the entries in the Parameters
tab of a coil or a contact is not important. It is only important that you have selected the same function block number if you also
want to configure the same function relay.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Function relay input
(setpoint)

S Setpoint Entry in hours

0...999999
The operating hours counter can thus count in the range
from 0 hours to well over 100 years.

Contact

Oxx The contact switches if the actual value is greater
than or equal to the setpoint.

 

Coil function

Enable
possible via
contactor function

Function as Enable coil:
On 1 the counter increments with a minute pulse.

0xx

Reset Function as Reset coil:
on 1 the counter actual value is reset.

ROxx

Operating mode

   

Parameter display

Call enabled The parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

   

Operand selection for the S input

Operand Description

Constant 999999
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PicoGFX Counter Functions
Operating Hours Counter
The devices have four independent operating hours counters. The counter states are also retained when de-energized.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Operating-hours-counter_EN_program.zip
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1760-L12 Time Functions
7-day Time Switch
Pico, which do not have an –NC in the catalog number, are equipped with a device clock
(real-time clock) and allow the use of a 7-day time switch and a year time switch.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads.
This provides a practical introduction to the function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L12/get/500_7-day_time_switch_EN_program.zip
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Time Functions
7-day Time Switch
easy500 and easy700 with the designation "EASY...-...-...C" (clock) are equipped with a real-time device clock that you can use as a
7-day and a year time switch.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L18-20/get/7-day_time_switch_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Time Functions
7-day Time Switch
Each 7-day time switch provides 4 channels (A, B, C and D). These channels all act jointly on the contact Q1 of the 7-day time
switch. The following abbreviations are used for the individual days of the week: Monday = Mon, Tuesday = Tue, Wednesday = Wed,
Thursday = Thur, Fri = Fri, Saturday = Sat, Sunday = Sun

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/7-day-time-switch_EN_program.zip
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1760-L12 Time Functions
Year Time Switch
If you have to implement special on and off switching functions on public holidays, vacations, company holidays, school holidays and
special events, these can be implemented easily with the year time switch.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L12/get/Year_time_switch_EN_program.zip
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Time Functions
Year Time Switch
If you have to implement special on and off switching functions on public holidays, vacations, company holidays, school holidays and
special events, these can be implemented easily with the year time switch.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L18-20/get/Year_time_switch_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Time Functions
Year Time Switch
Each time switch is provided with four channels, A, B, C and D. These channels all act jointly on the contact Q1 of the year time
switch that you include in the circuit diagram.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Year-time-switch_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Time Functions
Set Cycle Time
This function block allows a set cycle time to be defined. This cycle time is adjusted automatically if the maximum cycle time used
in the program is less than this specified value.The maximum possible set cycle time is 1000 ms.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Set-cycle-time_EN_program.zip
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1760-L12 Time Functions
Timing Relay
A timing relay can be used to create a timer function with which you can change the switching duration and the on and off time of
the timing relay switching contact.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L12/get/timing_relay_program.zip
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Time Functions
Timing Relay
A timing relay can be used to create a timer function with which you can change the switching duration and the on and off time of
the timing relay switching contact.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L18-20/get/Timing_relay_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Time Functions
Timing Relay
A timing relay can be used to change the switch duration and the on and off times of a switch contact. The possible delay time
range is between 5 ms and 99 h 59 min. Minimum time setting: 0.005 s (5 ms).

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Timing-relay_EN_program.zip
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1760-L12 Program Operation Functions
Jump ":" for Pico
Jumps can be used for structuring a circuit diagram or as a selector switch. For example, jumps can be used to implement the
selection of manual or automatic mode, or other machine programs. Jumps consist of a jump location and a jump destination (label).
Only forward jumps are possible.

Circuit Diagram Elements
Up to 32 contacts (jump destinations) can be used. These can only be used in column A. The contact can only be used as a make
contact. For this there are up to 32 coils (jump labels) available.

Function
If the jump coil is triggered, the rungs after the jump coil are no longer processed. Unless they were overwritten in other rungs that
were not skipped, the states of the coils are retained at their last state prior to the jump. The forward jump ends on the first
contact that has the same number as the jump coil.

Coil = Jump on 1
Contact only at the first left-hand contact position = Jump destination

The Jump contact location is always set to 1.

If the jump label is not present or not positioned in a forward direction, the jump is made to the end of the circuit diagram. The
last rung is also skipped.

Multiple use of the same jump coil and the same contact is possible as long as this is done in pairs.

Example:
Coil :1/jumped area/contact :1,
Coil:1/jumped area/contact:1 etc. is used.

Caution:  If rungs are jumped, the states of the coils are retained. The time of timing relays continues running.
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Program Operation Functions
Jump
Jumps can be used for structuring a circuit diagram or as a selector switch. For example, jumps can be used to implement the
selection of manual or automatic mode, or other machine programs. Jumps consist of a jump location and a jump destination (label).
Only forward jumps are possible.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L18-20/get/Jump_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Program Operation Functions
Jump
Jumps can be used for structuring a circuit diagram or as a selector switch. For example, jumps can be used to implement the
selection of manual or automatic mode, or other machine programs. Jumps consist of a jump location and a jump destination (label).
Only forward jumps are possible.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Jump_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Program Operation Functions
Conditional Jump
The conditional jump function block enables you to move forward to a jump label LB inside the function block diagram.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Conditional-jump_EN_program.zip
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1760-L12 Program Operation Functions
Master Reset
The master reset function relay enables you to set with one command the status of the markers and all outputs to 0.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L12/get/Master_reset_program.zip
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Program Operation Functions
Master Reset
The master reset function relay enables you to set with one command the status of the markers and all outputs to 0.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L18-20/get/Master_reset_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Program Operation Functions
Master Reset
The master reset function block enables you to reset with one command the status of the markers and all outputs to 0.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Master-reset_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
PID Controller
A closed-loop control circuit with a PID controller consists of the following components: Setpoint (reference variable), Actual value
(controlled variable), Control deviation = (setpoint–actual value), PID controller, Control system (e.g. PTn system), Disturbance
variables.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/PID-controller_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
PT1-Signal Smoothing Filter
The function block can be used for smoothing noisy signals. It works like a low pass filter.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/PT1-signal-smoothing-filter_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
Value Scaling
The function block provides a linear relationship between the value at input I1 and the value at output QV. The output value is
defined via the two pairs of coordinates X1, Y1 and X2, Y2. Y1 and Y2 form the lower and upper limit of the output value at the
same time.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Value-scaling_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
Numerical Converter
The function block converts BCD coded decimal numbers into integer numbers or decimal numbers into BCD coded numbers. The
mode setting (BCD, BIN) is used to select the required conversion operation (BCD = Binary Coded Decimal).

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Numerical-converter_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
Pulse Width Modulation
The PW.. function block modulates the pulse duty factor of a square wave signal, and thus changes the mark to space ratio and
pulse duration. The period duration of the signal is unchanged.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Pulse-width-modulation_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
Value Limitation
The function block limits a value at the input I1 to a range between a lower or upper limit (see Figure) and thus functions as a
window discriminator.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Value-limitation_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Memory Functions
Data Block Comparator for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 data block comparators (Block Compare BC01...BC32 for comparing values of two
contiguous marker ranges. The comparison is carried out bytewise. The following marker types can be
compared:

MB
MW
MD

The reference data block starts at the source address specified at the I1 input. This is compared with a
data block that starts at the destination address specified at I2. You can carry out a comparison with or
without an offset. The NO input is used to specify the size of the data block (number of elements) in
bytes. A constant value at the inputs I1 or I2 is taken as the offset to the marker byte MB01.

Example: A value 0 at input I1 means that the reference data block for the comparison starts at MB01. A value “10” at I2 means
that the destination data block for the comparison starts at MB11.

Comparison without offset
If you enter marker operands (MB.., MW.., MD.., 1MB..#, 1MW..#, 1MD..#) as parameters at the inputs I1 or I2, their absolute address
is used. Entering I1=MB10, I2=MB90 and NO=4 will compare the content of marker bytes MB10 to MB14 with the marker bytes in the
range from MB90 to MB94. In this way it is also possible to compare a data block of the local marker range (MBxx) with a data block
in the remote marker range (1MBxx#).

# Only with a Pico GFX device with an active COM connection.

When using constant values at the inputs I1 or I2, only the data blocks within the local marker ranges are compared.

Comparison with offset
If you use one of the operands listed below, such as a constant, a QV function block output or one of the analog inputs at inputs I1
or I2, its value is processed as an offset to marker byte MB01.

If the comparison of two data blocks finds that there is no difference between them, the Boolean output EQ will be set to 1.

Parameter errors
Incorrect parameters are indicated whilst the program is running via the E1 - E3 error outputs. Parameter errors of this kind occur,
for example, if the number of elements exceed the source or destination range, or when, due to an offset error, the source and
destination range are outside of the available marker range.

Compare marker data blocks

I1 MB 23

I2 MB30

NO NU 4



The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block
inputs (DWord)

  

I1 Source range; Value range: 32-bit  

I2 Target range; Value range: 32-bit  

NO Number of elements to be compared: 
max. 192 bytes

 

Function block
output

  

-- -- --

Contact (bit
output)

  

E1 Error output

Status 1 if the number of elements exceeds the source or
destination range.

The range limits are checked regardless of the
edge change at the EN Boolean input.

E2 Error output

Status 1 if the source and destination range overlap.

The range limits are checked regardless of the
edge change at the EN Boolean input.

E3 Error output

Status 1 if source and destination range are outside of
the available marker range (offset error).

The range limits are checked regardless of the
edge change at the EN Boolean input.

EQ Status 1 if the data ranges are identical.

Status 0 if the data ranges are not identical.

 

Coil function (bit
output)

  

EN Activates the function block on status 1.  

Parameter set   

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation   

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The Block Compare function block requires 48 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes for each function block input that is configured with an
NU constant.
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PicoGFX Memory Functions
Block Transfer for Pico GFX
The data blocks are transferred from the source address specified at the I1 input to the destination address
specified at the I2 input. You can start a transfer with or without an offset. The NO input is used to
specify the size of the data block (number of elements) in bytes. A constant value at the inputs I1 or I2 is
taken as the offset to the marker byte MB01. Example: A value 0 at input I1 means that the source data
block for the transfer starts at MB01. A value “10” at I2 means that the destination data block for the
transfer starts at MB11.

Transfer without offset
If you enter marker operands (MB.., MW.., MD.., 1MB..#, 1MW..#, 1MD..#) as parameters at the inputs I1 or
I2, their absolute address is used. Entering I1=MB10, I2=MB90 and NO=4 will copy the content of marker
bytes MB10 to MB14 to the range from MB90 to MB94. In this way it is also possible to copy a data block
from the local marker range (MBxx) to a data block in the remote marker range (1MBxx#).

# Only with a Pico GFX device with an active COM connection

Transfer with offset
If you enter one of the operands listed below, such as a constant, a ..QV function block output or one of the analog inputs at inputs
I1 or I2, its value is processed as an offset to marker MB01.

Parameter errors
Incorrect parameters are indicated whilst the program is running via the E1 - E3 error outputs. Parameter errors of this kind occur,
for example, if the number of elements exceed the source or destination range, or when, due to an offset error, the source and
destination range are outside of the available marker range.

Note: A transfer function block always copies or initializes marker bytes and never marker words or double words. This transfer
behavior does not depend on the entries at I1 and I2 ( source address and destination address). The example below shows how to
copy a marker double word, e.g. from MD 12 to MD 96.

Copy mode, mode = CPY
In Copy mode, the function block copies the complete data range of the size specified by NO from the source range to the
destination range. You specify the start of the source range and the destination range via I1 (source address) and I2 (destination
address).

Example 1 (Transfer without offset):
Copying a marker data block (4 bytes) with direct marker range definition

I1 MB 23

I2 MB30

NO NU 4



Example 2 (Transfer without offset):
Copying a marker data block (8 bytes) using marker double words with direct marker range definition.

I1 MB12

I2 MB89

NO NU 8

Example 3 (Transfer with offset):
Copying a marker data block (4 bytes) with a fixed offset definition for the marker ranges. The content of the marker bytes MB15 to
MB18 are to be copied with a fixed offset of 64 bytes.

I1 MB15

I2 MB64

NO NU 4

Example 4 (Transfer with offset):
Copying a marker data block (2 bytes) with a variable offset definition for the marker ranges. The content of the marker bytes MB14
+ MB15 are to be copied with a variable offset that is defined via the output QV of counter relay C3.

I1 MB14

I2 C 3

NO NU 2

Initialization mode, mode = INI
In Initialization mode, the function block transfers a byte value stored in the source address to a destination range. The destination
range starts at the destination address.

Example 1 (Transfer without offset):
Initialization of a marker data block (4 bytes) with direct marker range definition. The content of the marker bytes MB27 to MB32
are to be overwritten with the content of MB23.

I1 MB 23

I2 MB27

NO NU 6



The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function
block
inputs
(DWord)

  

I1 Source range First marker address (MB, MW or MD) of the source range or offset to
marker byte MB01 with the definition of one of the operands stated
below.

I2 Destination range First marker address (MB, MW or MD) of the source range or offset to
marker byte MB01 with the definition of one of the operands stated
below.

NO Number of elements to be initialized or
copied.

INI mode: 1...+383 bytes
CPY mode: 1...+192 bytes

Function
block
output

  

-- -- --

Contact
(bit
output)

  

E1 Error output  Status 1 if the number of
elements exceeds the source or destination
range.

The range limits are checked regardless of the edge change at the EN
Boolean input. No data blocks are initialized or copied in the event of
an error.

E2 Error output  Status 1 if the source and
destination range overlap.

The range limits are checked regardless of the edge change at the EN
Boolean input. No data blocks are initialized or copied in the event of
an error.

E3 Error output  Status 1 if source and
destination range are outside of the available
marker range (offset error).

The range limits are checked regardless of the edge change at the EN
Boolean input. No data blocks are initialized or copied in the event of
an error.

Coil
function
(bit input)

  

T_ Trigger coil, Transfer of the source address
specified at I1 to the destination address
specified at input I2 on a rising edge.

 

Operating
mode

  

INI Initialize Initializes the destination range with a byte value that is stored at the
source address. The length of the source range is fixed at one byte.
Enter the length of the destination range at NO.

CPY Copy Copies a data block from a source to a destination range. Enter the
size of the data block to be copied at NO.

Parameter   



set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be viewed on
the device.

 

Simulation   

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The Transfer function block requires 48 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes for each function block input that is configured with an NU
constant.
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PicoGFX Memory Functions
Boolean Operation
The devices allow the use of 32 BV01...BV32 function blocks for linking values in Boolean operations.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Boolean-operation_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Memory Functions
Comparator
A comparator enables you to compare variables and constants with each other.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Comparator_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Memory Functions
Data Function Block
The devices provide 32 data function blocks DB01...DB32.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Data_function_block_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Memory Functions
Shift Register
The shift register function block allows you to shift bits or marker double words one position up or down with every clock pulse
applied.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Shift-register_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Memory Functions
Table Function
The table function block allows you to easily create and read table entries in the form of double words (32 bit).

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Table_function_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Get Value from NET
The function block enables a specific 32-bit value to be read from the network.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Get-value-from- the-NET_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Put Value on the NET
The function block enables a 32-bit value to be sent to the network.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Put-value-to-the-NET_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Diagnostics Alarm
This function enables you to scan the presence of the network stations in order to prevent faults caused by failed stations in the
NET network.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Diagnostics_alarm_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Bit Input via the NET
The RN and SN operands enable bit data to be sent from one network station to the other. The operand identifier RN stands for
Receive NET

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Bit_input_via_NET_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Set Date Time via the NET
This SC01 function block (Send Clock) enables you to set the date and time in the NET network as required. All other network
stations accept the date and time of the transmitting station and set their device real-time clock accordingly.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Syncronize-time-via-NET_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Bit Output via the NET
The SN and RN operands enable bit data to be sent from one network station to the other. The operand identifier SN stands for Send
NET

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Bit_output_via_NET_EN_program.zip
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1760-L12 Text Functions
Text Display
Each device provides 16 Text display function relays for displaying user-defined texts. Up to 4 12 character lines can be displayed.
The texts can only be edited with EASY-SOFT. They are saved in the project file *.e.. and can also be backed up on the EASY-M-32K
memory card.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L12/get/Text_display_program.zip
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Text Functions
Text Display
Each device provides 16 Text display function relays for displaying user-defined texts. Up to 4 12 character lines can be displayed.
The texts can only be edited with EASY-SOFT. They are saved in the project file *.e.. and can also be backed up on the EASY-M-32K
memory card.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/1760L18-20/get/Text_display_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Text Functions
Static Text
You can use these screen display elements to display a fixed text. A text can have a maximum length of 16 characters. You create
the message text to be displayed in the Text field of the Static text tab.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Static_text_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Text Functions
Message Text
These screen display elements can display changing texts that change according to the status of particular variables. A message text
is therefore used for indicating status changes in the process. In order to visually display changes of this kind, you can link message
texts with a variable (associated variable). A text can be up to 16 characters in length.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Message-Text_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Text Functions
Screen Menu
The Screen menu entry element can be used to enable the operator to change to a different screen during operation by pressing a
button. The entry element is designed like a menu. All screens (max. 255) that you have entered in the Parameter table can be
scrolled through in the display in the same vertical arrangement. The operation uses the cursor button to scroll through to the
required screen. This is shown in the menu by the inscription name given in the Parameter table.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Screen-Menu_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Text Functions
Running Text
This single-line display element enables you to output running text as is often seen in TV news bulletins. The characters are
continuously moved from right to left across the display area of the element.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Running_text_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Text Functions
Rolling Text
This single-line display element allows you to output text that consists of more characters than can be shown in one display line.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Rolling-text_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Display Functions
Bit Display
This screen display element enables you to display the status of a Boolean variable on the visualization device.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Bit_display_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Display Functions
Message Bitmap
These screen display elements can display bitmap graphics that change according to the status of a particular variable. A message
bitmap can thus be used for indicating status changes in the process. In order to visually indicate changes of this kind, you can link
message texts with a variable (associated variable).

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Message_bitmap_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Display Functions
Bar Graph
The bar graph display element enables you to easily display analog and numerical process values graphically. The status value of the
associated variable causes the bar graph to be shown as a changing black bar on the display.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Bargraph_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Display Functions
Date and Time Display
This screen display element can be used to display the date and time of the device real-time clock on the display.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Date-and-Time_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Display Functions
Numerical Value Display
The screen element allows you to display untreated or scaled process values in decimal format. The range of the scaled process
values is called the Scaling range in the following description.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Numerical-Value_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Display Functions
Timing Relay Display
This display element can be used in a screen to display the time information of the timing relay (T) function block.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Timing-Relay-Value-Display_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Entry Functions
Latching Button
This entry element enables the operator of the visualization device to negate the state of an associated Boolean operand or a
Boolean function block input simply by pressing the OK button.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Latching-Buttons_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Entry Functions
Button Field
The Button field entry element described here combines several buttons into one button field in which the operator can only activate
one button. Activating a button will automatically deactivate another button in the button field.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Button-Field_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Entry Functions
Value Entry
This entry element enables you to enter numerical setpoint values during operation and thus make interventions in the process. The
process value is entered via the set variable linked in the program.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Value_entry_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Entry Functions
Timing Relay Entry
This entry element enables you to make changes to time setpoint values at inputs I1 and I2 of the timing relay (T) at a later time.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Timing-Relay-Value-Entry_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Entry Functions
Date and Time Entry
This screen element can be used to change the date and time of the device real-time clock. If the device is in RUN mode, the
operator can carry out these changes via the buttons of the visualization device.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Date-and-Time-Entry_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Entry Functions
7 Day Time Switch Entry
The entry element allows you to make later changes to the on and off time for each of the four channels (A, B, C and D) of the 7-
day time switch (HW) function block.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/7-day-Time-Switch-Entry_EN_program.zip
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PicoGFX Value Entry Functions
Year Time Switch Entry
The entry element allows you to make later changes to the on and off time for each of the four channels (A, B, C and D) of the
year time switch (HY) function block.

More information is provided in the function description. Or click the list of downloads. This provides a practical introduction to the
function.

http://www.ab.com/programmablecontrol/plc/pico/training/picogfx/get/Year-Time-Switch-Entry_EN_program.zip
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Counter Functions
Counter Relay "C" of 1760-L12, 1760-L18, 1760-L20 Controllers
The devices provide 16 up/down counter relays C01...C16. A counter relay enables you to count events. The counter relay adds or
subtracts pulses and switches when the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint. You can define a setpoint between
0000 and 32000.

With the 12V DC and 24V DC versions of the devices you can also run two of these counter relays, C13/C14, as high-speed counters.
Two other counter relays, C15/C16, can also be used as high-speed frequency counters. Setting the Mode will select one of the
following applications described below. Counter relays can be operated with retentive actual values.

Note:  Avoid unforeseeable switch states caused by incorrect program associations. Only use each coil of a counter relay once in the
circuit diagram. When using "high-speed counters" the associated digital input I1, I2, I3 or I4 must not be used as a contact in the
circuit diagram at the same time. If the counter frequency is > 1000 Hz only a random input value will be used in the circuit
diagram.

Function
A counter relay can be used both as a coil or as a contact (switch contact).

Activating the counter:  For starting, stopping, changing counting direction or resetting add the counter relay to your circuit diagram
as a coil (in the coil field). Then in the Coil function area define in which of these three functions, Count pulse, Count direction or
Reset, the coil is meant to operate.

Example:  A counter relay in normal operating mode, e.g. C01 receives count pulses via the count coil CC01 which has to be linked.
The count direction for this relay can also be modified by the DC01 direction coil which has to be linked. In this case the following
applies:

DC1 = 0: Relay C1 counts up
DC1 = 1: Relay C1 counts down

A third coil, the Reset coil RC01, can be used to reset the counter status to 0.

Switch function of the counter:  In order to process the result of the counter in the circuit diagram, the relay must operate as a
switch. It must therefore be added to the circuit diagram as a contact such as C01. In the Contact area of the Properties field,
define the function of the relay as a make or break contact. If you only wish to display the result via the D — Text display function
relay, the counter relay does not have to be linked as a contact.

Application
Use as a normal counter:  The normal counters C01 - C12 and the C13 - C16 counters when used in Normal operating mode are cycle
time dependent. The maximum counter frequency therefore depends on the cycle time and thus on the length of the circuit diagram
(see Determining counter frequency).

25 Hz < fc  < 200 Hz

Determining counter frequency:  The number of contacts, coils and circuit connections used determines the run time (cycle time)
required to process the circuit diagram. When using 1760-L12BBB with only three rungs for counting, resetting and outputting the
result via the output, the counter frequency may be 100 Hz.

To determine the cycle time refer to the manual, use the following equation to determine the maximum counter frequency: fc  =

(1/(2xtc)) x 0.8

fc  = maximum counter frequency [Hz] of the normal counters C01 - C12

tc  = maximum cycle time [ms]



0.8 = correction factor

Example of determining the maximum counter frequency:
The maximum cycle time is tc = 4000 µs (4 ms). fc  = 0.8*1/0.008s = 100 Hz

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Normal Counter
Requirements:  You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Note:  Whether you position the function relay first of all in a coil field or contact field or whether you make the entries in the
Parameters tab of a coil or a contact is not important. It is only important that you have selected the same function block number if
you also want to configure the same function relay. For example, this is the case if you link the function relay as a Counter coil or
also as a Reset coil, so that the counter result can be reset.

You add a counter relay in your circuit diagram as a Counter coil (CC1 - CC16) and if required as a contact (C1 - C16). You activate
the count coil directly with the count signals that you take from the digital inputs or internal links. With this counter application,
you can control the count direction via the coils DC1 to DC16. The result of the actual value setpoint comparison is only transferred
once every program cycle for processing in the circuit diagram. The reaction time in relation to the setpoint/actual value comparison
can therefore be up to one cycle.

Contact Coil Meaning

C01…C16  The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

 CC01…CC16 Count coil(counter input)
Increment the counter in the configured direction on every rising edge

 RC01…RC16 Reset of the actual value to zero on 1 signal

 DC01…DC16 Count direction
Function: 0 = up counting, 1 = down counting

Contacts and coils of a counter relay in the Counter

Activating an Up Counter
Position a C counter relay operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can activate the count function.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 16 on the Circuit Diagram Element
tab. When using counters C1 - C12, the normal operating mode required here is activated automatically.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the Count pulse function required here in the Coil function area. The operand CCxx
will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
In the Parameters tab make the required parameter setting for the setpoint if you are not only displaying the counter status
but are also programming a switch operation that depends on this. Read the following section Evaluation of a counter contact
for further information. You can use a constant, an analog input or the actual value of other function relays (C and T) as a
setpoint.
If you used the counters C13 - C16, you must also select the Normal parameter in the Mode.
If necessary, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect the CCxx  coil with an appropriate contact for triggering the counter function. The counter relay counts up for as long
it receives count pulses via the CCxx  count coil and the count direction is set to 0.

Evaluation of a Counter Contact
If you wish to trigger a switching operation when a particular counter status is reached, you must also position the CCx  operand that
is programmed as a coil on a contact field. The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

Position the function relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element  tab
that you have assigned to the coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect the Cxx contact with a suitable coil for evaluating the counter and comparison results.

Reversing the Counter Direction
If, for example, you wish to reverse the count direction and start counting down when a particular counter state is reached, you
have to trigger the count direction coil.

In order to reverse the count direction, position the C function relay that has already been linked as a counter coil once more
on a coil field of your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element  tab select the function block number between 1 and 16 that has been used for the up
counting direction.



Also select the Count direction  coil function. The operand DCxx  will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the DCxx  coil with an appropriate contact for triggering the count direction reversal. The control relay counts down
for as long as it receives count pulses via the CCxx  count coil and the count direction coil is set to 1.

Resetting a Counter
In order to reset the counter status position the C function relay that has already been linked as a counter coil  once more on a coil
field of your circuit diagram.

In the Circuit Diagram Element  tab select the same function block number between 1 and 16 that has been used for the
counting operation.
Also select the Reset  coil function. The operand RCxx  will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the RCxx  reset coil with an appropriate contact for triggering the Reset function. The counter relay actual value is
set to zero as soon as the Reset coil is set to 1.

Switching Behavior When Reaching the Value Range
Requirement: The control relay is in RUN  mode. The CCx count coil receives count pulses and the RCxx Reset coil is set to 0.

If the limit value of 32000 is reached, this value will be retained until the count direction is changed. If the value of 00000 is
reached, this value will be retained until the count direction is changed.

The contact Cxx of the counter switches as soon as the actual value reaches the configured setpoint. If the count direction is
changed, the relay contact is reset if the actual value goes below the defined setpoint. The actual value will be retained without
any new count pulses.

Use as a High-Speed Counter
The 12V DC and 24V DC versions of the device concerned offer users two high-speed counters C13 and C14. High-speed counters
operate independently of the cycle time. Possible applications for high-speed counters:

Event, quantity and length data acquisition, and for frequency measurement.
The maximum counter frequency of the high-speed counters is 1000 Hz.Square wave signals must be used with a mark-to-space
ratio of 1.

Note:  If this mark-to-space ratio cannot be ensured, the minimum mark or space duration must not go below tmin  0.5 ms.

The following therefore applies: tmin  = 0.5 x (1/fmax) tmin  = minimum time of mark or space duration

fmax  = maximum counter frequency (1 kHz)

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a High-Speed Counter Relay
Requirements:  You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

You add a high-speed counter relay in your circuit diagram as a Counter enable coil (CC13/CC14) and, if required, as a contact
(CC13/CC14). For high-speed counter applications you can control the count direction via the coils DC13 and DC14.

High-speed counters are permanently connected to digital inputs I1 and I2 with the following assignment:

I1 high-speed counter input for counter C13
I2 high-speed counter input for counter C14

The counter signals are transferred directly from the digital inputs to the counters. The result of the actual value setpoint
comparison is only transferred once every program cycle for processing in the circuit diagram. The reaction time in relation to the
setpoint/actual value comparison can therefore be up to one cycle.

Contact Coil Meaning

C13,
C14  The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

 CC13,
CC14 Enable of the high-speed counter on 1 signal (coil activated)

RC13,



 RC14 Reset of the actual value to zero on 1 signal

 DC13,
DC14

Count direction
Function: 0 = up counting, 1 = down counting

Contacts and coils of a counter relay in the High-Speed Counter function

Activating a High-Speed Up Counter
Position a C counter relay operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can activate the count function.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number 13 or 14 on the Circuit Diagram Element tab.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the Count pulse function required for the counter enable in the Coil function area.
The operand CCxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Choose the Parameters tab and , Mode list box, and select the High-speed parameter.
In the Parameters tab make the required parameter setting for the setpoint if you are not only displaying the counter status
but are also programming a switch operation that depends on this. Read the following section Evaluation of a counter contact
for further information. You can use a constant, an analog input or the actual value of other function relays (C and T) as a
setpoint.
If necessary, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect the CCxx coil with an appropriate contact for triggering the counter function.
When using C13, connect the encoder directly to the I1 digital input, and connect C14 to I2.

The counter relay counts up as long as:

it receives count pulses via the inputs I1 or I2,
the enable coil CCxx is set to 1,
the count direction coil DCxx is 0 and
the Reset coil RCxx is set to 0.

For simple up counting only the Enable coil has to be linked. Count direction and Reset coil can remain without an association.

Evaluation of a Counter Contact
If you wish to trigger a switching operation when a particular counter status is reached, you must also position the CCx operand that
is programmed as a coil on a contact field. The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

Position the function relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to the coil.
Connect the Cxx contact with a suitable coil for evaluating the counter and comparison results.

Reversing the Counter Direction
If you wish to reverse the count direction of a coil you must activate the count direction coil.

In order to reverse the count direction position the C function relay that has already been linked as an Enable coil  once more
on a coil field of your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element  tab select the same function block number 13 or 14 that has been used for the up counting
direction.
Also select the Count direction  coil function. The operand DCxx  will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the DCxx  coil with an appropriate contact for triggering the count direction reversal. The control relay counts down
for as long as it receives count pulses via the CCxx  count coil and the count direction coil is set to 1.

Resetting a Counter
In order to reset the counter status position the C function relay that has already been linked as an enable coil  once more on
a coil field of your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element  tab select the same function block number 13 or 14 that has been used for the count
operation.
Also select the Reset  coil function. The operand RCxx  will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the RCxx  reset coil with an appropriate contact for triggering the Reset function. The counter relay actual value is
set to zero as soon as the Reset coil is set to 1.

Switching Behavior When Reaching the Value Range
Requirement: The control relay is in RUN mode. The enable coil CCx is set to 1 and the reset coil RCx is set to 0.

The relay contact C13 (14) of the counter switches as soon as the actual value reaches the configured setpoint. If the count



direction is changed, the relay contact is reset if the actual value goes below the defined setpoint. When new count pulses or the
counter enable via CC13 (14) are not present, the actual value is retained. If the limit value of 32000 is reached, this value will be
retained until the count direction is changed. If the value of 00000 is reached, this value will be retained until the count direction is
changed.

Use as a Frequency Counter
The 12V DC and 24V DC versions of the device concerned offer users two frequency counters C15 and C16. Frequency counters
operate independently of the cycle time. Frequency counters C15 and C16 can be used for determining motor speeds, volume
measurement using volume meters or the running of a motor.

Counter Frequency and Pulse Shape
The minimum counter frequency of the frequency counters is 4 Hz and the maximum counter frequency is 1000 Hz.
4 Hz < fc  < 1000 Hz

Square wave signals must be used with a mark-to-space ratio of 1.

Note:  If this mark-to-space ratio cannot be ensured, the minimum mark or space duration must not go below tmin 0.5 ms.

The following therefore applies: tmin  = 0.5 x (1/fmax) tmin  = minimum time of mark or space duration,

fmax  = maximum counter frequency (1 kHz)

Measuring Procedure
The pulses at the input are counted for one second, irrespective of the cycle time, and the frequency determined. The measurement
result is provided as an actual value.

The result of the actual value setpoint comparison is only transferred once every program cycle for processing in the circuit diagram.
The reaction time in relation to the setpoint/actual value comparison can therefore be up to one cycle.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Frequency Counter
Requirements:  You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

You add a frequency counter in your circuit diagram as a counter enable coil (CC15/CC16) and, if required, as a contact
(CC15/CC16). Coils DC15 and DC16 have no meaning when frequency counters are used.

Contact Coil Meaning

C15,
C16  The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

 CC15,
CC16

Enable of the frequency counter on 1 signal
(coil activated)

 RC15,
RC16 Reset of the actual value to zero on 1 signal

 DC15,
DC16 No function

Contacts and coils of a counter relay used as a frequency counter

Frequency counters are permanently connected to digital inputs I3 and I4 with the following assignment:

I3 counter input for frequency counter C15
I4 counter input for frequency counter C16

The counter signals are transferred directly from the digital inputs to the counters. A frequency counter measures the actual value.
The result of the actual value setpoint comparison is only transferred once every program cycle for processing in the circuit diagram.
The reaction time in relation to the setpoint/actual value comparison can therefore be up to one cycle.

Activating a Frequency Counter
Position a C counter relay operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can activate the count function.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number 15 or 16 on the Circuit Diagram Element tab.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the Count pulse function required for the counter enable in the Coil function area.
The operand CCxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Choose the Parameters tab and , Mode list box, and select the Frequency parameter.
In the Parameters tab make the required parameter setting for the setpointif you are not only displaying the counter status



but are also programming a switch operation that depends on this. Read the following section Evaluation of a counter contact
for further information. You can use a constant, an analog input or the actual value of other function relays (C and T) as a
setpoint.
If necessary, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect the CCxx coil with an appropriate contact for enabling the frequency counter.

Note:  An activated frequency counter increases the cycle time of the device and therefore reduces the speed at which the circuit
diagram is processed. Only enable frequency measurement in those phases of processing in which you actually wish to process the
measured value.

When using C15, connect the encoder directly to the I3 digital input, and connect C16 to I4.

The frequency counter will provide a measured value as long as:

it receives count pulses via the inputs I3 or I4,
the enable coil CCxx is set to 1 and
the Reset coil RCxx is set to 0.

When only frequency measurement is required, you only have to link the enable coil. The reset coil can be left unassigned.

Evaluation of a Counter Contact
If you wish to trigger a switching operation when a particular frequency is reached, you must position the CCxx operand that is
programmed as a coil also on a contact field. The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

Position the function relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to the coil.
Connect the Cxx contact with a suitable coil for evaluating the counter and comparison results.

Switching Behavior When Reaching the Setpoint
Requirement: The control relay is in RUN mode. The enable coil CCx is set to 1 and the reset coil RCx is set to 0.

Once a frequency higher than the configured setpoint is measured for the first time, the associated contact C15 (16) will switch to
1. If the frequency then goes below the setpoint, the contact is reset to 0. Removing the enable signal will reset the actual value to
zero and the contact C15 (16) will switch to 0.

Circuit Diagram Elements and Parameters

Description

Function
relay input  Note

Setpoint The function block operates in the integer range from 0 to
+32000.

The value only has to be entered once, even if
you use the counter relay in the circuit diagram
both as a coil and a contact.

Function
relay output   

C

Integer value from 0…+32000
This output can be used as a setpoint for the T timing relay,
other C counter relays and the A analog value comparator as well
as an actual value for the D text display.

 

Contact   

Cxx Status 1 if the actual value is greater than or equal to the
setpoint.  

Coil
function  Designation

Count
pulse/enable
coil

Count coil
Function with normal counter: counts with every rising edge in
the set direction.
Function with high-speed/frequency counter:
Enable coil

CCxx

Count direction indication for "normal and high-speed counter"



Count
direction modes.

Function: 0 = up counting, 1 = down counting
DCxx

Reset Reset coil function: Reset of the actual value to zero on 1 signal RCxx

Mode   

Normal Up/down counter: The maximum pulse measurement depends on
the length of the circuit diagram. Counter C01…C12  via any inputs or links

High-speed High-speed up/down counter: 
Pulse measurement up to 1000 Hz

Counters C13…C14  via the inputs I1 and I2 of
the DA and DC versions

Frequency Frequency counter:
Pulse measurement/s up to 1000 Hz

Counters C15…C16  via the inputs I3 and I4 of
the DA and DC versions

Parameter
display   

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Operand Selection for Setpoint Definition

Operand Description

Constant 0…32000

C Output of a counter relay (e.g. C3QV)

IA Analog input of the device (I7 = IA1, I8 = IA2, I11 = IA3, I12 = IA4), if available

T Output of a timing relay (e.g. T4QV)

Retention
Selected timing relays can be run with retentive actual values. If a counter relay is retentive, the actual value is retained when the
operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the control relay is restarted in RUN
mode, the counter relay continues with the retentively stored actual value.

In Project View, select in the System tab which of the counter relays C5 to C7, C8 and C13 to C16 are to be kept retentive. The
retentive actual value requires 4 bytes of memory.
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1760-L18, 1760-L20 Counter Functions
Functional Description
Body copy goes here.
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Counter Functions
Counter Relay C for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 up/down counters (Counter) C01...C32. The C.. counters count on every rising edge
at the C_ input and enables you to count events.

Function
You can enter upper and lower threshold values as comparison values. The contacts will switch according
to the actual value. The counter function blocks enable an actual value (start value) to be defined at the
SV input.

The C.. counters are dependent on the cycle time.

You can wire a counter as a contact or coil in your circuit diagram.

Note: Avoid unforeseeable switch states. Only use each coil of a relay once in the circuit diagram.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs
(DWord)

SH Upper setpoint The function block operates in the integrer range from -2147483648…+2147483647

SL Lower setpoint  

SV Preset actual value  

Function block output
(DWord)

QV Actual value in RUN mode  

Contact
(bit output)

OF Overflow
Status 1 if the actual value is
greater than or equal to the
upper setpoint.

 

FB Fall below
Status 1 if the actual value is less
than or equal to the lower
setpoint.

 

CY Carry
Status 1 if the value range is
exceeded.

If the value range is exceeded, the switch contact switches to status 1 for one cycle
per rising edge detected. The function block retains the value of the last valid
operation before the contact CY.. is set.

ZE Zero
Status 1 if the value of the QV
function block output (i.e. the
counter status) is zero.

 

Coil function
(bit output)

C_ Count coil, counts on every rising
edge

 

D_ Count direction 0 = up counting, 1 = down counting



SE With a rising edge transfer the
preset actual value

 

RE Reset the actual value to zero  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be
viewed on the device.

 

Simulation

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The function block requires 52 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.

Retention
Counter relays can be run with retentive actual values. The number of counter relays can be selected in Project View in the Device
Properties dialog. The retentive actual value requires 4 bytes of memory. If a counter relay is retentive, the actual value is retained
when the operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the control relay is
restarted in RUN mode, the counter relay continues with the retentively stored actual value.
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Counter Functions
Frequency Counter "CF" for Pico GFX
The control relays and visualization devices provide a range of different high-speed counter functions. These counter function blocks
can be connected directly to the digital inputs.

The following counter functions are possible:

CF.. Frequency counters, frequency measurement
CH.. High-speed counters, high-speed signal counting
CI.. Incremental encoders, dual-channel incremental encoder signal counting

Note:The incremental encoder is always assigned an input pair, e.g. I03 and I04!

Inputs I 01...I 04 are designed for activating high-speed counters. The following wiring requirements must be observed:

I 01 => CF 01, CH 01 or CI 01
I 02 => CF 02, CH 02 or CI 01
I 03 => CF 03, CH 03 or CI 02
I 04 => CF 04, CH 04 or CI 02

Input assignment
Caution: Each I .. input on the device can only be used once by a CF, CH, CI function block. If an input Ixx is used several times,
only the high-speed counter is run that is positioned at the back in the order of processing in the function block diagram.

Example of an impermissible input assignment

I 01 = High-speed counter CH 01
I 01 = Frequency counter CF 02
I 01 = Incremental encoder channel A CI 02

All function blocks are associated with the digital input I1, but only CH01 is triggered and supplies the correct counter value.

Example of a permissible input assignment
I 01 = High-speed counter CH 01
I 02 = Frequency counter CF 02
I 03 = Incremental encoder channel A CI 02
I 04 = Incremental encoder channel B CI 02

Frequency Counter Functional Description
The devices provide four frequency counters CF01…CF04 for measuring frequencies.

These high-speed frequency counters are internally connected with the digital inputs I01...I04 and operate
independently of the cycle time.

You can enter upper and lower threshold values (setpoints) as comparison values.

Function
The CF frequency counters are not dependent on the cycle time.

The maximum counter frequency is 5 kHz.



The minimum counter frequency is 4 Hz.

Only square wave signals are permissible.

The mark-to-space ratio is 1:1.

Measuring procedure: The pulses at the input are counted for one second, irrespective of the cycle time, and the frequency
determined. The measurement result is provided at the function block output QV. The counter wiring must observe the following
digital input assignment:

I 01 counter input for counter CF 01
I 02 counter input for counter CF 02
I 03 counter input for counter CF 03
I 04 counter input for counter CF 04

Note: Avoid unforeseeable switch states. Only use each coil of a relay once in the circuit diagram. Only use a counter input for CF,
CH, CI counters once.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs
(DWord)

SH Upper setpoint The function block operates in the integrer range from -2147483648…
+2147483647

SL Lower setpoint  

Function block output
(DWord)

QV Actual value in RUN mode The function block supplies output values in the integer range from 0...10
000. 

The following therefore applies: 1 kHz = 1000
Behaviour when exceeding the value range: The value range cannot be
exceeded since the maximum measured value is less than the value range.

Contact
(bit output)

OF Status 1 if the actual value is greater than
or equal to the upper setpoint (Overflow)

 

FB Status 1 if the actual value is less than or
equal to the lower setpoint (Fall below)

 

ZE Status 1 if the value of the QV function
block output (i.e. the counter status) is
zero

 

Coil function
(bit output)

EN Enable for counter function block  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be viewed
on the device.

 

Simulation

Not
possible

 Hardware-dependent function block

Memory Requirement
The function block requires 40 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.

Retention



The frequency counter does not have any retentive actual values since the frequency is continuously remeasured.
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Counter Functions
Operating Hours Counter "O" for1760-L12, 1760-L18, and 1760-L20
The devices have four independent operating hours counters.

This operating hours counter enables you to record the operating hours of systems, machines and machine parts.

You can enter a setpoint within the valid value range 0...999999. This enables maintenance times to be monitored and reported.

The counter state is also retained when de-energized.

Note: The actual value can only be cleared via the Reset coil! Even operations such as the RUN -> STOP mode change, Voltage ON ->
OFF, delete or modify program or delete new program do not delete the actual value of the operating hours counter.

Function
If the counter coil TO is set to 1, the counter increments its actual value every second by the value 1 (basic pulse: 1 second).

If the actual value reaches the setpoint of S, the contact O switches for as long as the actual value is greater than or equal to the
setpoint.

The actual value is kept stored in the device until the Reset coil RO is set to 1 The actual value is then set to zero.

Accuracy of the operating hours counter
As the operating hours counter counts in seconds, up to 999 ms can be lost if a device is switched off.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of an Operating Hours Counter
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating an operating hours counter
Position an O operating hours counter operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can activate a count function.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 4
and the Trigger coil function.
In the Parameters tab enter the setpoint in hours if you are not only displaying the counter status but are also programming a
switch operation that depends on this.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect the O0x coil with an appropriate contact for activation. The operating hours counter is incremented as long as the
coil is set to 1.

Evaluation of an operating hours counter contact
If you wish to trigger a switching operation when a particular counter status is reached, you must also position the O0x operand that
is programmed as a coil on a contact field. The contact switches if the actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

Position the function relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to the coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect the contact O0x with an appropriate coil.

Resetting an operating hours counter
In order to reset the counter status position the O0x function relay that has already been linked as a counter coil once more
on a coil field of your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the function block number between 1 and 4 that has been used for the count
operation and the Reset coil function.
Connect the O0x coil with an appropriate contact for activation.



Whether you position the function relay first of all in a coil field or contact field or whether you make the entries in the Parameters
tab of a coil or a contact is not important. It is only important that you have selected the same function block number if you also
want to configure the same function relay.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Function relay input
(setpoint)

S Setpoint Entry in hours

0...999999
The operating hours counter can thus count in the range
from 0 hours to well over 100 years.

Contact

Oxx The contact switches if the actual value is greater
than or equal to the setpoint.

 

Coil function

Enable
possible via
contactor function

Function as Enable coil:
On 1 the counter increments with a minute pulse.

0xx

Reset Function as Reset coil:
on 1 the counter actual value is reset.

ROxx

Operating mode

   

Parameter display

Call enabled The parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

   

Operand selection for the S input

Operand Description

Constant 999999
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Counter Functions
Operating Hours Counter "OT" for Pico GFX
The devices have four independent operating hours counters. The counter states are also retained when de-energized.

Function
When the enable coil OT..EN is set to 1, the counter increments the value every minute by 1 (basic pulse:
1 minute).

If the actual value at QV reaches the setpoint of I1, the contact OT..Q1 will be set for as long as the
actual value is greater than or equal to the setpoint.

The actual value is kept stored in the device until the Reset coil OT..RE is triggered. The actual value is
then set to zero.

The operating hours counters are accurate to the nearest minute. If the Enable coil is set to 0, the seconds
value is lost.

Note: RUN, STOP operating mode change, Supply ON/OFF, Delete Program, Change Program, Load New Program. All these functions
do not clear the actual value of the operating hours counter. The actual value can only be cleared via the Reset coil!

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block input
(DWord)

I1 Setpoint Entry in hours

Function block output
(DWord)

QV Actual value of the operating hours counter Display in hours

Contact
(bit output)

Q1 Status 1 if the setpoint is reached
(greater/equal).

 

Coil function
(bit input)

EN Enable coil  

RE Reset coil, status 1 resets the counter actual
value to zero.

 

Operating mode

- -  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block aprameters can be viewed on the
device.

 

Simulation

Possible  The QV output in the Simulation function is incremented in hours as
in the device.



Memory Requirement
The operating hours counter function block requires 36 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes if the function block input is configured with an
NU constant.
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7-Day Time Switch "H" for Pico
Functional Description
Pico, which do not have an –NC in the catalog number, are equipped with a device clock (real-time clock) and allow the use of a 7-
day time switch and a year time switch. For this purpose, Pico devices offer eight time switches H1…H8 for a total of 32 switch
times.

You must use a 7-day time switch in your circuit diagram exclusively as a contact. This contact will switch according to the switch
times you have set.

Note: If the off time is earlier than the on time, the control relay will not switch off until the following day.

Each 7-day time switch is provided with four channels, A, B, C and D. These channels of the 7-day time switch all act jointly on the
contact Hx that you include in the circuit diagram.

The following settings are possible for each channel:

Either day 1 to day 2, e.g. Monday to Friday, or only day 1.

The following abbreviations are used for the individual days of the week:

Monday = Mon | Tuesday = Tue | Wednesday = Wed | Thursday = Thur | Fri = Fri | Saturday = Sat | Sunday = Sun

The time to be entered must be between 00:00 and 23:59.

If you select the Call enabled option in the Parameter display area, you can set the channels on the device.

Behavior in the event of a power failure
The time and date are backed up in the event of a power supply failure and continue to run. However, the time switch relays will
no longer switch. The contacts are kept open when de-energized.

Switching time ranges
The following examples illustrate the function of the 7-day time switch:

Example 1: Single-channel, on successive days, on and off switching.
The 7-day time switch is required to switch from 10:00 to 18:00 from Fridays to Sundays.

Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Entry screen in the programming software
Example 2: Two-channel, on successive days, on and off switching.
The 7-day time switch is required to switch from Mondays to Fridays between 6:30 and 9:00 and between 17:00 and 22:30.

Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Example 3: Two-channel, on switching on a weekday and off switching on another weekday.
The 7-day time switch is required to switch on at 18:00 on Tuesdays and switch off at 6:00 on Saturdays.



Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Example 4: Two-channel, on and off switching on several overlapping weekdays.
The 7-day time switch settings of a time switch overlap. The time switch is required to switch on at 16:00 on Mondays, and at
10:00 on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The off time for Mondays to Wednesdays is 22:00.

Signal Diagram
Note: On and off times always depend on the channel that switches first.

The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Entry screen in the programming software
Example 5: Two-channel, switch on at 0:00 on a weekday and switch off at 0:00 on another weekday.
The time switch should switch for 24 hours. Switch on at 0:00 on Mondays and switch off at 0:00 on Tuesdays.

Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Note: After power on, the control relay always updates the switch state of contact H0xx from all defined switch time entries.

DST setting
If you have activated the DST the device clock will automatically switch between summer and winter time.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a 7-Day Time Switch
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.



Activating a 7-day time switch according to example 1
Position an H 7-day time switch operand in the circuit diagram on a contact field so that you can use the switch function.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 8 on the Circuit Diagram Element
tab. The operand H0x will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
In the Parameters tab, Channel A set the weekday DY1 and at ON the hour and minute when the associated contact is to
switch on.
In the Parameters tab, Channel A set the weekday DY2 and at OFF the hour and minute when the associated contact is to
switch off.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect this H0x contact in the circuit diagram.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

Contact
Hx — Status 1 if the on condition is fulfilled.

Parameter display
Call enabled — Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

7-Day Time Switch "H" for Pico
Functional Description
Pico, which do not have an –NC in the catalog number, are equipped with a device clock (real-time clock) and allow the use of a 7-
day time switch and a year time switch. For this purpose, Pico devices offer eight time switches H1…H8 for a total of 32 switch
times.

You must use a 7-day time switch in your circuit diagram exclusively as a contact. This contact will switch according to the switch
times you have set.

Note: If the off time is earlier than the on time, the control relay will not switch off until the following day.

Each 7-day time switch is provided with four channels, A, B, C and D. These channels of the 7-day time switch all act jointly on the
contact Hx that you include in the circuit diagram.

The following settings are possible for each channel:

Either day 1 to day 2, e.g. Monday to Friday, or only day 1.

The following abbreviations are used for the individual days of the week:

Monday = Mon | Tuesday = Tue | Wednesday = Wed | Thursday = Thur | Fri = Fri | Saturday = Sat | Sunday = Sun

The time to be entered must be between 00:00 and 23:59.

If you select the Call enabled option in the Parameter display area, you can set the channels on the device.

Behavior in the event of a power failure
The time and date are backed up in the event of a power supply failure and continue to run. However, the time switch relays will
no longer switch. The contacts are kept open when de-energized.

Switching time ranges
The following examples illustrate the function of the 7-day time switch:

Example 1: Single-channel, on successive days, on and off switching.
The 7-day time switch is required to switch from 10:00 to 18:00 from Fridays to Sundays.

Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Entry screen in the programming software
Example 2: Two-channel, on successive days, on and off switching.
The 7-day time switch is required to switch from Mondays to Fridays between 6:30 and 9:00 and between 17:00 and 22:30.

Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Example 3: Two-channel, on switching on a weekday and off switching on another weekday.
The 7-day time switch is required to switch on at 18:00 on Tuesdays and switch off at 6:00 on Saturdays.



Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Example 4: Two-channel, on and off switching on several overlapping weekdays.
The 7-day time switch settings of a time switch overlap. The time switch is required to switch on at 16:00 on Mondays, and at
10:00 on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The off time for Mondays to Wednesdays is 22:00.

Signal Diagram
Note: On and off times always depend on the channel that switches first.

The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Entry screen in the programming software
Example 5: Two-channel, switch on at 0:00 on a weekday and switch off at 0:00 on another weekday.
The time switch should switch for 24 hours. Switch on at 0:00 on Mondays and switch off at 0:00 on Tuesdays.

Signal Diagram
The H 7-day time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Note: After power on, the control relay always updates the switch state of contact H0xx from all defined switch time entries.

DST setting
If you have activated the DST the device clock will automatically switch between summer and winter time.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a 7-Day Time Switch
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.



Activating a 7-day time switch according to example 1
Position an H 7-day time switch operand in the circuit diagram on a contact field so that you can use the switch function.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 8 on the Circuit Diagram Element
tab. The operand H0x will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
In the Parameters tab, Channel A set the weekday DY1 and at ON the hour and minute when the associated contact is to
switch on.
In the Parameters tab, Channel A set the weekday DY2 and at OFF the hour and minute when the associated contact is to
switch off.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect this H0x contact in the circuit diagram.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

Contact
Hx — Status 1 if the on condition is fulfilled.

Parameter display
Call enabled — Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.



Symbol in the
function
block diagram

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

7-DayTime Switch "HW" for Pico
Functional Description
The devices provide 32 time switches HW01...HW32.

Each time switch provides 4 channels (A, B, C and D). These channels all act jointly on the contact Q1 of
the time switch.

The following abbreviations are used for the individual days of the week:

Monday = Mon | Tuesday = Tue | Wednesday = Wed | Thursday = Thur | Fri = Fri | Saturday = Sat |
Sunday = Sun

The time to be entered must be between 00:00 and 23:59.

Daily on/off switching
If the contact Q1 is switched on and off daily for a certain number of weekdays, use one channel.

For one channel define at DY1 the weekday and at ON the time for the initial on switching.
Then in the same channel define at DY2 the weekday and at OFF the time for the last off switching.

See example 1, (channel A ON - FR 10:00; OFF - SU 18:00).

On switching on a weekday and off switching on another day.
If the contact Q1 is to remain switched on for a certain number of weekdays, use two channels.

For one channel define at DY1 the weekday and at ON the time for the initial on switching. DY2 and OFF are left without any
parameters for this first channel.
Then in the next channel define at DY2 the weekday and at OFF the time for the last off switching. DY1 and ON are without
any parameters for this second channel.

See example 3, (channel A ON - Tu 18:00; Channel B OFF - Sa 6:00).

Note: The operator can change the on and off time of a channel in the time switch function block during operation. The value can
be entered using the buttons of a visualization device. To do this you have to use the time switch entry element in a screen.

Behavior in the event of a power failure
The time is backed up and refreshed in the event of a power supply failure. In this case, the time switches no longer switch and the
contacts are kept open.

The switch points are defined according to the parameters entered.

Note: After power on, the control relay or visualization device always updates the switch state from all existing time switch entries.

Parameter Definition at the Function Block

Day Hour Minute Result

- - - A switch point will not be set if you have not set the weekday or the time.

Device display: -- --:--

DY1
e.g.
Mo

- - If you only set the weekday for the On time, the programming software will automatically set the Hour
and Minute values to 00. If an Off time is not set, the contact will remain switched.

Device display example: Mo 00:00/-- --:--



DY2
e.g.
Fr

- - If you only set the weekday for the Off time, the programming software will automatically set the
Weekday for the On time to Sunday and Hour and Minute values to 00.

Device display: Su 00:00/Fr --:--

From visualization device version number 05, you can change the on and off time while the device is in operation via the time
switch entry element.

It is therefore not possible to enter the time only. If you delete the weekday (DEL button) whilst making an entry or during
operation or simulation, the time will be deleted automatically. Entering the time automatically causes Sunday to be entered as the
default weekday.

Parameter Examples

Example 1
The time switch is required to switch from 10:00 to 18:00 from Fridays to Sundays.

Signal Diagram
The HW  time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Example 2
The time switch is required to switch from Mondays to Fridays between 6:30 and 9:00 and between 17:00 and 22:30.



Signal Diagram
The HW  time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Example 3
The time switch is required to switch on at 18:00 on Tuesdays and switch off at 6:00 on Saturdays.

Signal Diagram
The HW  time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Entry screen in the programming software
Example 4
The time settings of a time switch overlap. The time switch is required to switch on at 16:00 on Mondays, and at 10:00 on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. The off time for Mondays to Wednesdays is 22:00.

Signal Diagram
Note: On and off times always depend on the channel that switches first.

In other words, the first on time at one of the four channels switches output Q1 to 1. The first off time of a channel switches
output Q1 to 0.

If the on time and off time are the same, the output Q1 is switched off.

The H time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software



Example 5
The time switch should switch for 24 hours. Switch on at 0:00 on Mondays and switch off at 0:00 on Tuesdays.

Signal Diagram
The HW  time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Entry screen in the programming software
Example 6: Overnight Switching
The time switch is set for one day, e.g. Mondays, for an on time of ON=22:00 and an off time of OFF=6:00. In this case the
time switch will switch on every Monday at 22:00 p.m. and switch off every Tuesday at 6:00 a.m.

Note: If the off time is earlier than the on time, the control relay or visualization device will not switch off until the
following day.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description

Contact
(bit output)

Q1 Status 1 if the on condition is fulfilled

Parameter Set

Call Enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.

Simulation

Possible  

Memory Requirement
The 7-day time switch function block requires 68 bytes of memory + 4 bytes per channel used.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

1760-L12 Time Functions
Year Time Switch Y Functional Description
Pico controllers, which do not have a –NC in the catalog number, are equipped with a device clock (real-time clock) and enable the
use of a year time switch as well as a 7-day time switch. The clock IC used in the control relay works within the date range 01.01.
2000 to 31.12.2099. The devices equipped with a real-time clock each provide eight year time switches Y1...Y8. If you have to
implement special on and off switching functions on public holidays, vacations, company holidays, school holidays and special events,
these can be implemented easily with the year time switch.

You must use a year time switch in your circuit diagram exclusively as a contact.

Note: The year time switch does not function if the on year is later in the calendar than the off year.

Each year time switch is provided with four channels A, B, C and D. These channels of a year time switch all act jointly on the
contact Yx that you include in the circuit diagram. You can choose an on and off switching time for every channel.

If you select the Call enabled option in the Parameter display area, you can set the channels on the device.

The year time switch can switch ranges, individual days, months, years or combinations of all three.

Behavior in the even of a power failure
The time and date are backed up in the event of a power supply failure and continue to run. However, the time switch relays will
no longer switch. The contacts are kept open when de-energized.

Switching time ranges
The year time switch can switch ranges, individual days, months, years or combinations of all three. Time ranges are defined by
setting an ON and OFF time. The contact therefore always switches from ON to OFF, as shown in the following Parameter examples.

Important entry conventions!  The year time switch only operates correctly if you observe the following rules:

The On year must be before the Off year
ON and OFF times must be specified the same in pairs.
Example of entries in pairs:

ON = --/--/Year, OFF = --/--/Year,
ON = --/Month/Year, OFF = --/Month/Year,
ON = Day/Month/Year, OFF = Day/Month/Year

Defining Year time range parameters
ON: -- -- 02, OFF: -- -- 10 means:

Switch on at 00:00 on 01.01.2002 and switch off when the OFF year has elapsed at 00:00 on 01.01.2011. See the example for this
time range.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 January 2002 and switch off at 23:59 on 31 December 2006.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Defining Month time range parameters
ON: -- 04 --, OFF: -- 10 -- means:

Switch on at 00:00 on 1 April and switch off after the OFF month has elapsed at 00:00 on 1 November. See the example for this
time range.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 March and switch off at 23:59 on 31 October.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Defining Day time range parameters
ON: 02 -- --, OFF: 25 -- -- means:

Switch on at 00:00 on day 2 of the month and switch off when the OFF day has elapsed at 00:00 on day 26. See the example for
this time range.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on day 1 of each month and switch off at 23:59 on day 28 of each
month.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Defining the time range for Day, Month, Year
ON: 02 04 05; OFF: 25 09 05 means:

The year time switch is required to switch on at 00:00 on April 2 2005 and stay on till 23:59 on September 25 2005. See the
example for this time range

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 May of each year and switch off at 23:59 on 1 November of each
year.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Switching behavior with overlapping channel settings
The first ON date switches on and the first OFF date switches off. For this compare the example below.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on December 25 of each year and switch off at 23:59 on December 27 of
each year.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Specific days of specific months
The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 0:00 on day 9 of months 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 and switch off at 23:59 on day 16 of
the month.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Overlapping ranges
Channel A of the year time switch Y01 switches on at 00:00 on day 3 of months 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and switches off at 23:59 on day 26
of the same months.

Channel B of the year time switch Y01 switches on at 00:00 on day 2 of months 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and switches off at 23:59 on
day 18 of the same months.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software
Total number of channels and behavior of contact Y01: The time switch comes on at 00:00 on May 3 and goes off at 23:59 on day 26
of the same month. The time switch comes on at 00:00 on day 2 of the months June, July, August, September, October, and goes
off at 23:59 on day 18 of the same months. The time switch comes on at 00:00 on day 2 of the months November and December,
and goes off at 23:59 on day 18 of the same months.

Note: Avoid making incomplete entries. These may cause malfunctions.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Year Time Switch
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating a year time switch
Position a Y year time switch operand in the circuit diagram on a contact field so that you can use the switch function.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 8 on the Circuit Diagram Element
tab. The operand Yxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Define in the Parameters tab, Channel A-B, in the Channel A area at ON: the on time and at OFF: the off time of the first
time range.
If required set other time ranges via channel B,C and D. The appropriate contact Yxx is switched within the time ranges set.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect this Yxx contact in the circuit diagram.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

Contact
Hx — Status 1 if the on condition is fulfilled.

Parameter display
Call enabled — Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

1760-L18, 1760-L20 Time Functions
Year Time Switch Y Functional Description
Pico controllers, which do not have a –NC in the catalog number, are equipped with a device clock (real-time clock) and enable the
use of a year time switch as well as a 7-day time switch. The clock IC used in the control relay works within the date range 01.01.
2000 to 31.12.2099. The devices equipped with a real-time clock each provide eight year time switches Y1...Y8. If you have to
implement special on and off switching functions on public holidays, vacations, company holidays, school holidays and special events,
these can be implemented easily with the year time switch.

You must use a year time switch in your circuit diagram exclusively as a contact.

Note: The year time switch does not function if the on year is later in the calendar than the off year.

Each year time switch is provided with four channels A, B, C and D. These channels of a year time switch all act jointly on the
contact Yx that you include in the circuit diagram. You can choose an on and off switching time for every channel.

If you select the Call enabled option in the Parameter display area, you can set the channels on the device.

The year time switch can switch ranges, individual days, months, years or combinations of all three.

Behavior in the even of a power failure
The time and date are backed up in the event of a power supply failure and continue to run. However, the time switch relays will
no longer switch. The contacts are kept open when de-energized.

Switching time ranges
The year time switch can switch ranges, individual days, months, years or combinations of all three. Time ranges are defined by
setting an ON and OFF time. The contact therefore always switches from ON to OFF, as shown in the following Parameter examples.

Important entry conventions!  The year time switch only operates correctly if you observe the following rules:

The On year must be before the Off year
ON and OFF times must be specified the same in pairs.
Example of entries in pairs:

ON = --/--/Year, OFF = --/--/Year,
ON = --/Month/Year, OFF = --/Month/Year,
ON = Day/Month/Year, OFF = Day/Month/Year

Defining Year time range parameters
ON: -- -- 02, OFF: -- -- 10 means:

Switch on at 00:00 on 01.01.2002 and switch off when the OFF year has elapsed at 00:00 on 01.01.2011. See the example for this
time range.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 January 2002 and switch off at 23:59 on 31 December 2006.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Defining Month time range parameters
ON: -- 04 --, OFF: -- 10 -- means:

Switch on at 00:00 on 1 April and switch off after the OFF month has elapsed at 00:00 on 1 November. See the example for this
time range.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 March and switch off at 23:59 on 31 October.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Defining Day time range parameters
ON: 02 -- --, OFF: 25 -- -- means:

Switch on at 00:00 on day 2 of the month and switch off when the OFF day has elapsed at 00:00 on day 26. See the example for
this time range.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on day 1 of each month and switch off at 23:59 on day 28 of each
month.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Defining the time range for Day, Month, Year
ON: 02 04 05; OFF: 25 09 05 means:

The year time switch is required to switch on at 00:00 on April 2 2005 and stay on till 23:59 on September 25 2005. See the
example for this time range

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 May of each year and switch off at 23:59 on 1 November of each
year.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Switching behavior with overlapping channel settings
The first ON date switches on and the first OFF date switches off. For this compare the example below.

The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on December 25 of each year and switch off at 23:59 on December 27 of
each year.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Specific days of specific months
The year time switch Y01 is required to switch on at 0:00 on day 9 of months 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 and switch off at 23:59 on day 16 of
the month.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Overlapping ranges

Channel A of the year time switch Y01 switches on at 00:00 on day 3 of months 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and switches off at 23:59 on day 26
of the same months.

Channel B of the year time switch Y01 switches on at 00:00 on day 2 of months 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and switches off at 23:59 on
day 18 of the same months.

The Y year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: Entry screen in the programming software

Total number of channels and behavior of contact Y01: The time switch comes on at 00:00 on May 3 and goes off at 23:59 on day 26
of the same month. The time switch comes on at 00:00 on day 2 of the months June, July, August, September, October, and goes
off at 23:59 on day 18 of the same months. The time switch comes on at 00:00 on day 2 of the months November and December,
and goes off at 23:59 on day 18 of the same months.

Note: Avoid making incomplete entries. These may cause malfunctions.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Year Time Switch

Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating a year time switch

Position a Y year time switch operand in the circuit diagram on a contact field so that you can use the switch function.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 8 on the Circuit Diagram Element
tab. The operand Yxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Define in the Parameters tab, Channel A-B, in the Channel A area at ON: the on time and at OFF: the off time of the first
time range.
If required set other time ranges via channel B,C and D. The appropriate contact Yxx is switched within the time ranges set.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect this Yxx contact in the circuit diagram.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

Contact

Hx — Status 1 if the on condition is fulfilled.

Parameter display

Call enabled — Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.
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PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

PicoGFX Time Functions
Year Time Switch HY Functional Description
The devices provide 32 year time switches HY01...HY32 for a total of 128 switch times. Each time switch is
provided with four channels, A, B, C and D. These channels all act jointly on the contact Q1 of the year
time switch that you include in the circuit diagram.

The year time switch can switch ranges, individual days, months, years or combinations of all three.

Note: The on year must not be greater than the off year. Otherwise, the year time switch will not
function.

Entering the year
ON: 2002, OFF: 2010 means:

Switch on at 00:00 on 01.01.2002 and switch off when the OFF year has elapsed at 00:00 on 01.01.2011.

Entering the month
ON: 04, OFF: 10 means:

Switch on at 00:00 on 01 April and switch off after the OFF month has elapsed at 00:00 on November 1.

Entering the days
ON: 02, OFF: 25 means:

Switch on at 00:00 on day 2 and switch off when the OFF day has elapsed at 00:00 on day 26.

Rule for the year time switch
The contact switches in the defined years (ON to OFF), the defined months (ON to OFF) and in the days entered (ON to OFF).

Note: Time ranges must always be entered using a channel pair . In one channel you enter the ON values and in the other channel
the OFF values.

On and off date of the output Q1 depend on the channel that switches first. The first ON date switches on and the first OFF date
switches off. If the on and off date are the same, the output Q1 is switched to 0.

Note: Avoid making incomplete entries. These may cause malfunctions.

Examples

Example 1: Select year range
The year time switch HY01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 January 2002 and switch off at 23:59 on 31 December 2006.

The HY year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: entry screen in the programming software

Example2: Select month ranges
The year time switch HY01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on 1 March and switch off at 23:59 on 31 October.

The HY year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: entry screen in the programming software

Example 3: Select day ranges
The year time switch HY01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on day 1 of each month and switch off at 23:59 on day 28 of each
month.

The HY year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: entry screen in the programming software

Example 4: Select public holidays
The year time switch HY01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on December 25 of each year and switch off at 23:59 on December 27
of each year.

The HY year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: entry screen in the programming software

Example 5: Select time range
The year time switch HY01 is required to switch on at 00:00 on May 1 of each year and switch off at 23:59 on November 1 of each
year.

The HY year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:



Figure: entry screen in the programming software

Example 6: Specific days of specific months
The year time switch HY01 is required to switch on at 0:00 on day 9 of months 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and switch off at 23:59 on day 16 of
the month.

The HY year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: entry screen in the programming software

Example 7: Overlapping ranges
Channel A of the year time switch HY01 switches on at 00:00 on day 3 of months 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and switches off at 23:59 on day
26 of the same months.

Channel B of the year time switch HY01 switches on at 00:00 on day 2 of months 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and switches off at 23:59 on
day 18 of the same months.

The HY year time switch must be assigned the following parameters:

Figure: entry screen in the programming software
Total number of channels and behavior of contact HY01Q1:The time switch comes on at 00:00 on May 3 and goes off at 23:59 on day
26 of the same month. The time switch comes on at 00:00 on day 2 of the months June, July, August, September, October, and goes
off at 23:59 on day 18 of the same months. The time switch comes on at 00:00 on day 2 of the months November and December,
and goes off at 23:59 on day 18 of the same months.

The Function Block and its Parameters

Contact (bit output)
Q1 — Status 1 if the on condition is fulfilled.

Parameter set
Call enabled — Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.



Simulation
Possible

Note: The on and off time for each of the four channels (A, B, C and D) on a visualization device from version number 05 can be
changed during operation via the year time switch entry element.

Memory Requirement
The year time switch function block requires 68 bytes of memory + 4 bytes per channel used.



Symbol in the function
block diagram

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

PicoGFX Time Functions
Set Cycle ST Time Functional Description
The device provides one ST01 set cycle time function block.

This function block allows a set cycle time to be defined. This cycle time is adjusted automatically if the
maximum cycle time used in the program is less than this specified value. The maximum possible set cycle
time is 1000 ms. The set cycle time cannot be implemented if the cycle time of the program is longer than
it.

Example
A program consisting of the bit circuit diagram and function block generates a mean cycle time of approx.
12 ms. Setting the set cycle time to 30 ms will ensure that the cycle times are kept constant at this value.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description

Function block inpute  (DWord)

I1 Required cycle time in ms, Permissible value range:0...1000

Coil

EN Activates the function block on status 1.

Parameter set

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.

Simulation

Not possible

Memory Requirement
The set cycle time function block requires 24 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes if the function block input is configured with an NU
constant.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

1760-L12 Time Functions
Timing Relay T Functional Description
The devices provide 16 timing relays T01...T16.

A timing relay can be used to simulate a timer function in which you can change the switching times for the on and off switching of
a switching contact. The configurable delay times can be between 10 ms and 99 h 59 min. Positive values, such as analog input
values or the actual values of counter and timing relays, can be used as a setpoint. Minimum time setting: 0.01 s (10 ms).

A timing relay can be used in your circuit diagram both as a coil or as a contact (switch contact).

You can activate a timing relay in your circuit diagram as a coil and use its time-controlled switch contact in a contact field.

For starting, stopping or resetting a timing relay, add it to your circuit diagram as a coil (in the coil field). In the Coil function area
you define which of these three functions are to be triggered by the associated contacts.

In order for the timing relay to operate as a switch, add it in the circuit diagram as a contact (in the contact field). Choose the
Properties field window, Circuit Diagram Element tab, Contact area to define the switch function of the contact as a make or break
contact.

The timer function, i.e. the way in which a timing relay controls the switching time, depends primarily on the mode configured.

Linking and Par`ameter Assignment of a Timing Relay
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating a timing relay
Position a T timing relay operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can control a switch time.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 16
and the Trigger coil function. The operand TTxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Select the required mode and the time range.
In the Parameters tab set the setpoint for the input I1 and, if necessary, I2 if you have selected a suitable operating mode. At
the end of this section is a description of the selectable operands - Constant or actual value of another function relay.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect the TTxx coil with an appropriate contact for triggering. The timing relay is incremented as long as the coil is set to
1. If you are using single pulse mode, the timing relay will start when a rising edge is detected at TTxx.

Evaluation of a timing relay
To use the time-controlled switch contact of the relay, the T timing relay, which is linked as a coil, must be added to the circuit
diagram again on a contact field. The contact switches according to the operating mode set and the setpoint.

Position the T timing relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to its corresponding coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect this Txx contact in the circuit diagram.

Resetting a timing relay
In order to reset the timing relay and the associated switching contact, position the T timing relay that has already been
linked as a trigger coil once more on a coil field in your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the function block number between 1 and 16 that has already been used for the
activation and the Reset coil function. The operand RTxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the RTxx coil with an appropriate contact for triggering.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters



 Description Note

Function relay inputs  (setpoints)

I1 Time setpoint 1 See the following note

I2 Time setpoint 2 (for operating mode with 2 setpoints, e.g. flashing)  

Function relay output

T Integer value depending on the configured time range.

0 to max. 99990 in the Second:millisecond time range

This output can be used as a setpoint for the C counter relay, other T timing
relays and the A analog value comparator as well as an actual value for the D
text display.

 

Contact

Txx Switching contact  

Coil function Designation

Trigger The timing relay is started when a rising edge (Trigger) is detected. This coil
must then be set to 1 (Enable) continuously until the required time has
elapsed. 

Only in Single pulse mode is one rising edge enough to trigger the required
timing response.

TTxx

Reset Reset coil function: 1 resets the timing relay and the associated switch contact. RTxx

Stop Stop coil 
The timing relay is stopped. The started time will cease to time out whilst the
HTxx Stop coil is set to 1. The stopped time will continue to time out if the
signal at the Stop coil HTxx is reset to 0.

If the stop coil HTxx is set to 1 with a rising edge at the trigger coil TTxx, the
transfer of the time setpoint will be delayed for as long as the signal at HTxx is
1. The status change on the switch contact is delayed in the same way.

HTxx

Mode

On-
delayed

On-delayed switching  

On-
delayed
+
T(rnd)

On-delayed switching with random time range  

Off-
delayed

Off-delayed switching  

Off-
delayed
+
T(rnd)

Off-delayed switching with random time range  

On/off
delayed

On and off delayed switching there are two time setpoints to be configured  

On/Off-
delayed
+
T(rnd)

On and off delayed switching with random time range there are two time
setpoints to be configured

 

Single
pulse

Single pulse switching Normalizes input signals of different
pulse lengths to a fixed pulse length at
the switch contact of the timing relay.

Flashing Flash switching — there are two time setpoints to be configured.
Synchronous flashing: S1 equals S2
Mark-to-space ratio = 1:1
Asynchronous flashing: S1 not equal S2
Mark-to-space ratio not equal 1:1

Time values:
S1=Mark time
S2=Space time



Time range

S Second:Milliseconds  
Configurable as a constant: 00.00 to 99.99 (s.ms), max. 99990 ms.

Resolution: 10 ms

M : S Minutes:Seconds
Configurable: 00:01 to 99:59 (min:s), max. 5999 sec.

Resolution: 1 sec

H : M Hours:Minutes Configurable: 00:01 to 99:59 (h:min), max. 5999 min. Resolution: 1 min

Parameter display

Call
enabled

The parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Note on the minimum time setting: If a time value is less than the program cycle time, the elapsed time will not be recognized until
the next cycle. This may cause unpredictable switching states.

Operand Selection for the Inputs I1 and I2 (time setpoints)

Operand Description

Constant 0...99:59 (time range »M : S/H: M) or 0 - 99.99 (time range S)

C Output of a counter relay (e.g. C3QV) 
If the counter actual value is greater than the maximum permissible setpoint of the configured time range, the setpoint
will be limited to this maximum value. Example: You have configured the time range M : S and the counter actual value
is 31333. The device limits the setpoint to 5999 min.

IA Analog input of the device (I7 = IA1, I8 = IA2, I11 = IA3, I12 = IA4), if available. Note the relationship described below
between the permissible analog value and the timing relay setpoint.

T Output of a timing relay (e.g. T4QV).

Analog value and timing relay setpoint
If you wish to use variable values as a timing relay setpoint, such as an analog input, the following conversion rules apply, depending
on the time base configured.

S time base
Equation:  Time setpoint = ( Variable value*10) in [ms]

Variable value Time setpoint in [s]

0 (Minimum) 00.000

100 01.000

300 03.000

500 05.000

1023 (Maximum) 10.230

M:S time base
Rule:  Time setpoint = Variable value/60
Integer = Number of minutes
Remainder = Number of seconds

Variable value Time setpoint in [M:S]

0 (Minimum) 00.000

100 01:040

300 05.000

500 08:020

1023 (Maximum) 17:003



Time base H:M
Rule:  Time setpoint = Variable value/60
Integer = Number of hours
Remainder = Number of minutes

Variable value Time setpoint in [H:M]

0 (Minimum) 00.000

100 01:040

300 05.000

606 10:006

1023 (Maximum) 17:003

Note: You can only use analog values as setpoints if the value of the analog input is stable. Fluctuating analog values impair a
reproducible timing response.

Retention
Selected timing relays can be run with retentive actual values. If a timing relay is retentive, the actual value is retained when the
operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the control relay is restarted in RUN
mode, the timing relay continues with the retentively stored actual value.

In Project View, select in the System tab which of the timing relays T7, T8 and T13 to T16 are to be kept retentive. The retentive
actual value requires 4 bytes of memory.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

1760-L18, 1760-L20 Time Functions
Timing Relay T Functional Description
The devices provide 16 timing relays T01...T16.

A timing relay can be used to simulate a timer function in which you can change the switching times for the on and off switching of
a switching contact. The configurable delay times can be between 10 ms and 99 h 59 min. Positive values, such as analog input
values or the actual values of counter and timing relays, can be used as a setpoint. Minimum time setting: 0.01 s (10 ms).

A timing relay can be used in your circuit diagram both as a coil or as a contact (switch contact).

You can activate a timing relay in your circuit diagram as a coil and use its time-controlled switch contact in a contact field.

For starting, stopping or resetting a timing relay, add it to your circuit diagram as a coil (in the coil field). In the Coil function area
you define which of these three functions are to be triggered by the associated contacts.

In order for the timing relay to operate as a switch, add it in the circuit diagram as a contact (in the contact field). Choose the
Properties field window, Circuit Diagram Element tab, Contact area to define the switch function of the contact as a make or break
contact.

The timer function, i.e. the way in which a timing relay controls the switching time, depends primarily on the mode configured.

Linking and Par`ameter Assignment of a Timing Relay
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating a timing relay
Position a T timing relay operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can control a switch time.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and 16
and the Trigger coil function. The operand TTxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Select the required mode and the time range.
In the Parameters tab set the setpoint for the input I1 and, if necessary, I2 if you have selected a suitable operating mode. At
the end of this section is a description of the selectable operands - Constant or actual value of another function relay.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
Connect the TTxx coil with an appropriate contact for triggering. The timing relay is incremented as long as the coil is set to
1. If you are using single pulse mode, the timing relay will start when a rising edge is detected at TTxx.

Evaluation of a timing relay
To use the time-controlled switch contact of the relay, the T timing relay, which is linked as a coil, must be added to the circuit
diagram again on a contact field. The contact switches according to the operating mode set and the setpoint.

Position the T timing relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to its corresponding coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect this Txx contact in the circuit diagram.

Resetting a timing relay
In order to reset the timing relay and the associated switching contact, position the T timing relay that has already been
linked as a trigger coil once more on a coil field in your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the function block number between 1 and 16 that has already been used for the
activation and the Reset coil function. The operand RTxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the RTxx coil with an appropriate contact for triggering.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters



 Description Note

Function relay inputs  (setpoints)

I1 Time setpoint 1 See the following note

I2 Time setpoint 2 (for operating mode with 2 setpoints, e.g. flashing)  

Function relay output

T Integer value depending on the configured time range.

0 to max. 99990 in the Second:millisecond time range

This output can be used as a setpoint for the C counter relay, other T timing
relays and the A analog value comparator as well as an actual value for the D
text display.

 

Contact

Txx Switching contact  

Coil function Designation

Trigger The timing relay is started when a rising edge (Trigger) is detected. This coil
must then be set to 1 (Enable) continuously until the required time has
elapsed. 

Only in Single pulse mode is one rising edge enough to trigger the required
timing response.

TTxx

Reset Reset coil function: 1 resets the timing relay and the associated switch contact. RTxx

Stop Stop coil 
The timing relay is stopped. The started time will cease to time out whilst the
HTxx Stop coil is set to 1. The stopped time will continue to time out if the
signal at the Stop coil HTxx is reset to 0.

If the stop coil HTxx is set to 1 with a rising edge at the trigger coil TTxx, the
transfer of the time setpoint will be delayed for as long as the signal at HTxx is
1. The status change on the switch contact is delayed in the same way.

HTxx

Mode

On-
delayed

On-delayed switching  

On-
delayed
+
T(rnd)

On-delayed switching with random time range  

Off-
delayed

Off-delayed switching  

Off-
delayed
+
T(rnd)

Off-delayed switching with random time range  

On/off
delayed

On and off delayed switching there are two time setpoints to be configured  

On/Off-
delayed
+
T(rnd)

On and off delayed switching with random time range there are two time
setpoints to be configured

 

Single
pulse

Single pulse switching Normalizes input signals of different
pulse lengths to a fixed pulse length at
the switch contact of the timing relay.

Flashing Flash switching — there are two time setpoints to be configured.
Synchronous flashing: S1 equals S2
Mark-to-space ratio = 1:1
Asynchronous flashing: S1 not equal S2
Mark-to-space ratio not equal 1:1

Time values:
S1=Mark time
S2=Space time



Time range

S Second:Milliseconds  
Configurable as a constant: 00.00 to 99.99 (s.ms), max. 99990 ms.

Resolution: 10 ms

M : S Minutes:Seconds
Configurable: 00:01 to 99:59 (min:s), max. 5999 sec.

Resolution: 1 sec

H : M Hours:Minutes Configurable: 00:01 to 99:59 (h:min), max. 5999 min. Resolution: 1 min

Parameter display

Call
enabled

The parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Note on the minimum time setting: If a time value is less than the program cycle time, the elapsed time will not be recognized until
the next cycle. This may cause unpredictable switching states.

Operand Selection for the Inputs I1 and I2 (time setpoints)

Operand Description

Constant 0...99:59 (time range »M : S/H: M) or 0 - 99.99 (time range S)

C Output of a counter relay (e.g. C3QV) 
If the counter actual value is greater than the maximum permissible setpoint of the configured time range, the setpoint
will be limited to this maximum value. Example: You have configured the time range M : S and the counter actual value
is 31333. The device limits the setpoint to 5999 min.

IA Analog input of the device (I7 = IA1, I8 = IA2, I11 = IA3, I12 = IA4), if available. Note the relationship described below
between the permissible analog value and the timing relay setpoint.

T Output of a timing relay (e.g. T4QV).

Analog value and timing relay setpoint
If you wish to use variable values as a timing relay setpoint, such as an analog input, the following conversion rules apply, depending
on the time base configured.

S time base
Equation:  Time setpoint = ( Variable value*10) in [ms]

Variable value Time setpoint in [s]

0 (Minimum) 00.000

100 01.000

300 03.000

500 05.000

1023 (Maximum) 10.230

M:S time base
Rule:  Time setpoint = Variable value/60
Integer = Number of minutes
Remainder = Number of seconds

Variable value Time setpoint in [M:S]

0 (Minimum) 00.000

100 01:040

300 05.000

500 08:020

1023 (Maximum) 17:003



Time base H:M
Rule:  Time setpoint = Variable value/60
Integer = Number of hours
Remainder = Number of minutes

Variable value Time setpoint in [H:M]

0 (Minimum) 00.000

100 01:040

300 05.000

606 10:006

1023 (Maximum) 17:003

Note: You can only use analog values as setpoints if the value of the analog input is stable. Fluctuating analog values impair a
reproducible timing response.

Retention
Selected timing relays can be run with retentive actual values. If a timing relay is retentive, the actual value is retained when the
operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the control relay is restarted in RUN
mode, the timing relay continues with the retentively stored actual value.

In Project View, select in the System tab which of the timing relays T7, T8 and T13 to T16 are to be kept retentive. The retentive
actual value requires 4 bytes of memory.
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PicoGFX Time Functions
Timing Relay T Functional Description
The devices provide 32 timing relays T01...T32.

A timing relay can be used to change the switch duration and the on and off times of a switch contact.

The possible delay time range is between 5 ms and 99 h 59 min.

Minimum time setting: 0.005 s (5 ms).

If a time value is set less than the program cycle time, the "elapsed time" event will not be recognized
until the next cycle.

The relay is started via the T..EN trigger coil and can be reset via the T..RE reset coil.

The third coil T..ST can be used to stop the running of the current time.

 Description  

I1 Time setpoint 1  

I2 Time setpoint 2 (for operating mode with 2 setpoints, e.g. flashing)  

Function block output  (DWord)

QV Elapsed actual time in RUN mode  

Contact

Q1 Switching contact  

Coil function

EN Enable, the timing relay is started (Trigger coil)  

RE Reset, the timing relay is reset (Reset coil)  

ST Stop, the timing relay is stopped (Stop coil)  

Operating mode  

On-delayed On-delayed switching  

On-delayed + T(rnd) On-delayed switching with random time range  

Off-delayed Off-delayed switching  

Off-delayed + T(rnd) Off-delayed switching with random time range  

Off-delayed with retriggering Off-delayed switching with retriggering *

Off-delayed with retriggering +
T(rnd) Off-delayed switching with retriggering and with random time range *

On/off delayed On and off delayed, two time setpoints  

On/Off-delayed + T(rnd) On and off delayed switching with random time, two time setpoints  

Single pulse Single pulse switching  

Flashing Flashing switch, synchronous, two time setpoints  

Flashing Flashing switch, asynchronous, two time setpoints  



Time range

S Second:Milliseconds Configurable: 00:05 to 999:995 (s:ms), (max. 999995
ms). Resolution: 5 ms

M : S Minutes:Seconds Configurable: 00:01 to 99:59 (min:s), (max. 5999 sec). Resolution: 1
sec

H : M Hours:Minutes Configurable: 00:01 to 99:59 (h:min), (max. 5999 min). Resolution: 1
min

Parameter set

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

Possible   

* Only with a control relay with a device version from V. 04 upward or a visualization device. Retriggering is executed by means of a
new pulse on the Enable input EN, while the output Q1 is 1. The preset switching time starts again from the beginning (comparable
with a stair lighting controls).

Memory Requirement
The arithmetic function block requires 52 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.

Retention
Timing relays can be run with retentive actual values. The number of timing relays can be selected in Project View in the Device
Properties dialog. The retentive actual value requires 4 bytes of memory. If a timing relay is retentive, the actual value is retained
when the operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the device is restarted in
RUN mode, the counter relay continues with the retentively stored actual value.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

1760-L18, 1760-L20 Program Operation Functions
Jump ":" for Pico
Jumps can be used for structuring a circuit diagram or as a selector switch. For example, jumps can be used to implement the
selection of manual or automatic mode, or other machine programs. Jumps consist of a jump location and a jump destination (label).
Only forward jumps are possible.

Circuit Diagram Elements
Up to 32 contacts (jump destinations) can be used. These can only be used in column A. The contact can only be used as a make
contact. For this there are up to 32 coils (jump labels) available.

Function
If the jump coil is triggered, the rungs after the jump coil are no longer processed. Unless they were overwritten in other rungs that
were not skipped, the states of the coils are retained at their last state prior to the jump. The forward jump ends on the first
contact that has the same number as the jump coil.

Coil = Jump on 1
Contact only at the first left-hand contact position = Jump destination

The Jump contact location is always set to 1.

If the jump label is not present or not positioned in a forward direction, the jump is made to the end of the circuit diagram. The
last rung is also skipped.

Multiple use of the same jump coil and the same contact is possible as long as this is done in pairs.

Example:
Coil :1/jumped area/contact :1,
Coil:1/jumped area/contact:1 etc. is used.

Caution:  If rungs are jumped, the states of the coils are retained. The time of timing relays continues running.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

PicoGFX Program Operation Functions
Jump ":" for Pico GFX
Jumps can be used for structuring a circuit diagram or as a selector switch. For example, jumps can be used to implement the
selection of manual or automatic mode, or other machine programs. Jumps consist of a jump location and a jump destination (label).
Only forward jumps are possible.

Circuit Diagram Elements
Up to 32 contacts (jump destinations) can be used. These can only be used in column A. The contact can only be used as a make
contact. For this there are up to 32 coils (jump labels) available.

Function
If the jump coil is triggered, the rungs after the jump coil are no longer processed. Unless they were overwritten in other rungs that
were not skipped, the states of the coils are retained at their last state prior to the jump. The forward jump ends on the first
contact that has the same number as the jump coil.

Coil = Jump on 1
Contact only at the first left-hand contact position = Jump destination

The Jump contact location is always set to 1.

If the jump label is not present or not positioned in a forward direction, the jump is made to the end of the circuit diagram. The
last rung is also skipped.

Multiple use of the same jump coil and the same contact is possible as long as this is done in pairs.

Example:
Coil :1/jumped area/contact :1,
Coil:1/jumped area/contact:1 etc. is used.

Caution:  If rungs are jumped, the states of the coils are retained. The time of timing relays continues running.
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PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

PicoGFX Program Operation Functions
Conditional Jump "JC" for Pico GFX
The Pico GFX controllers provide 32 conditional jump function blocks JC01...JC32.

The conditional jump function block enables you to move forward to a jump label LB inside the function
block diagram.

Structure your program as follows:

Condition for the jump is the status of the signal at the EN coil.
You can define the jump label (destination) yourself using the LB function block.
JCxx and LBxx must always be used in pairs.

Function
When EN is 1, the program jumps forward over one or several function blocks. The next function block to be processed by the
program is the first one following the jump label LBxx in the function block diagram. When EN is 0, the next function block that the
program processes is the one that you have added behind JCxx in the function block diagram.

If the associated jump label is not present for an activated jump or is positioned in front of the jump label (backward jump), the
program jumps to the end of the function block diagram. In both cases the bit output E1 is set to 1.

The function block status display indicates during simulation an active jump label (jump location) JCxx with a red frame. Jumped
areas of the function block diagram change in intensity of color.

The red in the frame of an active function block that has been jumped lightens in color to pink, while the black frame of an inactive
function block that has been jumped changes to grey.

Positioning, Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Conditional Jump Function Block
Requirement: You have included a Pico GFX controller in the project, have switched to Circuit Diagram View and have displayed the
function block diagram there.

Positioning in the function block diagram
Drag the conditional jump JC.. function block into the function block diagram. In the Properties field window select the required
function block number between 1 and 32 on the Parameters tab.

The conditional jump function block JCxx is now shown at the end of the function block diagram with the name of the required jump
label defined LABEL:xx.

Position the conditional jump function block JCxx in the function block diagram in front of the function block(s) to be skipped. To do
this, activate the context menu of the JCxx function block and use the Move Function Block function.

Use of the conditional jump function block also requires the placement of a jump label function block in the function block diagram.

Association in the circuit diagram
Drag the conditional jump function block JCxx onto a coil field of the circuit diagram and in the Properties Field window select the
function block number already used in the positioning. Connect the JCxxEN coil with an appropriate contact for activation.

Note: For greater clarity, position the conditional jump function block JCxx in the circuit diagram if possible directly in front of the
function block(s) to be skipped.

If the error output is to be evaluated, position the function block in the circuit diagram again. This time use it as a contact and
associate JCxxE1 () with a suitable Boolean operand.



Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Coil function
(bit output)

EN Enable coil The program will branch to the jump label of the function block diagram if EN = 1.

Contact
(bit output)

E1 Error output Status 1 if no associated jump label is present or is located in front of the jump location (backward jump).

Simulation

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The conditional jump function block requires 20 bytes of memory.



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

1760-L12 Program Operation Functions
Master Reset "Z" for Pico
The devices provide three master reset function relays Z01...Z03.

The Master Reset function relay enables you to set with one command the status of the markers and all outputs to 0.

Depending on the operating mode set, it is possible to reset either the outputs only, the markers only or both.

The Master Reset function relay can be used in your circuit diagram both as a coil or as a contact (switch contact).

Function
A rising edge or the 1 status on the coil will reset the outputs or markers to 0, depending on the operating mode set. The location
of the coil in the circuit diagram is of no importance. A master reset always has the highest priority. The contacts Z1 to Z3 follow
the status of their own coil.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Master Reset Function Relay
Requirements:  You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

To reset the required operands always position a Z function relay on a coil field in your circuit diagram.
To reset the outputs Q1 - Q8 and S1 - S8, in the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field select the operand
number 1 or
to reset the marker ranges M1 - M16 and N1 - N16 in the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the operand number 2 or
to reset the stated outputs and marker ranges together, select in the Circuit Diagram Element tab the operand number 3.
Connect the Z0x coil with an appropriate contact for activation.
If required, write a comment for the selected operand.

If you wish to check whether a function relay triggered as a coil has switched, you must link this function relay as a contact with
the same operand number.

Position the function relay on a contact field and select the same operand number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab that
you have assigned to the coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect the contact Z0x to a coil suitable for indication purposes, for example, output Q1.

Whether you position the function relay first of all in a coil field or contact field or whether you make the entries in the Parameters
tab of a coil or a contact is not important. It is only important that you have selected the same operand number if you also want to
configure the same function relay.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Contact

Zxx Status 1 if coil Zxx detects a rising edge or status 1.  

Coil function

Trigger Coil The Master Reset function relay is started when it detects a
rising edge (Trigger) or status 1 (Enable), when it then carries
out the corresponding Reset operation.

Zxx Triggered via one of the three coils available
Z1...Z3. Use the Master reset function relay in one
of the following operating modes.

Operating mode

Z1 The outputs Q1...Q8 and S1...S8 are reset to 0.  

Z2 The marker ranges M1...M16 and N1...N16 are reset to 0.  



Z3 Operates simultaneously on Q1...Q8, S1...S8, M1...M16 and
N1...N16.

 

Parameter display

- -  

Simulation

- -  



PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
Pico Controllers

1760-L18, 1760-L20 Program Operation Functions
Master Reset "Z" for Pico
The devices provide three master reset function relays Z01...Z03.

The Master Reset function relay enables you to set with one command the status of the markers and all outputs to 0.

Depending on the operating mode set, it is possible to reset either the outputs only, the markers only or both.

The Master Reset function relay can be used in your circuit diagram both as a coil or as a contact (switch contact).

Function
A rising edge or the 1 status on the coil will reset the outputs or markers to 0, depending on the operating mode set. The location
of the coil in the circuit diagram is of no importance. A master reset always has the highest priority. The contacts Z1 to Z3 follow
the status of their own coil.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Master Reset Function Relay
Requirements:  You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

To reset the required operands always position a Z function relay on a coil field in your circuit diagram.
To reset the outputs Q1 - Q8 and S1 - S8, in the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field select the operand
number 1 or
to reset the marker ranges M1 - M16 and N1 - N16 in the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the operand number 2 or
to reset the stated outputs and marker ranges together, select in the Circuit Diagram Element tab the operand number 3.
Connect the Z0x coil with an appropriate contact for activation.
If required, write a comment for the selected operand.

If you wish to check whether a function relay triggered as a coil has switched, you must link this function relay as a contact with
the same operand number.

Position the function relay on a contact field and select the same operand number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab that
you have assigned to the coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect the contact Z0x to a coil suitable for indication purposes, for example, output Q1.

Whether you position the function relay first of all in a coil field or contact field or whether you make the entries in the Parameters
tab of a coil or a contact is not important. It is only important that you have selected the same operand number if you also want to
configure the same function relay.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Contact

Zxx Status 1 if coil Zxx detects a rising edge or status 1.  

Coil function

Trigger Coil The Master Reset function relay is started when it detects a
rising edge (Trigger) or status 1 (Enable), when it then carries
out the corresponding Reset operation.

Zxx Triggered via one of the three coils available
Z1...Z3. Use the Master reset function relay in one
of the following operating modes.

Operating mode

Z1 The outputs Q1...Q8 and S1...S8 are reset to 0.  

Z2 The marker ranges M1...M16 and N1...N16 are reset to 0.  



Z3 Operates simultaneously on Q1...Q8, S1...S8, M1...M16 and
N1...N16.

 

Parameter display

- -  

Simulation

- -  
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PicoGFX Program Operation Functions
Master Reset “MR” for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 master reset function blocks MR01...MR32.

The master reset function block enables you to reset with one command the status of the markers and all
outputs to 0.

Function
Depending on the operating mode set, it is possible to reset either the outputs only, the markers only or
both.

Note:  To ensure that all data ranges are reliably cleared, the master reset function block must be the last
function block executed in your program. For this position the function block as the last element in the
function block diagram. Otherwise subsequent function blocks may overwrite the data ranges again.

 Description Note

Contact

Q1 Status 1 if the trigger coil MR..T is 1.  

Coil function

T_ Trigger coil. The appropriate reset is carried out if the coil is triggered
(receives a rising edge).

 

Operating mode

T_ Trigger coil. The appropriate reset is carried out if the coil is triggered
(receives a rising edge).

 

Q The outputs Q.., *Q.., S.., *S.., *SN.., QA01 are reset to 0. * same as NET-
ID

Is entered in the Function Block
Parameters area.

M The marker range MD01...MD96 is reset to 0 Is entered in the Function Block
Parameters area.

ALL Reset of Q and M. Is entered in the Function Block
Parameters area.

Parameter set

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The master reset function block requires 20 bytes of memory.
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
The "DC" PID Controller Function for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 PID controller function blocks DC01...DC32.

A closed-loop control circuit with a PID controller consists of the following components:

Setpoint (reference variable),
Actual value (controlled variable),
Control deviation = (setpoint–actual value),
PID controller,
Control system (e.g. PTn system),
Disturbance variables.

Function
The principle of the PID controller is based on the equation that represents the manipulated variable Y(t)
as a result of a proportional component, an integral component and a differential component.

These three closed-loop control components can be disabled separately via the Boolean inputs EP, EI and ED (disabling of closed-loop
control components).

A deactivation of the I and D component is linked with a reset. The controller is assigned parameters with the standard variables Kp
[%], TN [0.1 s] and TV [0.1 s].

The controller can also be run in UNP and BIP modes, and also controlled in Manual mode.

The proportional gain input KP is used to define a proportional gain factor.

The value 100 corresponds to a KP factor of 1, the value 50 corresponds to a KP of 0.5 etc.

The controller provides the manipulated variable QV as the output value.

Setting "EN=1" will start the function block.

Setting "EN=0" will initiate a reset in which the QV output is set to 0.

Manual mode
The controller can be “controlled” in Manual mode via the corresponding inputs SE and MV. If bit input SE = 1, the controller
provides at output QV the value that was assigned at double word input MV. If the status of SE changes to 0, the controller accepts
the manually manipulated variable and uses this manipulated variable to proceed with continuous control (smooth).

UNP mode
The manipulated variable is output as a unipolar 12-bit value. The value range is 0 ... 4095.

BIP mode
The manipulated variable is output as a bipolar 13-bit value. The value range is -4096 ... 4095.

Tc Scan Time
The TC input defines the time between the function block calls. Values between 0.1s and 6553.5s can be defined.

If the TC scan time is set to 0, the program cycle time defines the time difference between the function block calls. This may cause
irregularities in the control response as the program cycle time is not always constant. The ST (set cycle time) function block should
be used to set a constant program cycle time.

The PID algorithm



The principle of the PID controller is based on the equation that represents the manipulated variable Y(t) as a result of a
proportional component, an integral component and a differential component.

Pico GFX devices calculate the manipulated variable every time when the control difference is scanned. These calculations start with
the first scan. The equation used is explained in the following table:

Manipulated variable = Proportional component + Integral component + Differential component

Y(n) = YP(n) + YI(n) + YD(n)

Y(n) Calculated manipulated variable with scan time n

YP(n) Value of the proportional component of the manipulated variable at scan time n

YI(n) Value of the integral component of the manipulated variable at scan time n

YD(n) Value of the differential component of the manipulated variable at scan time n

The proportional component of the PID controller
The proportional component YP is the product of the gain (Kp) and the control difference (e). The control difference is the
difference between the setpoint (Xs) and the actual value (Xi) at a specified scan time.

The equation for the proportional component used by the Pico GFX device is as follows:

Proportional component

YP(n) = Kp * (Xs(n) - Xi(n) )

Kp Proportional gain

Xs(n) Setpoint at scan time n

Xi(n) Actual value at scan time n

The integral component in the PID controller
The integral component YI is proportional to the sum of the control difference over time.

The equation for the integral component used by the Pico GFX device is as follows:

Integral component

YI(n) = Kp * Tc/Tn * (Xs(n) - Xi(n) ) + YI (n-1)

Kp Proportional gain

Tc Scan Time

Tn Integration time (also called reset time)

Xs(n) Setpoint at scan time n

Xi(n) Actual value at scan time n

YI (n-1) Value of the integral component with scan time n-1

The differential component in the PID controller
The differential component YD is proportional to the change of the control difference. In order to prevent step changes or jumps in
the manipulated variable when the setpoint changes due to the differential response, the change of the actual value (process
variable) and not the control difference are calculated. This is shown by the following equation:

Differential component

YD(n) = Kp * Tv/Tc * (Xi (n-1) - Xi(n) )

Kp Proportional gain

Tv Differential time of the control system (also called rate time)

Tc Scan Time

Xi(n) Actual value at scan time n



Xi (n-1) Actual value at scan time n-1

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs  (DWord)

I1 Setpoint
Value rage: -32768...+32767  

I2 Actual value
Value rage: -32768...+32767  

KP Proportional gain Kp [%], 
Value range: 0 ...65535 The value 100 corresponds to a KP (factor) of 1

TN Reset time Tn [0.1 s],
Value range: 0...65535  

TC

Scan time  = Time between function block calls.
Value range: 0.1 s...6553.5 s. If the value 0 is
specified, the scan time is determined by the
program cycle time.

The value TC=0 may cause irregularities in the control response as
the program cycle time is not always constant. You can achieve a
constant program cycle time by using the ST (set cycle time)
function block.

MV Manual manipulated variable
Value range: -4096...+4095

When UNP mode is selected and negative values are entered at MV,
the function block returns a zero at output QV.

Function block output  (DWord)

QV

Value range of the manipulated variable in UNP
mode:
0...+4095 (12 bit)
Value range of the manipulated variable in BIP
mode:
-4096...+4095 (13 bit)

 

Contact (bit output)

LI Status 1 if the value range of the setpoint is
exceeded  

Coil function (bit input)

EN Activates the function block on status 1.  

EP Activates the P component on status 1  

EI Activates the I component on status 1  

ED Activates the D component on status 1  

SE Acceptance of the manual manipulated variable on
status 1  

Operating mode

UNP The manipulated variable is output as a unipolar
12-bit value. Value range 0...4095.  

BIP The manipulated variable is output as a bipolar 13-
bit value. Value range -4096...+4095  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be viewed on the
device.  

Simulation

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The PID controller function block requires 96 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes for each function block input that is configured with an
NU constant.
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
The "FT" PT1 Signal Smoothing Filter Function for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 PT1 signal smoothing filter function blocks FT01...FT32.

The function block can be used for smoothing noisy signals. It works like a low pass filter.

Function
The signal to be smoothed is provided via input I1. The smoothed output value is transferred to QV.

The "recovery time" TG is used for setting the time in which the smoothing is to take place. The recovery
time should not be greater than necessary otherwise the signals will be delayed more than is required by
the smoothing (unavoidable side effect of signal smoothing).

The proportional gain input KP is used to define a proportional gain factor. The input signal is multiplied
with this factor. The value 100 corresponds to a KP (factor) of 1.

The PT1 delayed output value is provided at output QV.

"EN=1" starts the function block.

"EN=0" initiates a reset in which the output QV is reset to 0.

The first call of the function block after a reset or in first PLC cycle causes the delay value to be initialized with the input value
(the PT1 delay does not start at zero), The output value at QV therefore corresponds in the first processing cycle to the input value
at I1. in order to accelerate the PT1 starting response.

The output value is based on the following equation:

KP Proportional gain

TA Scan time (calculated internally)

TG Recovery time

X(n) Actual value at time n



Y(n) Calculated output value at time n

Y(n-1) Calculated output value at time n-1

Internal calculation of the scan time TA

TG </= 1000 ms TA = 10 mx

TG > 1000 ms TA = TG/100

Cycle time to scan time
The ratio of the cycle time tcyc to the scan time TA should be such that the scan time is very large, i.e. approx. factor 10 of the
cycle time. The scan time TA can be determined via the recovery time TG (see above table).

The following therefore applies: tcyc  << TA.

For applications in which this cannot be fulfilled, the cycle time should be set with the ST (set cycle time) function block so that
the scan time is an integral multiple of the cycle time.

tcyc  * n = TA. with = 1,2,3...

The function block always works with a scan time that is an integral multiple of the cycle time. This can cause the set recovery time
to be lengthened.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs  (DWord)

I1 Input value
Value range: -32768...+32767  

TG
Recover time TG [0.1 s]
Value range: 0...65535

The value 10 corresponds to a recovery time of 1000 ms.

KP Proportional gain Kp [%] 
Value range: 0...65535

The value 100 corresponds to a KP factor of 1, the value 50 corresponds
to a KP of 0.5 etc.

Function block output  (DWord)

QV Delayed output value
Value range: -32768...+32767  

Contact (bit output)

- - -

Coil function (bit input)

EN Activates the fucntion block on status 1.  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be viewed
on the device  

Simulation

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The PT1 signal smoothing filter function block requires 56 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes for each function block input that is
configured with an NU constant.
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
The "LS" Value Scaling Function for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 value scaling function blocks LS01...LS32.

The function block provides a linear relationship between the value at input I1 and the value at output QV.
The output value is defined via the two pairs of coordinates X1, Y1 and X2, Y2. Y1 and Y2 form the lower
and upper limit of the output value at the same time.

"EN=1" starts the function block.

"EN=0" initiates a reset in which the output QV is reset to 0.

Function
The output value is defined via the two pairs of coordinates X1, Y1 and X2, Y2. Y1 and Y2 form the lower
and upper limit of the output value at the same time.

"EN=1" starts the function block. 
"EN=0" initiates a reset in which the output QV is reset to 0.

The mathematical relationship is follows:

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Notes

Function block inputs  (DWord)

T1 Input value, value range: 32-bit The function block operates in the integer range from -
2147483648...+2147483647.

X1 Interpolation point 1, value range: 32-bit  

Y1 Interpolation point 1, value range: 32-bit  

X2 Interpolation point 2, value range: 32-bit  

Y2 Interpolation point 2, value range: 32-bit  



Function block output  (DWord)

QV Contains the scaled input value  

Contact

- - -

Coil

EN Activates the function block on status 1.  

Parameter set

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be viewed on
the device.  

Simulation

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The value scaling function block requires 64 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.
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PicoGFX Arithmetic Functions
The "NC" Numerical Converter Function for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 numerical conversion function blocks NC01...NC32.

The function block converts BCD coded decimal numbers into integer numbers or decimal numbers into BCD
coded numbers. The mode setting (BCD, BIN) is used to select the required conversion operation (BCD =
Binary Coded Decimal).

Function
For each decimal number a BCD word consisting of a group of four bits is reserved.

Each number is converted to binary format separately and saved in a BCD word. Decimal numbers between
0 - 9 can be represented.

For example, 0111 0100 represents the decimal value 74.

Using 32 bits allows 7 BCD digits to be saved and provides a value range from -9999999 to 0 to +9999999.

"EN=1" starts the function block.
"EN=0" initiates a reset in which the output QV is reset to 0.

BCD mode
BCD -> Intreger value

Example: Conversion of the BCD number = (1001 1000 0111 0010 0001 0000)BCD to an integer value (1001 1000 0111 0010 0001
0000)BCD = ((1001)2(1000)2(0111)2(0010)2(0001)2(0000)2)10 = (987210)10

Caution: BCD numbers > 9 cannot be converted to a decimal equivalent. The corresponding number is then limited to 9.

BIN mode
The BIN mode converts an integer value to a BCD coded decimal value.

Note: Negative whole numbers are processed in the two's complement and are displayed accordingly.

Example: Conversion of the number (987210)10 to BCD format (987210)10 = ((1001)2(1000)2(0111)2(0010)2(0001)2(0000)2)10 = (1001
1000 0111 0010 0001 0000)BCD.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block input (DWord)

I1 Operand to be converted

Value range BIN mode:
-9999999...+9999999,
Value range BCD mode: 
± 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001

Function block output  (DWord)

QV Contains the conversion result  

Contact

- - -

Coil



EN Activates the function block on status 1.  

Operating mode

BCD Converts a BCD coded decimal value to an integer value  

BIN Converts an integer value to a BCD coded decimal value  

Parameter set

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

Possible

Memory Requirement
The numerical converter function block requires 32 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes if the function block input is configured with an NU
constant.
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The “PW” Pulse Width Modulation Function for Pico GFX
Pico GFX devices provide two function blocks for pulse width modulation PW01/PW02 that generate a pulse
sequence with a constant period duration.

The main application of the PW function block is with devices which have transistor outputs.

The PW function block can also be used with devices with relay outputs. The long period duration and
minimum on time required for these devices however severely restrict the range of possible applications.

The PW function block is used to create a PID controller with a pulse output for proportional actuators. For
this the PW function block is used in conjunction with the DC (PID controller) function block.

Function
The PW.. function block modulates the pulse duty factor of a square wave signal, and thus changes the mark to space ratio and
pulse duration.

The period duration of the signal is unchanged.

You define the period duration at the PD input. The on time or pulse duration is proportional to the manipulated variable at the SV
input. You can also define the minimum on duration at the ME input.

A hardware output is assigned to each function block:

PW01 -> Q01, PW02 -> Q02

The function block causes the direct output of the calculated value on the hardware output.

Note: If you use a PW function block with its permanently assigned Q1 and Q2 output, you cannot make any additional associations
of this output in the circuit diagram.

A status change at Q1 or Q2 that is caused by the circuit diagram is suppressed in favor of the higher priority status change caused
by the function block.

Warning: When using the PW function block, ensure that there are no double output assignments if other hardware-dependent
function blocks are used such as the PO function block.

If this is not observed, unforeseeable switching states may occur at the output concerned.

Parameter limit values for period duration and minimum on duration

 Period
duration [ms]

Minimum on
duration [ms] Note

Pico GFX I/O Module

Transistor min. 5
max. 65535

min. 0
max. 65535

Period duration
When the value is 0, no pulses are output at Q1 or Q2.
Minimum on duration
The shortest possible on duration for a transistor output module is 0.1 ms. 
This on duration is achieved if ME is not set or assigned the value 0. If ME=1,
the on duration is 1 ms etc.

Relay min. 100
max. 65535

min.50
max. 65535  

Table: Parameter limit values for period duration and minimum on duration

Minimum period duration



The minimum period duration is 5ms.

Minimum on duration
The minimum on duration is limited to 100 µs by the hardware when a very low manipulated variable is set at input SV.

Minimum on duration = Minimum off duration
The above hardware restriction also applies to the minimum off duration if a very high manipulated variable at input SV generates a
correspondingly long pulse duration. With this kind of large mark-space ratio in which the on time is almost as long as the period
duration, the minimum off duration is 100 µs.

If the duration is below the set minimum on duration or minimum off duration, the Boolean control output E1 is set to 1. This
control output E1 is used for monitoring during commissioning and does not have to be connected.

Ratio period duration / minimum on duration
The ratio of the period duration/minimum on duration (P/M) determines which percentage of manipulated variables have no effect.

The minimum on duration must be set as low as possible so that P/M is as high as possible.

If, however, a very short on duration has no effect on the connected actuator, it is advisable to suppress these short on phases in
order to reduce the load on the hardware. In this case, the period duration should not be set too low.

Manipulated variable SV
The value range from 0 to 4095 of the manipulated variable SV corresponds to 0 to 100% of the period duration.

If you wish to control the pulse duration with the DC.. PID controller, you can associate the DC..QV output directly with the input
PW..SV. This kind of application does not require any normalization since the DC..QV covers the same value range between 0 and
4095.

If you wish to control the pulse duration via an analog input that has a value range between 0 and 1023, you will have to normalize
this value first of all. If you require an integral normalization factor, in this case the factor of 4, only multiplication with the AR
arithmetic function block is required.

If you wish to control the pulse duration with a signed value you will have to normalize this value first of all with an LS value scaling
function block.

If the actual value specified via SV for the pulse duration is shorter than the minimum on duration, the output at Q1 or Q2 is
accordingly 0. The status of the PW..E1 contact must be observed.

If the off duration of the pulse at the output is less than the minimum off duration, Q1 or Q2 are permanently on. The status of the
PW..E1 contact must be observed.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs  (DWord)

SV
Manipulated variable Value range: 0...4095 (12 bit) of this value range corresponds
to 0...100% of the period duration. Notes on the normalization of the manipulated
variable are provided in the previous section Manipulated variable SV.

No signals are output at Q1 and
Q2 if SV=0 or SV<ME, and the
output concerned will stay at 0.

PD Period duration [ms]
Value range: 0...65535

When the value is 0, no pulses are
output at Q1 or Q2.

The minimum period duration for
a device with a transistor output is
5 ms. 
(the resulting max. frequency is
200 Hz).

ME Minimum on duration [ms]
Value range: 0...65535

The minimum on duration for
devices with a transistor output is
0.1 ms.
This on duration applies if ME is
not set or set to 0.
If ME=1, the on duration is 1 ms
etc..
The minimum on duration possible
essentially depends on the



downstream electronics.

Function block output

- - -

Contact

E1 Status 1 if the value is below the minimum on duration or minimum off duration  

Coil

EN Activates the function block on status 1.

A falling edge from 1 to 0 will
deactivate the entire function
block and set output Q1 or Q2 to
0.

Parameter set

Call
enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

Not
possible  Hardware-dependent function

block

Memory Requirement
The pulse width modulation function block requires 48 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes for each function block input that is configured
with an NU constant.
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The "VC" Value Limitation Function for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 value limitation function blocks VC01...VC32.

The function block limits a value at the input I1 to a range between a lower or upper limit (see Figure)
and thus functions as a window discriminator.

The inputs SL (Low) and SH (High) are used to define the lower and upper limit values respectively.

The value at the QV output follows the value at input I1 for as long as this is within the limits. Values
outside of this range are cut off at the limits set.

"EN=1" starts the function block.
"EN=0" initiates a reset in which the output QV is reset to 0.

Function

The inputs SL (Low) and SH (High) are used to define the lower and upper limit values respectively.

The value at the QV output follows the value at input I1 for as long as this is within the limits. Values outside of this range are cut
off at the limits set.

"EN=1" starts the function block.
"EN=0" initiates a reset in which the output QV is reset to 0.

Restriction of the input values to the specified limits.
The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs  (DWord)

I1 Input value  

SH Uppder limit value  

SL Lower limit value  

Function block output  (DWord)

QV Outputs within the specified limits the value present at input I1.  

Contact



- - -

Coil

EN Activates the value limitation function block  

Parameter set

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The arithmetic function block requires 40 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.
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Boolean Operation for Pico GFX
The devices allow the use of 32 BV01...BV32 function blocks for linking values in Boolean operations. Use
the Boolean operation Association possible.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function
block
inputs
(DWord)

  

I1 First setpoint Associate a negative value, such as: -10 (dec) the
central processing unit (CPU) forms the two's
complement of the amount. 
Example:
-10 (dec) = 10000000 00000000 00000000 00001010
(bin)
Two's complement = 11111111 11111111 11111111
11110110 (bin) = FFFFFFF6 (hex)
Bit 32 is retained at 1 as a sign bit.

I2 Second setpoint

Function
block
output

  

QV Result of the operation  

Contact
(bit output)

  

ZE Status 1 if the value of the QV function
block output (i.e. the operation result)
is zero

 

Coil   

- -  

Operating
mode

  

AND AND operation Example: I1 AND I2 = QV

 decimal binary

I1 13 219 0000 0000 0000 0000 0011 0011
1010 0011

I2 57 193 0000 0000 0000 0000 1101 1111
0110 1001

QV 4 897 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 0011
0010 0001

OR OR operation Example: I1 OR I2 = QV

 decimal binary

I1 13 219 0000 0000 0000 0000 0011 0011
1010 0011

I2 57 193 0000 0000 0000 0000 1101 1111
0110 1001



QV 65 515 0000 0000 0000 0000 1111 1111
1110 1011

XOR Exclusive OR operation (eXclusive OR) Example: I1 XOR I2 = QV

 decimal binary

I1 13 219 0000 0000 0000 0000 0011 0011
1010 0011

I2 57 193 0000 0000 0000 0000 1101 1111
0110 1001

QV 60 618 0000 0000 0000 0000 1110 1100
1100 1010

NOT Inverts the individual bits of the value
at I1. The inverted value is shown as a
signed decimal value.

Example: NOT I1 = QV

 decimal binary

I1 13 219 0000 0000 0000 0000 0011 0011
1010 0011

QV -13 220 1111 1111 1111 1111 1100 1100
0101 1100

Parameter
set

  

Call
enabled

Function block parameters can be
viewed on the device.

 

Simulation   

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The Boolean operation function block requires 40 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per constant at the function block inputs.
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Comparator for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 comparators CP01...CP32.

A comparator enables you to compare variables and constants with each other.

The following scans are possible:

Determine whether the value at function block input I1 is
Greater than,
equal to or
Less than

the value at function block input I2.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block
input (DWord)

  

I1 Comparison value 1 The function block processes comparison values in the integer
range from -2147483648...+2147483647.

I2 Comparison value 2  

Function block
output

  

- - -

Contact (bit
output)

  

LT Status 1 if the value at I1 is less than the
value at I2 (I1 < I2)

LT = less than

EQ Status 1 if the value at I1 is equal to the
value at I2 (I1 = I2)

EQ = equal

GT Status 1 if the value at I1 is greater than
the value at I2 (I1 > I2)

GT = greater than

Coil function (bit
input)

  

- - -

Parameter set   

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed
on the device.

-

Simulation   

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The function block requires 32 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.
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Data Function Block for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 data function blocks DB01...DB32.

The data function block enables you to save the value present at the input I1 in the operand that is linked
with the output QV.

In this way, it is possible to save setpoints for function blocks.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function
block input
(DWord)

  

I1 Value that is transferred to
output QV when the function
block is triggered.

The function block operates in the integer range from -
2147483648...+2147483647.

Function
block
output
(DWord)

  

QV Actual value Transfers the value at input I1 to the operand
associated here when a rising trigger edge is detected in
the same processing cycle.

Contact (bit
input)

  

T_ Transfer of the value present at
I1 when there is a rising edge.

 

Parameter
set

  

Call enabled Function block parameters can
be viewed on the device.

 

Simulation   

Possible   

Note: The value present at input I1 is only accepted with a rising trigger edge and transferred to the operand linked with the output
QV. The value is then indicated at QV until it is refreshed with the next rising trigger edge and then transferred again.

Note that the data function block only transfers the value in the processing cycle in which it detects a rising trigger edge. When the
operand linked with output QV is overwritten by the program after the value is transferred, the value transferred with the data
function block is lost.

Memory Requirement
The data function block requires 36 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per constant at the function block input.

Retention
Data function blocks can be run with retentive actual values. The number of data function blocks can be selected in Project View in
the Device Properties dialog. The retentive actual value requires 4 bytes of memory. If a data function block is retentive, the actual
value is retained when the operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When the
device is restarted in RUN mode, the data function block continues with the retentively stored actual value.
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Shift Register for Pico GFX
The devices from the above mentioned version number provide 32 shift register function blocks
SR01...SR32.

The shift register function block allows you to shift bits or marker double words one position up or down
with every clock pulse applied.

The shift register has a linear design. If, for example, in a bit operation a bit is inserted at the end of the
register with a clock pulse, a bit is moved out at the other end.

Shifting bits forward

Content of the shift register before and after the Shift bit forward operation.

EN = Enable coil, activates the function block on 1
BD = Bit data input, for shift register backward
FD = Bit data input, for shift register forward
BP = Clock input, shift register backward
FP = Clock input, shift register forward
RE = Trigger coil, clears the content of the function block on 1

Shifting bit backward operation
A rising edge at the BP  (BackwardPulse) operand transfers the value of the BD  (BackwardData) operand to the last register field Q8.
The original contents of the register fields are then moved by one field in the direction of the next lower field number.



Content of the shift register before and after the Shift bit backward operation

Shifting marker double word forward
A rising edge at the FP  (ForwardPulse) operand transfers the value of the I1  operand to the first register field D1. The original
contents of the register fields are then moved by one field in the direction of the next highest field number.

Content of the shift register before and after the Shift marker double word forward operation.

Shift marker double word backward
A rising edge at the BP  (BackwardPulse) operand transfers the value of the I2  operand to the last register field D8. The original
contents of the register fields are then moved by one field in the direction of the next lower field number.



Content of the shift register before and after the Shift marker double word backward operation.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Shift Register Function Block
Requirement:

You have included a control relay or visualization device in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.
You have positioned the SR function block on a coil or contact field and assigned a function block number. The function block
has been selected (indicated by the surrounding square).

Parameter definition for the Shift marker double word forward or backward operation
In the Properties field window on the Circuit Diagram Element tab, assign a double word operand to the I1 input for shifting
forward and a double word operand to the I2 input for shifting backward.
Connect the coils SRxxEN, SRxxFP, SRxxBP, SRxxRE etc. with the contact suitable for activation.

Whether you position the function relay first of all in a coil field or contact field or whether you make the entries in the Parameters
tab of a coil or a contact is not important. It is only important that you have selected the same function block number if you also
want to configure the same function block.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Function block inputs
(DWord)

  

I1 Marker double word data input, 
Shift direction forward,
Value range: -2 147 483 648...+2 147 483 647

 

I2 Marker double word data input, 
Shift direction backward,
Value range: -2 147 483 648...+2 147 483 647

 

Function block outputs
(DWord)

  

D1 Marker double word (MD) output 1
Value range: -2 147 483 648...+2 147 483 647

 

D2 MD output 2  

D3 MD output 3  

D4 MD output 4  



D5 MD output 5  

D6 MD output 6  

D7 MD output 7  

D8 MD output 8  

Coil function (bit input)   

EN Enable coil. Activates the function block on EN
= 1.

 

FP Trigger coil
Clock input, shift register forward.

 

BP Trigger coil
Clock input, shift register backward.

 

RE Trigger coil
Reset.

Reset deletes the entire output register Q1...Q8
and D1...D8.

FD Bit data input, shift register forward  

BD Bit data input, shift register backward  

Contact (bit output)   

Q1 Bit output 1  

Q2 Bit output 2  

Q3 Bit output 3  

Q4 Bit output 4  

Q5 Bit output 5  

Q6 Bit output 6  

Q7 Bit output 7  

Q8 Bit output 8  

Operating mode   

BIT Marker bit shift operationg  

DW Marker double word shift operation  

Parameter set   

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on
the device.

 

Simulation   

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The function block requires 96 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per constant used at the function block inputs.

Retention
The function block does not recognize retentive data.
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Table Function for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 table function blocks TB01...TB32.

The table function block allows you to easily create and read table entries in the form of double words (32
bit).

You can select a LIFO or FIFO function for read operations.

A table can contain up to 16 double words.

Writing to a table
The function block is activated when the EN  coil = 1 When the function block is activated and there is a
rising edge at the WP  coil, the current value at the double word input I1 is transferred to the table. A double word is (32 bit) is
assigned with each rising edge.

The EN  coil and the WP  coil can be activated simultaneously with a rising edge.

Each new table entry is appended behind the last entry until the sixteenth entry is reached. The QN output is incremented by 1 at
the same time to indicate the current number of entries. The QV output provides the last input value entered to indicate that the
transfer from I1 was successful.

No further data is transferred to the table if the maximum number of 16 table entries is reaches. If you then wish to make further
table entries you must clear the entire table beforehand with a rising edge at the RE  coil. The QN output is set to 0.

Reading from the table
A table can be read from the start of the table or from the end.

A rising edge at the RF  coil causes the oldest value entered in the table to be read and output at QV (FIFO function).

The read operation also deletes this value from the table and the actual number of entries is decremented by 1 at the QN output.

A rising edge at the RL  coil causes the most recent value entered in the table to be output at QV (LIFO function).

The read operation also deletes this value from the table and the actual number of entries is decremented by 1 at the QN output.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Table Function Block
Requirements: You have included a control relay or visualization device in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Position a TB function block on a coil field in your circuit diagram.
In the Properties field window select the required function block number on the Circuit Diagram Element tab.
Assign a word operand to the function block input I1 so that a value can be transferred.
Connect the coils TBxxEN, TBxxWP, TBxxRF etc. with the contact suitable for activation.
If required, write a comment for the selected operand.

If you wish to check if a table is full or empty, you must also program this function block as a contact.

Position the function block on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to the coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
If necessary, position the function block on a contact field and associate TBxxTE (table empty) and TBxxTF (table full) with a
Boolean operand suitable for evaluation tasks.

Whether you position the function relay first of all in a coil field or contact field or whether you make the entries in the Parameters
tab of a coil or a contact is not important. It is only important that you have selected the same function block number if you also



want to configure the same function block.

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Function block
input (DWord)

  

I1 Input value  to be transferred to the table. Value range: -2 147 483 648...+2
147 483 647

 

Function block
outputs  (DWord)

  

QV Read operation:  The value read from the start or end of the table.
Write operation:  The input value just entered.

 

QN Actual number of table entries present: Value range: 0...16  

Coil function (bit
input)

  

EN Enable coil
Activates the function block on EN = 1.

 

WP Trigger coil
A rising edge (trigger) and EN = 1 enters the value into the table.

QN is incremented by 1 with
each write operation.

RF Trigger coil
A rising edge (trigger) and EN = 1 causes the oldest value entered in the table
to be read and output at QV (FIFO function).

QN is decremented by 1 with
each read operation.

RL Trigger coil
A rising edge (trigger) and EN = 1 causes the most recent value entered in the
table to be read and output at QV (LIFO function).

QN is decremented by 1 with
each read operation.

RE Trigger coil
A rising edge (trigger) clears the entire table. The QN output is set to 0.

 

Contact (bit
output)

  

TE Status 1 if the table is empty.  

TF Status 1 if the table is full.  

Parameter set   

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation   

Possible   

Memory Requirement
The table function block requires 112 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per constant at the function block input.

Retention
The table function block does not recognize retentive data.
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Get Value From NET for Pico GFX
These devices provide 32 GET function blocks GT01...GT32.

The function block enables a specific 32-bit value to be read from the network.

The GET function block fetches the data that another station has provided on the NET network with a PUT
function block.

The GET function block allows you to read a value of up to 32 bits from the NET network. This value is
sent beforehand by the corresponding PUT function block of another NET station. The sent value can be the
content of a function block output, a marker byte, word or double word. You assign the value of the
correct PUT function block uniquely to the GET function block by defining as parameters the number of
the station and the number of the PT (PUT).

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a GET Function Block
Requirement:

You have included a control relay or visualization device in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.
You have positioned the GT function block on a coil or contact field and assigned a function block number. The function block
has been selected (indicated by the surrounding square).

Parameter definition
Define uniquely the sender providing the value for the GET function block. For this choose in the Properties field window the
Parameters tab and select the number of the transmitting station from the Station list box in the Function Block Input area.
Select also the number (1-32) of the transmitting PUT function block from the PT list box.
In the Function Block Output area select an operand to which you wish to transfer the received value.
Position the function block on a contact field and associate GTxxQ1 with a Boolean operand suitable for indicating the transfer
of a new value.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block
inputs  (DWord)

  

Station The number of the transmitting station.
Value range: 01...08

 

PT Number of the transmit function block (e.g. PT 20) by which the transmitting station puts
a value onto the NET. Possible function block numbers: 01...32

 

Function block
output  (DWord)

  

QV Value received from the NET network  

Contact   

Q1 Status 1 if a new value transferred from the NET network is present. Only valid for one
processing cycle

Coil function   

- - -

Parameter set   



Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device.  

Simulation   

Not  possible  Hardware-
dependent function
block

Memory Requirement
The GT function block requires 28 bytes of memory.
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
PUT — Put Value on the NET for Pico GFX
The devices provide 32 PUT function blocks PT01...PT32.

The function block enables a 32-bit value to be sent to the network.

The PUT function block enables you to transfer an operand of up to 32 bits in length to the NET network.
The operand value is transferred and automatically read by the corresponding GET function block of
another network station.

You define the operand to be transferred on the function block input I1. For this you can use the output of
another function block, such as the arithmetic function block, a marker byte, word or double word.

By using a suitable marker double word such as MD1 you can transfer 32 marker bits M01 to M32.

You can use the marker double words MD1-MD3 to transfer the marker bits M01-M96 with the PUT function block.

The transfer is started once only with a rising edge at the T_ function block input. The function block must detect a further rising
edge in order to carry out another transfer.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a PUT Function Block
Requirement:

You have included a control relay or visualization device in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.
You have positioned the PT function block on a coil or contact field and assigned a function block number. The function block
has been selected (indicated by the surrounding square).

Parameter definition
Choose the Properties field window, Parameters tab and assign a word operand, marker byte or marker word to the function
block input I1 for transferring via the NET.
Connect the PTxxT_ coil with a contact that can start the transfer with a rising edge.
If necessary, position the function block on a contact field and associate PTxxAC with a Boolean operand suitable for
indicating a transfer.

The Function Block and its Parameters

 Description Note

Function block
input (DWord)

  

I1 The setpoint that is to be transferred to the NET network.
The function block processes setpoints in the integer
range from -2147483648...+2147483647.

32 bits are transferred consistently with every NET
transfer cycle.

Function block
output  (DWord)

  

- - -

Coil function
(Bit input)

  

T_ Trigger coil
The setpoint at I1 is initially buffered with a rising edge. 
The setpoint is then transferred to the NET network.

 

Contact (Bit   



output)

Q1 Status 1 if the status of the trigger coil PT..T_ is also 1.  

AC 1 signal as soon as the setpoint at I1 is buffered with a
rising edge at input T_.
0 signal if the buffered value was transferred. 
The 1 signal is retained until the buffered value is sent or
aborted with an error message at output E1.

This bit output is used for checking whether the
required value was transferred to the NET.
The output is provided from the above mentioned
new device version no.07.

E1 1 signal if the buffered value could not be sent and the
previously set AC output changes from 1 to 0.
The output stays at 1 until a rising edge at input T_ issues
a new transmit job.

This bit output is used to indicate a NET transfer
error.
The output is provided from the above mentioned
new device version no.07.

Parameter set   

Call enabled Function block parameters can be viewed on the device. -

Simulation   

Not  Possible  Hardware-dependent function block

Memory Requirement
The PUT function block requires 36 bytes of memory plus 4 bytes per function block input configured with an NU constant.
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Diagnostics Alarm for Pico GFX
The input/output message type is used for detecting signs of life so that the status of a network station can be detected by the
other stations.

The states of the inputs and outputs are sent cyclically and at the set baud rate irrespective of the SEND IO setting.

If the inputs and outputs of a station cannot be detected by other stations after a time defined by the baud rate, this station is
regarded as disconnected. This continues until the next sign of life signals are detected.

Scanning is carried out at the following time intervals (unit in ms):

Baud rate [KB] Station must send the
sign of life signal every .. ms

Station detects a missing
sign of life signal from ..ms

1000 60 180

500 60 180

250 120 360

125 240 720

50 600 1800

20 1500 4500

10 3000 9000

If a sign of life signal is found to be missing, the corresponding diagnostics contact is set to 1.

Diagnostics contact Station number

ID 01 1

ID 02 2

ID 03 3

ID 04 4

ID 05 5

ID 06 6

ID 07 7

ID 08 8

If a station sends no sign of life signal (station not present, NET interrupted), the corresponding diagnostics contact ID .. is activated.

Diagnostics contact Meaning

ID 09 When a visualization device with an activated COM connection
indicates status 0, the connection to the remote station is OK.

Caution: In order for a local program to always process the most recent and valid read operands of other stations, the diagnostics
contact of the stations concerned must be evaluated without fail. In the event of a fault the processing of read operands should be
skipped.



If the diagnostics contacts are not evaluated, your application will run "blindly", and this may cause malfunctions.

In the event of a NET error, all read operands will be set to zero in order to avoid unforeseeable operating states.
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Bit Input via the NET for Pico GFX
The RN and SN operands enable bit data to be sent from one network station to the other. The operand identifier RN stands for
Receive NET.

Programs of the stations involved in the bit exchange must always use the RN and SN operands in pairs. This means:

Use the same operand numbers for each SN/RN pair with the transmitting and receiving stations
Set the station number (NET-ID) of the receiving station for the SN operand (coil) in the circuit diagram for the transmitting
station
Set the station number (NET-ID) of the transmitting station for the RN operand (contact) in the circuit diagram for the
receiving station

The following table shows the relationship between the SN and RN operands:

Parameter definition of the transmitting station Parameter definition of the receiving station

1 ... 8 NET-ID of the receiving station (destination
station)

1 ... 8 NET-ID of the transmitting station (source station)

SN: Transmit bit RN: Receive bit

1 ...
32

Operand number 1 ...
32

Operand number Must be identical to the number of the SN
operand.

RN-SN example
The status of the P button P01 is transmitted from station 2 to station 1 via SN1. On station 1 the status of P01 is linked as a count
pulse for the counter relay C01 via RN1.

Transmitting station

 

Parameter definition of the transmitting station that transmits to NET-ID1

Circuit diagram of the transmitting station

Receiving Station



 

Parameter definition of the receiving station that receives from NET-ID2

Circuit diagram of the receiving station
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Set Date/Time via the NET for Pico GFX
This SC01 function block (Send Clock) enables you to set the date and time in the NET network as
required.

All other network stations accept the date and time of the transmitting station and set their device real-
time clock accordingly.

This SC01 function block (Send Clock) enables you to set the date and time in the NET network as
required.

All other network stations accept the date and time of the transmitting station and set their device real-
time clock accordingly.

 Description Note

Contact   

Q1 Status 1 if the state of the trigger coil SC01T_ is also 1.  

Coil
function   

T_ Trigger coil. 
If the coil is triggered with a rising edge, the current date, weekday and time of the
transmitting station is automatically sent to the NET network.

 

Simulation   

Not
possible

 Hardware-dependent
function block

Memory Requirement
The SC function block requires 20 bytes of memory.
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PicoGFX Communication Functions
Bit Output via the NET
The SN and RN operands enable bit data to be sent from one network station to the other. The operand identifier SN stands for Send
NET.

Programs of the stations involved in the bit exchange must always use the RN and SN operands in pairs. This means:

Use the same operand numbers for each SN/RN pair with the transmitting and receiving stations Set the station number (NET-
ID) of the receiving station for the SN operand (coil) in the circuit diagram for the transmitting station Set the station number
(NET-ID) of the transmitting station for the RN operand (contact) in the circuit diagram for the receiving station

The following table shows the relationship between the SN and RN operands:

The following table shows the relationship between the SN and RN operands:

Parameter definition of the transmitting station Parameter definition of the receiving station

1 ... 8 NET-ID of the receiving station (destination
station)

1 ... 8 NET-ID of the transmitting station (source station)

SN: Transmit bit RN: Receive bit

1 ...
32

Operand number 1 ...
32

Operand number Must be identical to the number of the SN
operand.

RN-SN Example
The status of the P button P01 is transmitted from station 2 to station 1 via SN1. On station 1 the status of P01 is linked as a count
pulse for the counter relay C01 via RN1.

Transmitting station

 

Parameter definition of the transmitting station that transmits to NET-ID1

Circuit diagram of the transmitting station

Receiving Station



 

Parameter definition of the receiving station that receives from NET-ID2

Circuit diagram of the receiving station
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D - Text Display for Pico 1760-L12
The devices each provide 16 Text display function relays for displaying user-defined texts. Up to 4 x 12 character lines can be
displayed.

The texts can only be edited with PicoSoft. They can be stored in the project file *.e.. or also on the1760-MM2B memory card.

The ASCII letters can be displayed in upper and lower case.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

From PicoSoft version 6.22 upward, the following special characters are permissible in addition to the space:
► ◄ ▲ ▼ ← → ↑  ↓  ≤≥ ¦  □ ° “ ” ! # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - ./: ; < = > ? [ \ ] ^ _ ` { | }

You can edit Cyrillic upper case letters on Pico 1760-L12 devices from the above version number.

Actual values and setpoints of function relays, scalable actual values of analog inputs and the current time and date can be
displayed as required in lines 2 or 3. The control relay positions the variables from column 5.

Function
The D text display function relay functions in the circuit diagram like a normal M marker. A stored text is displayed when the coil
(Dxx) is 1. For this to take place, the control relay must be in RUN mode and the Status display must be activated before the text is
displayed.

If the status of the (Dxx) coil returns to 0, the control relay will reactivate the Status Display after 4 s.

Overlapping of text and variable display
If you have accidentally entered text from column 5 of lines 2 or 3, this will be possibly overwritten by the variable values.

Solution:
Enter blank spaces as placeholders in the variable positions if the text is to continue behind the displayed variable value.

Example: Five spaces TIME13:51 PM

Note: Beginning with Series B versions, you can use some special characters in the text display, for displaying units and all Cyrillic
upper case letters. The text is entered in the usual way without having to select another character table.

Different Behavior of the Function Relays D01 and D02 to D16
The following applies to function relay D01:

D01 is designed for outputting alarm texts. If a text has been assigned to D01 and it is activated, this text is shown permanently in
the display until

Coil D01 is reset to 0.
Stop mode was selected.
The power supply of the control relay has been switched off,
A menu was selected via OK or DEL + ALT.

The following applies to function relays D02 to D16:

If several texts are present and have been triggered, each text is automatically displayed in turn every 4 s. This procedure is
repeated until

no text display coil is set to 1.



Stop mode was selected.
The power supply of the control relay has been switched off,
a menu was selected via OK or DEL + ALT.
a setpoint is entered.
The text stored for D01 is displayed.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Text Display Function Relay
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating a text display function relay
Position a D text display operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can activate a text display.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and
16, and the Contactor coil function. The contactor symbol will then be shown in the circuit diagram with the Dxx operand.
To display text only click the Parameters button in the Parameters tab
To display both text and a variable value you must select the required operand in the OP list box
Connect the xDxx coil with an appropriate contact for triggering.

Evaluation of a text display contact
If you wish to check whether a D text display function relay triggered as a coil has switched, you must also link this function relay
as a contact.

Position the D function relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to its corresponding coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect this Dxx contact in the circuit diagram.

Resetting the text display function relay
In order to reset the text display function relay and the associated switching contact, position the D function relay that has
already been linked as a coil once more on a coil field in your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the function block number between 1 and 16 that has already been used for the
activation and the Reset coil function. The operand RDxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the RDxx coil with an appropriate contact for activation.

Creating texts for a text display function relay

Figure: Text entry for a text display function relay
Click the Text Entry button in the Parameters tab.

This will open the Text Entry dialog with the four editable display lines.

Enter the required text in the display lines with up to 12 characters per line.

If you have also entered variable values in the display, these are represented in display lines 2 and 3 as a string of ##### characters.

Note: In Text entry mode the active preview displays the exact appearance of the text lines with any placeholders for variables.

Click the Preview On button.

The bottom half of the dialog shows the display preview with the edited text lines.

Parameter definition of variables for a text display function relay
In order to display variables in the display line 2 use the top OP, No. list boxes etc. and for display line 3 the list boxes at the
bottom. The actual values of function relays, the scalable actual values of analog inputs, the current time and date can be displayed
as variables. The time (operand DH) is displayed in columns 5 to 9. The display lines 1 and 4 are reserved exclusively for text display.

In the Parameters tab select the required operand from the OP list box.

The Display Preview area shows a string of ##### characters as placeholders for the variable. No other parameter definitions are
required for displaying time and date. If you wish to display a function relay setpoint or the actual value of an analog input, you
must also select the required function block number in the No. list box.



Choose in the No. the required operand number.
Set parameters for the actual value or setpoint as required.
Click the Scale Value Range button if you wish to display an analog input as a scaled value.
Select the Editable option if you wish to allow the operator to make setpoint alterations during operation.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
If required edit the display text in front of and behind the variable or the text for display lines 1 and 4 using the Text Entry
button.
Note: If you wish to display texts and variables in combination on lines 2 and 3, you can enter any character as placeholders
from column 5 for the variable places required in order to prevent overlaps. These 4 or 8 characters are overwritten by the
variables in the display. The places that are assigned to variables will be represented in the Display preview area with a string
of ##... characters
.

OP
In the OP area select the operand (variable) that you only wish to have displayed or have modified by the operator. The following
actual values can be displayed:

C - Counter relay,
DH - Time (Display Hour),
I - Variable value of an analog input
O - Operating hours counter
T - Timing relay and
DD - Date (Display Date)

The following setpoints can also be modified taking into account the necessary requirements stated below:

C - Counter relay,
T - Timing relay

No.
In the No. field select the number of the connected operand or function relay providing the variable values you wish to have
displayed.

Actual value/setpoint
You can determine in the Actual value/Setpoint area which value of a function relay is to be displayed. If you select a function relay
Setpoint here, the editable option will become available.

As long has you have activated a setpoint and the Editable option, the operator can change a defined setpoint during operation via
the buttons the control relay.

Editable option Select the Editable option if you wish to allow the operator to make setpoint alterations during operation.

Value range for IA
Click the Scale Value Range button for configured I operands.

This will open the Scale Value Ranges of Analog Inputs dialog with the lines 1 - 4. In these four lines you can set the output format
parameters of one analog input for each text line. The output format is defined by the display and range parameters that you enter.

Scaling the value range of the analog inputs
Display: This is where you can define the output format of the analog value. The actual analog value must always be between 0 and
10 V. When defining the display range, first of all set whether you require an unsigned output (0 to 9999) or a signed output. With a
signed output you can also define whether this is to be displayed as an integer (± 999) or in fixed decimal format (± 9.9). This last
format is useful if the analog value only varies within a small range.

Range: It is also possible to scale the display value. This involves assigning a scaling range to the range selected in Display (Display
Range). This scaling range is defined by setting values From and To. In this way you define minimum and maximum values for the
output (see table “Scaling the Analog Input Values”). The display value is converted according to ratio of the Display/Scaling range.

Confirm your entries by clicking the OK button.

At the end of the line your entries are confirmed by the display of From: .... To: .....



The value ranges (0 to 10 V) of the analog inputs I7, I8 Pico L-12 controllers or I7, I8, I11 and I12 Pico L-18 controllers can be
displayed in the following way:

Analog value Display
Range Example

From To From To

always 0 to 10 V

±9.9
-9.9 9.9 -1 4

9.9 -9.9 4 -1

±9.99
-9.99 9.99 -10 40

9.99 -9.99 40 -10

0 to 9999
-0 9999 0 5000

9999 0 5000 0

Table: Scaling the analog input values

Example parameter definition - Analog input IA, scale value range

Task:
The analog value to be observed varies between 2 V and 7 V. A temperature value of -25° is to be output for an analog value of 2 V
and +55° for 7 V.

Solution:
Format: ±999 
Range: from -37...+73

The following table shows the relationship between the analog value and the entries made at From and To, i.e. the assignment of
the scaling range.

Analog value Range: From ... To

10 V + 73

7 V + 55

2 V - 25

0 V - 37

Table: Relationship between analog value and scaling range

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Contact

Dxx 1 if the corresponding text function block is active.  

Coil function Designation

Enable -

Possible with the functions:

contactor, impulse relay, set, negated
contactor, falling edge and rising edge;

Function as Enable coil:

The control relay will display the text if the function relay detects a
switch condition that corresponds to the selected enable function.

Example of an enable via the contactor functions:

A text is displayed for as long as a 1 signal is present at the coil.

The text display is removed if the switch condition is no longer fulfilled.

Dxx

Set If you have selected Set as enable function, the text display will only be
removed if an edge is triggered at the Reset coil.

SDxx

Reset Function as Reset coil:

When a 1 signal is present, the text display is hidden and the appropriate
switch contact is reset.

After the text display is hidden, the Status display is shown in the display

RDxx



of the control relay once more.

Parameter display

- -  

Simulation

Possible   

Retention
In Project View, select in the System tab whether the status of the text display contacts D01 - D08 are to be kept retentive. This
status value is retained when the operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When
the control relay is restarted in RUN mode, the program starts with the retentively stored status value.
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D - Text Display for Pico 1760-L18, 1760-L20
The devices each provide 16 Text display function relays for displaying user-defined texts. Up to 4 x 12 character lines can be
displayed.

The texts can only be edited with PicoSoft. They can be stored in the project file *.e.. or also on the1760-MM2B memory card.

The ASCII letters can be displayed in upper and lower case.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z.
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

From PicoSoft version 6.22 upward, the following special characters are permissible in addition to the space:
► ◄ ▲ ▼ ← → ↑  ↓  ≤≥ ¦  □ ° “ ” ! # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - ./: ; < = > ? [ \ ] ^ _ ` { | }

You can edit Cyrillic upper case letters on Pico 1760-L12 devices from the above version number.

Actual values and setpoints of function relays, scalable actual values of analog inputs and the current time and date can be
displayed as required in lines 2 or 3. The control relay positions the variables from column 5.

Function
The D text display function relay functions in the circuit diagram like a normal M marker. A stored text is displayed when the coil
(Dxx) is 1. For this to take place, the control relay must be in RUN mode and the Status display must be activated before the text is
displayed.

If the status of the (Dxx) coil returns to 0, the control relay will reactivate the Status Display after 4 s.

Overlapping of text and variable display
If you have accidentally entered text from column 5 of lines 2 or 3, this will be possibly overwritten by the variable values.

Solution:
Enter blank spaces as placeholders in the variable positions if the text is to continue behind the displayed variable value.

Example: Five spaces TIME13:51 PM

Note: Beginning with Series B versions, you can use some special characters in the text display, for displaying units and all Cyrillic
upper case letters. The text is entered in the usual way without having to select another character table.

Different Behavior of the Function Relays D01 and D02 to D16
The following applies to function relay D01:

D01 is designed for outputting alarm texts. If a text has been assigned to D01 and it is activated, this text is shown permanently in
the display until

Coil D01 is reset to 0.
Stop mode was selected.
The power supply of the control relay has been switched off,
A menu was selected via OK or DEL + ALT.

The following applies to function relays D02 to D16:

If several texts are present and have been triggered, each text is automatically displayed in turn every 4 s. This procedure is
repeated until

no text display coil is set to 1.



Stop mode was selected.
The power supply of the control relay has been switched off,
a menu was selected via OK or DEL + ALT.
a setpoint is entered.
The text stored for D01 is displayed.

Linking and Parameter Assignment of a Text Display Function Relay
Requirements: You have included a control relay in the project and have switched to Circuit Diagram View.

Activating a text display function relay
Position a D text display operand in the circuit diagram on a coil field so that you can activate a text display.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab of the Properties field window select the required function block number between 1 and
16, and the Contactor coil function. The contactor symbol will then be shown in the circuit diagram with the Dxx operand.
To display text only click the Parameters button in the Parameters tab
To display both text and a variable value you must select the required operand in the OP list box
Connect the xDxx coil with an appropriate contact for triggering.

Evaluation of a text display contact
If you wish to check whether a D text display function relay triggered as a coil has switched, you must also link this function relay
as a contact.

Position the D function relay on a contact field and select the same function block number in the Circuit Diagram Element tab
that you have assigned to its corresponding coil.
If required, change the switch function of the contact from break to make contact.
Connect this Dxx contact in the circuit diagram.

Resetting the text display function relay
In order to reset the text display function relay and the associated switching contact, position the D function relay that has
already been linked as a coil once more on a coil field in your circuit diagram.
In the Circuit Diagram Element tab select the function block number between 1 and 16 that has already been used for the
activation and the Reset coil function. The operand RDxx will now be shown in the circuit diagram.
Connect the RDxx coil with an appropriate contact for activation.

Creating texts for a text display function relay

Figure: Text entry for a text display function relay
Click the Text Entry button in the Parameters tab.

This will open the Text Entry dialog with the four editable display lines.

Enter the required text in the display lines with up to 12 characters per line.

If you have also entered variable values in the display, these are represented in display lines 2 and 3 as a string of ##### characters.

Note: In Text entry mode the active preview displays the exact appearance of the text lines with any placeholders for variables.

Click the Preview On button.

The bottom half of the dialog shows the display preview with the edited text lines.

Parameter definition of variables for a text display function relay
In order to display variables in the display line 2 use the top OP, No. list boxes etc. and for display line 3 the list boxes at the
bottom. The actual values of function relays, the scalable actual values of analog inputs, the current time and date can be displayed
as variables. The time (operand DH) is displayed in columns 5 to 9. The display lines 1 and 4 are reserved exclusively for text display.

In the Parameters tab select the required operand from the OP list box.

The Display Preview area shows a string of ##### characters as placeholders for the variable. No other parameter definitions are
required for displaying time and date. If you wish to display a function relay setpoint or the actual value of an analog input, you
must also select the required function block number in the No. list box.



Choose in the No. the required operand number.
Set parameters for the actual value or setpoint as required.
Click the Scale Value Range button if you wish to display an analog input as a scaled value.
Select the Editable option if you wish to allow the operator to make setpoint alterations during operation.
If required, change the enable of the parameter display and/or write a comment for the selected operand.
If required edit the display text in front of and behind the variable or the text for display lines 1 and 4 using the Text Entry
button.
Note: If you wish to display texts and variables in combination on lines 2 and 3, you can enter any character as placeholders
from column 5 for the variable places required in order to prevent overlaps. These 4 or 8 characters are overwritten by the
variables in the display. The places that are assigned to variables will be represented in the Display preview area with a string
of ##... characters
.

OP
In the OP area select the operand (variable) that you only wish to have displayed or have modified by the operator. The following
actual values can be displayed:

C - Counter relay,
DH - Time (Display Hour),
I - Variable value of an analog input
O - Operating hours counter
T - Timing relay and
DD - Date (Display Date)

The following setpoints can also be modified taking into account the necessary requirements stated below:

C - Counter relay,
T - Timing relay

No.
In the No. field select the number of the connected operand or function relay providing the variable values you wish to have
displayed.

Actual value/setpoint
You can determine in the Actual value/Setpoint area which value of a function relay is to be displayed. If you select a function relay
Setpoint here, the editable option will become available.

As long has you have activated a setpoint and the Editable option, the operator can change a defined setpoint during operation via
the buttons the control relay.

Editable option Select the Editable option if you wish to allow the operator to make setpoint alterations during operation.

Value range for IA
Click the Scale Value Range button for configured I operands.

This will open the Scale Value Ranges of Analog Inputs dialog with the lines 1 - 4. In these four lines you can set the output format
parameters of one analog input for each text line. The output format is defined by the display and range parameters that you enter.

Scaling the value range of the analog inputs
Display: This is where you can define the output format of the analog value. The actual analog value must always be between 0 and
10 V. When defining the display range, first of all set whether you require an unsigned output (0 to 9999) or a signed output. With a
signed output you can also define whether this is to be displayed as an integer (± 999) or in fixed decimal format (± 9.9). This last
format is useful if the analog value only varies within a small range.

Range: It is also possible to scale the display value. This involves assigning a scaling range to the range selected in Display (Display
Range). This scaling range is defined by setting values From and To. In this way you define minimum and maximum values for the
output (see table “Scaling the Analog Input Values”). The display value is converted according to ratio of the Display/Scaling range.

Confirm your entries by clicking the OK button.

At the end of the line your entries are confirmed by the display of From: .... To: .....



The value ranges (0 to 10 V) of the analog inputs I7, I8 Pico L-12 controllers or I7, I8, I11 and I12 Pico L-18 controllers can be
displayed in the following way:

Analog value Display
Range Example

From To From To

always 0 to 10 V

±9.9
-9.9 9.9 -1 4

9.9 -9.9 4 -1

±9.99
-9.99 9.99 -10 40

9.99 -9.99 40 -10

0 to 9999
-0 9999 0 5000

9999 0 5000 0

Table: Scaling the analog input values

Example parameter definition - Analog input IA, scale value range

Task:
The analog value to be observed varies between 2 V and 7 V. A temperature value of -25° is to be output for an analog value of 2 V
and +55° for 7 V.

Solution:
Format: ±999 
Range: from -37...+73

The following table shows the relationship between the analog value and the entries made at From and To, i.e. the assignment of
the scaling range.

Analog value Range: From ... To

10 V + 73

7 V + 55

2 V - 25

0 V - 37

Table: Relationship between analog value and scaling range

Circuit diagram elements and parameters

 Description Note

Contact

Dxx 1 if the corresponding text function block is active.  

Coil function Designation

Enable -

Possible with the functions:

contactor, impulse relay, set, negated
contactor, falling edge and rising edge;

Function as Enable coil:

The control relay will display the text if the function relay detects a
switch condition that corresponds to the selected enable function.

Example of an enable via the contactor functions:

A text is displayed for as long as a 1 signal is present at the coil.

The text display is removed if the switch condition is no longer fulfilled.

Dxx

Set If you have selected Set as enable function, the text display will only be
removed if an edge is triggered at the Reset coil.

SDxx

Reset Function as Reset coil:

When a 1 signal is present, the text display is hidden and the appropriate
switch contact is reset.

After the text display is hidden, the Status display is shown in the display

RDxx



of the control relay once more.

Parameter display

- -  

Simulation

Possible   

Retention
In Project View, select in the System tab whether the status of the text display contacts D01 - D08 are to be kept retentive. This
status value is retained when the operating mode is changed from RUN to STOP and when the power supply is switched off. When
the control relay is restarted in RUN mode, the program starts with the retentively stored status value.
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Static Text Screen Display Element for Pico GFX
General
You can use these screen display elements to display a fixed text. A text can have a maximum length of 16 characters.

You create the message text to be displayed in the Text field of the Static text tab.

You can create additional language-dependent text here if you select the required language beforehand from the Language selection
list box. You have already defined the available Languages in the Screen overview. You have assigned one of the suitable fonts,
Western European, Central Europe or Cyrillic, to the corresponding languages.

Alternatively, you can export your text edited in one language for translation and import it later as one (or several) foreign
language(s).

Note: You can only use the new fonts Central European or Cyrillic if you are using a visualization device from version no. 05.

Function
A static text is displayed for as long as it is kept visible and not overlaid by another screen element. The text is displayed in the
language you have defined as the download language.

Scaling Display Elements
Position the screen element as required. Arrange it as far left as possible as it may cover the entire display width.
Select the double font size by using the vertical zoom function.
Drag the screen element to the required length to fit the text by horizontal zooming.

With Static text elements you can adjust the element or text to two font sizes.

Possible font sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Editing Display Elements and Defining Parameters

Static text tab
The Text field is shown in the Properties field window. The list box for the Language selection is also found there.

Ensure that the language selected is suitable for the text you have planned.
In the Text field edit your Static text in the language version set.

Provided that the screen is large enough, it will display the text you have just entered.

Note: The texts in the entry field can be copied, cut and pasted via the Clipboard if required.

Language selection:
This is where you specify to which language defined the static text entered is to be assigned. You have already defined the available
Languages in the Screen overview.

Note: A static text you have entered is automatically assigned to the language selected in the Language selection box.

Creating language-dependent texts
Requirement: You have defined the language in the Screen Overview in addition to “Untitled”, for example “Dutch”, as an additional
language for text output. This definition is made in the parameter table for the Languages tab in the Screen Overview.



As previously mentioned, drag a Static Text screen element onto the screen.
In the Language selection list box select "Dutch".
In the Text field edit your Static text in the language version "Dutch".

In the parameter table for the Languages tab you should also have selected the language “Dutch” as the download language.

This language version will then be downloaded to the visualization device on the next program download.

Note: You can use the Export Function to transfer the Static Text elements used in the screen to an Excel spreadsheet, via which it
can be sent off for translation. You can then load the translated texts back into your project via the Import Function.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen.

Display change tab

Display list box
Select here whether the static text is to be displayed flashing or inverse.

Associate via list box
The display changes if the associated variable is true. If an associated variable is not entered, the static text will be displayed in the
normal format.

Select a Boolean operand or a function block input/output that controls the display change.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a display change can be inverted using the Make contact or Break
contact bit logic.
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Message Text Screen Display Element for Pico GFX
These screen display elements can display changing texts that change according to the status of particular variables. A message text
is therefore used for indicating status changes in the process. In order to visually display changes of this kind, you can link message
texts with a variable (associated variable). A text can be up to 16 characters in length.

Function
You create the message text to be displayed in a Parameter table, assign a status value to it and then associate it with a variable.

A message text is displayed if the associated variable has taken on the appropriate value.

Example: You have selected marker word MW1 as the associated variable and entered the text "Stop Motor 2” in connection with the
status value 200. If MW1 takes on value 200 (dec.) during operation, the device will display the text "Stop motor 2”.

The default text is output if the variable assumes a value that is not assigned to a text.

The display element must also be made visible and must not be overlaid by another screen element.

The text is displayed in the language you have defined as the download language.

During operation the visualization device can only show texts in one of the defined languages, the Download language.

Scaling Display Elements
Requirement: You have already selected the screen element to be edited in the current screen.

Position the screen element as required. Arrange it as far left as possible as it may cover the entire display width.
Select the required double font size by using the vertical zoom function.
Drag the screen element to the required length for the text by horizontal zooming.

With Message text elements you can adjust the text to two font sizes.

Possible font sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Editing Display Elements and Defining Parameters

Associated Variable Tab
First define the type of associated variable, depending on the application concerned.
Now select the actual operand.

Variable type area
This enables you to select one of the four different variable types (Bit, Byte, Word and Dword) with their corresponding association
options.

The type of variable used determines the number of possible status values the variable can have. The variable type also determines
how many different message texts can be output via the screen element.

Variable
type Association possible via Number of different message texts for

one language Value range

Bit Boolean operands and Local function block
Inputs and outputs

2 0/1

Byte Local markers MB1...MB96, Remote markers 255 0...255



*1MB1...1MB80

Word Local markers MW1...MW96,
Remote markers *1MW1...1MW40,
Analog inputs/outputs
(Local and remote)

255 0...65535

DWord Local markers MD1...MD96,
Remote markers *1MD1...1MD20,
Local function block 
Inputs and outputs

255 2147483648...+2147483647

Table: Associated variables for message texts

Each message text can also be entered in all language versions that you have defined in the Screen Overview. In theory, this can be
254 additional languages.

Bit logic area
If you use the bit variable, you can also invert the status value assigned to a message text using the make contact or break contact
bit logic.

Message texts tab
In the Message text column of the Parameter table, edit your message text. You can already create additional foreign language texts
here.

You have already defined the available Languages in the Screen overview. You have assigned one of the suitable fonts, Western
European, Central Europe or Cyrillic, to the corresponding languages.

Alternatively, you can export your text edited in one language for translation and import it later as one (or several) foreign
language(s).

Message text parameter table
The Properties field window shows a parameter table with the editable columns Status value and Message text. The variable type you
have selected is displayed in addition to the status value. A Language selection list box is also shown as well as an entry field for the
Default text.

Ensure that the language selected is suitable for the text you have planned.
In the Status value column enter the decimal value at which the associated message text should be shown in the display.
In the Message text column, edit your message text in the language version set.

  Status value Message text

1  100 Stop Motor 1

2 0 200 Stop Motor 2

3    

Message text parameter table

Note: The text in the entry field can be copied, cut and pasted via the Clipboard if required.

If necessary, enter a default text if the variable can take on undefined values.
If necessary edit the corresponding foreign language text for every variable value. You must have selected the required
language beforehand in the Language Selection list box.

Language selection:
This is where you specify to which language defined the message text entered is to be assigned.

You have already defined the available Languages in the Screen overview.

Note: A message text you have entered is automatically assigned to the language selected in the Language selection box.

If you only wish to work the standard language and do not define an additional language, the selection box will always show
"Untitled".

Creating language-dependent texts



Requirement: You have defined the language in the Screen Overview in addition to "Untitled”, for example "Dutch”, as an additional
language for text output. This definition is made in the parameter table for the Languages tab.

Drag a Message text screen element and drop it in the screen.
In the Language selection list box select "Dutch”.
In the Status value column enter the decimal value at which the associated message text should be shown in the display.
In the Message text column edit your message text for the language version "Dutch”.

In the parameter table for the Languages tab you should also have selected the language “Dutch” as the download language. This
language version will then be downloaded to the visualization device on the next program download.

Note: You can use the Export function to transfer the Message Text elements used in the screen to an Excel table, send this on for
translation, and then use the Import function to include the new texts in your project.

Default text:
A message text that is always output when the variable assumes a value for which there is no assigned text. Blanks will be displayed
if this field is left empty.

Example:
You have selected marker word MW1 as the associated variable and eight different message texts, associated with the decimal status
values 1 to 8. You have entered “Placeholder” as the default text.

The variable MW1 assumes the value 255 during operation. In this case the text Placeholder is output.

Visibility Tab
The screen element can be made visible/invisible in the display during operation by means of a Boolean variable.

Display change tab

Display list box
Select here whether the message text is displayed flashing or inverse

Associate via list box
The display changes if the associated variable is true. If an associated variable is not entered, the message text will be displayed in
the normal format.

Select a Boolean operand or a function block input/output that controls the display change.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a display change can be inverted using the Make contact or Break
contact bit logic.

Exceptions in the table display
The valid range of values of an associated variable naturally depends on the type of variable involved. The programming software
checks your entry in the Status value column and prevents entries that do not conform to the type of associated variable selected.
For example, you cannot enter a status value > 255 if you have selected Byte as the associated variable type.

Of course, if you initially selected Word, for example, and stored a message text for the status values 100, 200, 300 and 400, the
programming software can only output a warning if you later change the type to Byte.

In this case, the programming software will leave all lines with undisplayable message texts in the table, and cover those with invalid
status values (in this case 300 and 400) in grey to indicate that they are not available. The grey overlay disappears when you return
to the word type. You won't have to carry out any more extensive editing work.
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Screen Menu Entry Element for Pico GFX
The Screen menu entry element can be used to enable the operator to change to a different screen during operation by pressing a
button. The entry element is designed like a menu. All screens (max. 255) that you have entered in the Parameter table can be
scrolled through in the display in the same vertical arrangement. The operation uses the cursor button to scroll through to the
required screen. This is shown in the menu by the inscription name given in the Parameter table.

You must enter the Screen menu element in every screen if it is necessary for the operator to be able to move from any screen to
another one.

Note: If you have also defined a program controlled change to another screen as well as this entry element, this screen activation
will have priority. The entry element can therefore only be used if the program controlled screen activation is not active!

Scaling Entry Elements
The entry element is only shown in normal font size. The number of displayable lines can be scaled. The entry element can contain
up to four lines depending on the number of screen entries. Each of these lines can contain up to 16 characters of text.

The Screen editor will display ↑↓ arrows if your entry element contains more screen entries than output lines defined. In this case,
the same arrow symbols will appear during operation to indicate that scrolling is possible.

Define the number of lines using the More Lines or Less Lines buttons.
Drag the screen element to the required length for the text by horizontal zooming.

Defining Parameters for Entry Elements
You can edit at least the same number of screen entries in the parameter table as you have defined in the project (max. 255). The
screens can be placed in any order in the parameter table. Each screen entry consists of the screen name and a user-definable
designation. This designation is shown in the display during operation.

  Screen Inscription

1  Screen a Designation text for screen a

2 0 Screen n etc.

3  Screen x etc.

Parameter table for screen entries for the screen menu entry element

Select an available screen in the Screens column by clicking on the ▼ arrow.
Alternatively, you can also define a new screen name here.

The programming software will automatically add a new screen with this name to the screen management function and will list it in
the screen overview.

In the Inscription column enter the designation for the screen.

Use the selection point in the table to select the line to be edited. During editing the line selected is shown in the screen element.

Language selection list box
You can already create additional foreign language texts in the parameter table. You have already defined the available Languages in
the Screen overview. You have assigned one of the suitable fonts, Western European, Central Europe or Cyrillic, to the corresponding
languages.

Note: Ensure that the language selected is suitable for the text you have planned. The text you have entered is automatically
assigned to the language selected in the Language selection box.



If you only wish to work with one standard language and have not defined an additional language, the selection box will always show
“Untitled”.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean variable can be used to show/hide the entry element during operation.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a visible/invisible display can be inverted using the Make contact or
Break contact bit logic.

Operability tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the entry element. In this way, you can prevent
accidental changes to the operand during RUN mode.

Operator Entry on the Visualization Device
The visualization device will indicate this step by causing the Screen menu entry element to flash. This mode can be left again by
pressing the ESC button.
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Running Text Screen Display Element for Pico GFX
This single-line display element enables you to output running text as is often seen in TV news bulletins. The characters are
continuously moved from right to left across the display area of the element.

Function
The display element can output a static text of up to 63 characters in length, including spaces.

After the last character is output, the display is resumed with the first character.

The display element can be made invisible.

You can also select here whether you wish to activate the flashing or inverse display of the display element by means of an external
trigger input.

Scaling Display Elements
Position the display element as required. Arrange it as far left as possible as you probably require the entire display width.
Select the required double font size by using the vertical zoom function or via Enlarge Font
Drag the display element to the required length using the Zoom function.

The element or text can be set to two font sizes.

Possible font sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 1/16

Double 1/8

Editing Display Elements

Running text tab
This tab is used for editing the text entry.

You can already create additional foreign language texts here. You have already defined the available Languages in the Screen
overview.

Ensure that the language selected is suitable for the text you have planned.

Note: A text you have entered is automatically assigned to the language selected in the Language selection box.

In the Text line edit your running text in the language version set.

If you only wish to work with one standard language and have not defined an additional language, the selection box will always show
"Untitled.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean variable can be used to show/hide the entry element during operation.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a visible/invisible display can be inverted using the Make contact or
Break contact bit logic.

Display change tab

Display list box



Select here whether the display element is to be shown flashing or inverse.

Associate via list box
The display changes if the associated variable is true. If there is no association entered, the display element will be displayed in the
normal format.

Select a Boolean operand or a function block input/output that controls the display change.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a display change can be inverted using the Make contact or Break
contact bit logic.
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Rolling Text Screen Display Element for Pico GFX
This single-line display element allows you to output text that consists of more characters than can be shown in one display line.

Function
The display element shows in one line all the text entries in succession that you have entered line by line in the parameter table.
Each of the table lines is displayed for two seconds unless they have been dimmed.

When the last table line entry has been reached, the display restarts with the first text entry of the table. The display order is the
same as the order of the entries in the Parameter table.

You can output up to 255 table lines of 16 characters each in one display element.

You can also select here whether you wish to activate the flashing or inverse display of the display element by means of an external
trigger input.

Showing/hiding of text lines
Individual text lines can be shown or hidden selectively by using the individual bits of an associated variable. During operation, only
those text lines are shown in the rolling text display that have an assigned bit set to 1.

To use this function, you first have to choose the Text Display Depending on Associated Variable option in the Rolling Text tab and
also define here the associated variable.

All the text lines entered in the parameter table are displayed in succession if you activate the Unconditional Text Display option in
the Rolling Text tab and do not use any associated variables.

Scaling Display Elements
Position the display element as required. Arrange it as far left as possible as you probably require the entire display width.
Select the required double font size by using the vertical zoom function or via Enlarge Font
Drag the display element to the required length to fit the text by horizontal zooming.

Possible font sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 1/16

Double 1/8

Remember that only eight characters per display line can be shown when double font size is selected.

Note: If you have selected double font size, but have edited 16 characters per table line, the last eight characters of each table
line cannot be displayed.

Editing Display Elements and Defining Parameters

Associated Variable Tab
Use this associated variable to show or hide individual text lines selectively.

First define the type of associated variable, depending on the application concerned.
Now select the actual operand.

Variable type area
This enables you to select different variable types (Byte, Word and Dword) with their corresponding association options.

The type of variable used determines the number of possible status values the variable can have. The variable type thus also
determines how many text lines can be output via the Rolling Text screen element.



Variable type Association possible via Number of text lines per language Value range

Byte Local markers MB1...MB96,
Remote markers *1MB1...1MB80

255 0...255

Word Local markers MW1...MW96,
Remote markers *1MW1...1MW40,
Analog inputs/outputs
(Local and remote)

255 0...65535

DWord Local markers MD1...MD96,
Remote markers *1MD1...1MD20,
Local function block 
inputs/outputs

255 2147483648...+2147483647

Table: Associated variables for showing/hiding text lines within the Rolling Text screen display element

Bit logic area
If you use the bit variable, you can also invert the status value for showing/hiding text lines using the make contact or break contact
bit logic. If a break contact bit logic is used, the text lines are shown if the status bit is 0.

Rolling text tab
In this tab you edit the text entries line by line in the parameter table. You also define here according to the variable(s) used
whether individual lines or all the lines of the parameter table are to be displayed

Text display depending on associated variable option
A text line entered in the parameter table is only shown in the rolling text display if the bit assigned to it in the associated variable
is 1. By choosing this option you assign in the Bit column of the table a bit of the associated variable that shows or hides the
corresponding text line. The Assigned Bits: line shows you the bit positions already in use.

Unconditional text display option
All the text lines entered in the parameter table are shown in the rolling text display in succession. If you select this option, the Bit
column in the table is dimmed and cannot be edited.

Language selection list box
If you have already defined additional Languages in the Screen Overview, you can activate a Language selection in the list box and
then enter the appropriate text in the parameter table. You can use Western European, Central European or Cyrillic fonts for the
languages versions.

Note: Ensure that the language selected is suitable for the text you have planned. The text you have entered is automatically
assigned to the language selected in the Language selection box.

In the Text column edit your rolling text in the language version set.

If you only wish to work with one standard language and have not defined an additional language, the selection box will always show
"Untitled".

Parameter table for entering text lines
You edit the text entries for display line by line in the parameter table.

  Bit Text

1   This text has a
maximum of 16
characters per line
and runs at fixed
intervals line by
line continuously!

2 0  

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

Parameter table of a rolling text with the Unconditional Text Display option selected



The selection point in the table indicates the current line. During editing the line selected is shown in the screen element.

  Bit Text

1  1 This text has a
maximum of 16
characters per line
and runs at fixed
intervals line by
line continuously!

2 0 2

3  3

4  4

5  5

6  6

7  7

8  8

9   

Parameter table of a rolling text with the Text Display Depending on Associated Variable option selected

Resorting the parameter table
Click the number field of the appropriate line, hold down the left mouse button and drag it to the required position.

Cutting, copying or deleting lines of the parameter table
Click the number field of the appropriate line and carry out the required operation.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean variable can be used to show/hide the entry element during operation.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a visible/invisible display can be inverted using the Make contact or
Break contact bit logic.

Display change tab

Display list box
Select here whether the display element is to be shown flashing or invers

Associate via list box
The display changes if the associated variable is true. If there is no association entered, the display element will be displayed in the
normal format.

Select a Boolean operand or a function block input/output that controls the display change.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a display change can be inverted using the Make contact or Break
contact bit logic.
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Bit Display Functional Description
This screen display element enables you to display the status of a Boolean variable on the visualization device.

Function
The bit display screen element is provided with an input that can be associated with a Boolean variable. The signal status of this
variable changes the display of the screen element in the display from a black solid element to a hollow frame element.

Signal status Resulting bit display appearance

Associated variable (bit logic = make contact) Variable for display change  

0 (not associated)

1 (not associated)

Appearance of the bit display element without an associated variable for display change.

Signal status Resulting bit display appearance

Associated variable (bit logic = make contact) Variable for display change  

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

Appearance of the Bit display element with “Inverse” display change activated with identical bit logic for both variables.

If you apply the associated variable and the display change variable (as in the above table) with an identical bit logic to the Bit
display element, this will produce the visual equivalent of an XOR (eXclusive OR) operation with two inputs. For this you do not need
a rung in the circuit diagram, however, you can only process the result in the visualization application and not in the circuit
diagram.

Scaling Display Elements
The size of the display element is infinitely variable.

Requirement: You have already selected the screen element to be edited in the current screen.

Position the display element as required.
Select the required size by using the vertical and horizontal zoom functions. To do this click on a frame handle of the element
frame and drag the display element to the required size with the mouse button held down.

Setting Display Element Parameters

Associated Variable Tab
The Variable area is used to define the Boolean associated variable to be displayed.

Select the associated variable

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a Status On or Status Off display change can be inverted using the Make
contact or Break contact bit logic.



Visibility Tab
The display element can be made visible/invisible in the display during operation by means of a Boolean variable.

Display change tab
The display element can be toggled between normal and inverse in the display by means of a Boolean variable.

Display area
Select here whether the inverse display is to be enabled.

Activating the inverse display causes an additional negation of the signal displayed, i.e. the display of the states 1 and 0 are
reversed.

Associate via area
The inverse display is activated if the associated variable is true. If there is no association entered, the display element will be
displayed in the normal format.

Select an associated Boolean variable for the inverse display.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a display change can be inverted using the Make contact or Break
contact bit logic.
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Message Bitmap Functional Description
These screen display elements can display bitmap graphics that change according to the status of a particular variable. A message
bitmap can thus be used for indicating status changes in the process. In order to visually indicate changes of this kind, you can link
message texts with a variable (associated variable). All bitmaps within a display element have the same size and always appear in
the same screen position in turn depending on the state of the variable. This provides the operator with a clear and easily
recognizable indication about the current process state.

Function
This element has the same function as the message text element.

After you have entered a status value for the associated variable in the Parameter table, assign it with the message bitmap to be
displayed.

The bitmap graphic is displayed if the associated variable has taken on the appropriate value.

The display element can either be solid or transparent.

You can also use the Flashing option to indicate a status change by an external trigger input.

Scaling Display Elements
Requirement: You have already added and selected the display element to be edited in the current screen.

Position the display element as required.
Drag the display element to the required size by using the Zoom function.

You can then change the size as required. The side ratios of the original graphic are retained when you use the diagonal zoom
function. The diagonal crossing lines in the display element in the screen display and in the default bitmap represent an empty
bitmap.

Setting Display Element Parameters

Associated Variable Tab

Variable type area
In the Variable Type area select the type bit, byte, word or double word in order to define the value range of the associated
variable.

First select the Variable Type

In this way you predefine the associated variable that can be used.

Variable area
This is where you define the associated variables containing the value that is to change the content of the message bitmap display
element.

Associate via
Select the operand that is to be used as the set variable.
Define the operand via the Operand and Number list boxes.
When using a function block, select a function block input/output in the FB parameters list box



Variable type Associate via: Value range

Bit Boolean operands, Boolean function block inputs and outputs 0/1

Byte Local markers MB1...MB96 0...255

Word Local markers MW1...MW96,
Device analog inputs/outputs

0...65535

DWord Local markers MD1...MD96,
Function blocks inputs/outputs

–2147483648...+2147483647

Table: Associated variables depending on the variable type configured

Association via Boolean operands:
If you associate the display element with a Boolean operand, you must normally store two bitmap graphics. One graphic for 0 and
one graphic for 1. A default bitmap is not required here.

Association via byte, word and double word operands
You can define a default bitmap if required if you associate the display element with a byte, word or double word operand. This
default bitmap is always output when the variable assumes a value for which there is no bitmap.

Without a defined default bitmap and without a defined variable value the display element will be:

displayed as a light area if you select Covered as Background
invisible if Transparent was selected as background.

The maximum possible number of status values is 255. Due to the memory required for bitmaps, this number is limited by the
amount of memory available. Please also note therefore the suggestions given in the section Optimizing the Picture File. The screen
memory available is displayed on the status bar.

Message bitmap table tab
This table is used to assign each variable status value to be indicated with the corresponding message bitmap. The status value
entered must be unique and must only therefore be entered once.

  Status value Picture Comment

1  125 Picture n ‹Any text up to 32 characters›,
(the picture designation is factory set to appear here)

2 o 225 Picture n+1 ‹Any text up to 32 characters›,
(the picture designation is factory set to appear here)

1  355 Picture n+2 ‹Any text up to 32 characters›,
(the picture designation is factory set to appear here)

Parameter table of a message bitmap display element for a byte type set variable

First left-click the appropriate field in the Status value column and enter the appropriate value.
Then left-click the appropriate field in the Picture column.

This will open the Picture File Selection dialog. Once you have selected the picture and possibly made a conversion, the picture is
transferred by clicking the Open button. The picture designation will appear simultaneously in the Column field in the same line.

The programming software will output a warning if you enter a set value that cannot be processed with the defined variable type, or
if you later change the type from byte to bit. In this case, all the table lines containing set values that cannot be set are dimmed to
indicate that they are not available. The grey overlay disappears when you return to a variable type that is suitable. You won't have
to carry out any more extensive editing work.

Default bitmap area
This is where you define the default bitmap which is always output when the variable assumes a value for which there is no bitmap
in the table.

You can use the Invert button to toggle the initial display of the element between normal and inverted display.

Double-click the Picture field.
As described above, select the picture file for the default display of the element and add a comment if required.



Visibility Tab
The screen element can be made visible/invisible in the display during operation by means of a Boolean variable.

Select a Boolean variable for toggling between invisible and visible display.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a visible/invisible display can be inverted using the Make contact or
Break contact bit logic.

Display tab
The display element can be toggled between normal and flashing in the display by means of a Boolean variable.

Associate via area
The flashing display starts if the associated variable is true. If there is no association entered, the display element will be displayed
in the normal format.

Select an associated Boolean variable for the flashing display.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a Flashing display change can be inverted using the Make contact or
Break contact bit logic.

Background area
Define here whether the bitmap should be shown with a transparent or solid background.
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Bar Graph Functional Description
The bar graph display element enables you to easily display analog and numerical process values graphically. The status value of the
associated variable causes the bar graph to be shown as a changing black bar on the display. The bar graph can be scaled as
required, and left, right, up down can be defined as the run direction of the bar graph. Definable upper and lower limit values
enable the bar graph to flash in the event of out-of-range values and thus support increased safety in process control.

Function
In the display element, the bar is activated according the value of the associated variable it is meant to represent. The display
element is normally transparent. Consequently, only the bar and a possible border are visible in the display.

Minimum and maximum value
The bar is moved to minimum or maximum if the variable value has reached the minimum or maximum value you have defined for
it. You can define the minimum value [min] and maximum value [max] in the Value Range/Display tab.

When the maximum value is reached, the bar covers the complete range of the display element. The bar disappears as soon as the
minimum value is reached.

The tab mentioned can also be used to define a Zero Point for the bar graph within the limits of the value range. This sets the start
position of the bar in the display element as the sum of the minimum value and the zero point value. If the variable value goes
below the zero point value you have defined, the bar grows in the opposite direction of the defined run direction until the minimum
value has been reached.

Information by means of display change
The Flashing display change function makes it possible to provide the operator with additional information. The display change can
be initiated by means of an internal limit value comparison or by means of an external trigger signal.

Scaling Display Elements
Requirement: You have already added and selected the display element to be edited in the current screen.

Position the display element as required. Arrange it as far left as possible as you probably require the entire display width.
Select the required size by using the zoom functions.

Setting Display Element Parameters

Associated Variable Tab

Variable type area
In the Variable Type area select the type (byte, word or double word) in order to define the value range of the associated variable.

First select the Variable Type.

In this way you predefine the variables available.



Variable area
This is where you define the associated variables containing the value that is to change the content of the bar graph display
element.

Associate via
Select the operand that is to be used as the associated variable.
Define the operand via the Operand and Number list boxes.
When using a function block, select a function block input/output in the FB parameters list box

Variable type Associate via: Value range

Byte Local markers MB1...MB96 0...255

Word Local markers MW1...MW96,
Device analog inputs/outputs

0...65535

DWord Local markers MD1...MD96,
Function blocks inputs/outputs

–2147483648...+2147483647

Table: Associated variables depending on the variable type configured

Number Range/Format tab
Use this tab to define a Value Range for the process value. You can also scale the process value here and thus create a more
meaningful reading.

Value range area
The displayable range of the associated variable can be limited by defining the Value Range. To do this, you use the [min] and [max]
parameters. Minimum and maximum values are limits between which the bar can move.

Parameters Meaning Value range

[min] Lower limit of the value range and thus the lowest process value
(depending on the type of associated variable used).

Minimum values:

Byte and word = 0

DWord = -2147483648

[max] Upper limit of the value range and thus the highest process value
(depending on the type of associated variable used).

Maximum values:

Byte = 255

Word = 65535

DWord = +2147483647

Zero Point of Bar Graph area
You can move the start position of the bar by defining a zero point which the device forms as the sum of the minimum value and
the zero point. This can also move in the opposite direction to the set run direction.

Enter a value for the zero point that is within the limits of the defined value range.

Run direction area

You can select left, right, up or down as the run direction for the bar graph, i.e. the display movement from minimum to maximum.

Bar Graph Flashing check box
If this option is activated, the bar graph will flash if one of the events occurs that you have defined. The event can be triggered by
internal limit value comparison or by means of an external trigger signal. This is selected via the Detection via area.

Detection via area



Internal limit value comparison
External trigger input

If one of these options is activated, you can define limit values or a Boolean operand as a trigger signal in the Display Change (int.
limit value comparison)/(ext. trigger) tab.

Display Frame check box
When this option is activated, the display element is shown with a frame in the device display. This display is suitable for keeping
the bar graph visible, even if the bar disappears completely when the minimum value is reached. The frame is not necessary if the
bar graph is embedded in another display element, or if it is to be shown with a bitmap next to it.

Display Limit Value Mark check box
If display change "via internal limit value comparison" is selected, you can show the comparison values as thin lines at right angles to
the run direction (the previous content of the bar graph is inverted). This option is only useful in combination with the Display
Frame option.

If you select both the Zero Point of Bar Graph option and the Display Limit Value Mark with Display change via internal limit value
comparison activated, you must remember to define the comparison value Lower limit value as less than the sum of the min value
and zero point value. Otherwise the operator cannot interpret the display easily.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a visible/invisible display can be inverted using the Make contact or
Break contact bit logic.

Display change (int. limit value comparison/ext. trigger) tab

Int. limit value comparison

Upper limit value/lower limit value areas
You can also set an upper and lower limit value within the process value range to be displayed. Values outside of these ranges can
be indicated by flashing bar graph displays.

If you select here a variable instead of the constant, you can change the limits for the display change during operation.

Ext. trigger

Display change area
Flashing can be triggered via a Boolean variable.

Select a Boolean variable for activating the flash function.
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Date and Time Display Functional Description
This screen display element can be used to display the date and time of the device real-time clock on the display.

You can also select international display formats according to the device system languages plus the USA display format.

The table below shows selectable display formats with the date and time formats according to country setting. You can also choose a
further four formats within these display formats.

Scaling Display Elements
Requirement: You have already selected the screen element to be edited in the current screen.

Position the screen element as required. Arrange it as far left as possible as it may cover the entire display width.
Select the required font size by using the vertical zoom function.

With the date and time display you can set the element or font to three sizes.

The seven-segment display allows up to four numbers to be displayed with separators (see the highlighted areas in the table: Date
and time formats according to country setting).

Possible font sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

(seven-segment display) 1/4

Setting Display Element Parameters

Date formats tab
The Properties field window contains the list boxes for the country setting and format.

Country setting
Select one of the 14 possible country settings according to the following table.

Format
Select one of the four possible formats as shown in the following table.

Apart from date format 2, the visualization device can display all formats as a seven-segment display. However, a maximum of only
four characters with separators can be shown (see highlighted  sections in the following table). The highlighted  sections for date and
time can be shown in the seven-segment display.

Country settings Date and time Date format 1 Date format 2 Time

German DD.MM.YY
hh:mm

DD.MM.YYYY WD DD.MM.YY
(Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr, Sa, Su)

hh:mm

English DD/MM/YY
hh:mm

DD/MM/YYYY WD DD/MM/YY
(Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr, Sa, Su)

hh:mm

English
(USA)

MM/DD/YY
hh:mm

MM/DD/YYYY WD DD/MM/YY
(Mo, Tu, We, Th, Fr, Sa, Su)

hh:mm



Spanish DD/MM/YY
hh:mm

DD/MM/YYYY WD DD/MM/YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

French DD/MM/YY
hh:mm

DD/MM/YYYY WD DD/MM/YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Italian DD/MM/YY
hh:mm

DD/MM/YYYY WD DD/MM/YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Portuguese DD-MM-YY
hh:mm

DD-MM-YYYY WD DD-MM-YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Dutch DD-MM--YY
hh:mm

DD-MM-YYYY WD DD-MM-YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Swedish YY-MM-DD
hh:mm

YYYY-MM-DD WD YY-MM-DD
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Polish YY-MM-DD
hh:mm

YYYY-MM-DD WD YY-MM-DD
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Turkish DD.MM.YY hh:mm DD.MM.YYYY WD DD.MM.YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Hungarian YY.MM.DD hh:mm YYYY.MM.DD WD YY.MM.DD
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Czech DD.MM.YY
hh:mm

DD.MM.YYYY WD DD.MM.YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Russian DD.MM.YY hh:mm DD.MM.YYYY WD DD.MM.YY
(weekdays in national language)

hh:mm

Table: Date and time formats according to country setting.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen.

In this way, for example, two date and time screen elements can be positioned on top of each other. One shows DD-MM, the other
hh:mm in the seven-segment display. The Boolean associated variables can be alternated and also time-triggered so that both
elements are displayed.
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Numerical Value Display Functional Description
The screen element allows you to display untreated or scaled process values in decimal format. The range of the scaled process
values is called the Scaling range in the following description.

A process value is read in via the associated variable.

Drag a numerical value screen element onto the screen or onto the Workbench as required. In this last case, the screen
element will be automatically positioned on the open screen.
Left-click the screen element.
Position the screen element as required.
Select the required font size by using the vertical zoom function.
Drag the screen element by horizontal zooming to the required number of places for displaying the value.

Note: The number 9 is inserted as a placeholder for each defined place in the screen element during editing. For this, the screen
element must be adjusted to the correct size using the selection handles on the sides of the element frame.

With the Numerical value type you can set the size of the element or font in three sizes.

Possible font sizes Max.number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Seven-segment display 1/4

Table: Font size and maximum number of lines.

The type of associated variable assigned (Byte, Word or Dword) determines the maximum permissible range of the process value.

Variable type Association possible via: Value range

Byte Local markers MB1...MB96,
Remote markers * 1MB1...1MB80

0...255

Word Local markers MW1...MW96,
Remote markers *1MW1...1MW40,
Analog inputs/outputs

0...65535

DWord Local markers MD1...MD96,
Remote markers *1MD1...1MD20,
function block inputs/outputs

–2147483648...+2147483647

*Markers of the remote station

You can limit the Value range to within a physically plausible range of values. For example, this can be used to restrict values to
those supplied by the transmitter in use. This definition is made via the Number/Range Format tab in the Value range area by
defining a minimum and maximum value. If the process value goes outside of this value range during operation, the device will
indicate this with a string of special characters (----.--).

Example: If a word variable type is selected, an unsigned integer value between 0 and 65535 can be displayed. Your transmitter
supplies decimal values from 5000 to 60000 which should be the minimum and maximum values.

For this select the Number Range/Format tab and in the Value range area at [min] enter the minimum value (here = 5000, at
A) and at [max] the maximum value (here = 60000, at B).



--------------------------------- Process value range --------------------------------

You can also set an upper and lower limit value in addition to the process value range. The process value is in the permissible range
within these limits. Values outside of this range can be indicated by flashing or inverse displays.

The Display change option can be activated in the corresponding area of the Number Range/Format tab. You also have to set the
limit values via the Display change (Internal Limit Value Comparison) tab.

Select the Display Change (Internal Limit Value Comparison) tab and enter at Upper limit value an operand (in this case the
constant 55000, at D). In the Lower Limit Value field also enter an operand (in this case the constant 10000, at C).

If you select here a variable instead of the constant, you can change the limits for the display change during operation.

Scaling
You can also scale the process value and thus convert it to a Scaling range that best describes the physical value.

This scaling range or scale is defined by setting a maximum and minimum value.

This definition is made via the Number Range/Format tab in the corresponding area.

For this select the Number Range/Format tab and in the Scaling Range area at [min] enter the minimum value (here -20 °C,
at E) and at [max] the maximum value (here +40 °C, at F).

------------------------------------ Scaling range -----------------------------------

If you wish to use the Display Change option with the scaling range activated, enter as upper and lower limits the values that are
within the scaling range. The visualization device converts the limit values to the stored value range.

Select the Display Change (Int. Limit Value Comparison) tab and enter as the Upper Limit Value the maximum value (in this
case = +35 °C, at H) and as the Lower Limit Value the minimum value (in this case = -15 °C at G).

Note: If you activate the scaling range, only the scaled value will be shown in the display. All your parameter entries are then
parameters related to the scaling range.

The following figure illustrates the scaling of the process value to the scaling range.

Relationship between the minimum/maximum values in the value range and scaling range.

Setting Display Element Parameters

Associated Variable Tab
Define in the Variable area the process variable to be output. In the Variable Type area select the type (byte, word or double word)
in order to define the value range.

First select the Variable Type.

In this way you predefine the variables that can be used.



Then define the variable.

Number Range/Format Tab
Use this tab to restrict the display of the process value to a defined value range.

This definition is made via the Number/Range Format tab in the Value range area by defining a minimum and maximum value.

You can also scale the process value and therefore create a suitable Scaling range.

This definition is made via the Number/Range Format tab in the Scaling range area by defining a minimum and maximum value.

The Always Show Sign option enables a plus sign to also be shown with positive values.

Value range area
Define the Value Range to restrict and format the process value. To do this, use the following parameters:

Parameters Meaning Value range

[min] Lower limit of the value range and thus the lowest entry value for the process
(depending on the type of associated variable used).

Minimum values:

Byte and word = 0

DWord = -2147483648

[max] Upper limit of the value range and thus the highest entry value for the process
(depending on the type of associated variable used).

Maximum values:

Byte = 255

Word = 65535

DWord = +2147483647

Unit of
measure

Displays a unit of measure to the right of the value
(is only shown in double font in the seven-segment display)

0...7 characters of any text,
also with seven-segment display.

Scaling range area
Define the Scaling Range to scale and format the process value. To do this, use the following parameters:

Parameters Meaning Value range

[min] Lowest Entry value in the scaling range -4294967295

[max] Highest Entry value in the scaling range +4294967295

Decimal places Decimal places of the display value
(only in the scaling range)

0...2

You can activate a display change for both display types.

The display is changed either due to a value outside of the limit values or the activation of the external trigger signal. The
parameter setting for this is made in the Display Change area and via the Display Change (Int. Limit Value Comparison) or Display
Change (Ext. Trigger) tabs.

Display change area
You can activate the Display Change option when you want to check that the associated variable is within the defined limit values.
During operation, the display will indicate values outside of the value range with a flashing or inverse display of the numerical value.

Values outside of the value range can be indicated from an internal comparison or by means of a trigger signal, i.e. via a Boolean
operand used as a display change input.

As soon as the Scaling Range option is activated, the limit values refer to this range.

Select at Detection via whether the out-of-range value is to be detected via an Internal Limit Value Comparison or an External
Trigger Input.
Also define whether out-of-range numerical values are to be displayed flashing or inverted.

As soon as the Display Change option is activated, the Display Change (Int. Limit Value Comparison or Ext. Trigger) tabs will appear.
The possible entries are described below:



Activate the Display Change (...) tab

Display Change (Int. Limit Value Comparison) Tab
The display change occurs due to out-of-range values.

Requirement: You have selected the Display Change option with detection via internal limit value comparison.

Enter the limit values at Upper Limit Value and Lower Limit Value .

Use the following parameters when defining the limit value for the direct display of the process value.

Parameters Meaning Value range

Upper limit
value

If this limit value is exceeded, the display of the process value changes. The
numerical value will be displayed flashing or inverse depending on the setting
in the Numerical Display area.

A variable of the same type as the
associated variable, or a constant
within the value range.

Lower limit
value

If a value occurs below this limit value, the display of the process value
changes. The numerical value will be displayed flashing or inverse depending
on the setting in the Numerical Display area.

A variable of the same type as the
associated variable, or a constant
within the value range.

Table: Upper and lower limit value for process value display

Note:  When displaying the process value with internal limit value comparison selected, a comparison is made with a dynamic limit
value variable or a constant. Select this display when the limit values can or should change during operation.

Use the following parameters when defining the limit value for the display of the scaling range:

Parameters Meaning Value range

Upper limit
value

If this limit value is exceeded, the display of the numerical value from the scaling range changes.
The numerical value will be displayed flashing or inverse depending on the setting in the Numerical
Display area.

A constant
within the
scaling range

Lower limit
value

If a value occurs below this limit value, the display of the numerical value from the scaling range
changes. The numerical value will be displayed flashing or inverse depending on the setting in the
Numerical Display area.

A constant
within the
scaling range

Table: Upper and lower limit value for displaying the scaling range

Note: When displaying the scaling range with internal limit value comparison selected, a comparison is made with a fixed limit value,
i.e. a constant.

Display Change (Ext. Trigger) Tab
The display is changed by activating the trigger input.

Requirement: You have selected the Display Change option with detection via external trigger input.

Select a Boolean variable to monitor the trigger input.

Parameters Meaning Value
range

Signal status 0 or 1, 
according to the setting in the
Bit Logic area

The numerical value will be displayed flashing or inverse depending on the setting
in the Numerical Display area.

Boolean
variable

Table: Display change by activation of the trigger input.

Visibility Tab
The screen element can be made visible/invisible in the display during operation by means of a Boolean variable.
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Timing Relay Display Functional Description
This display element can be used in a screen to display the time information of the timing relay (T) function block.

Requirement for using the Timing relay display element: The timing relay function block is already in the program.

Function
The display element shows the process value of an associated variable as a time. The display depends on the time range you have
set.

If the process value is outside of the range of values supported by the time range, an overflow or underflow will be indicated with
an arrow and the following displays " - - - ↓" and "- - - ↑".

The timing relay display element is provided as a counterpart to the timing relay value entry element.

Scaling Display Elements
Requirement: You have already selected the display element to be edited in the current screen.

Displaying the display element in the screen
The display depends on the time range set. There are three possible time ranges: S, M:S and H:M.

Time range Display format

S SSS:ms
7 places

M:S MM:SS
5 places

H:M HH:MM
5 places

If you select the output of a function block as the associated variable, the display will depend on the time range set in the function
block.

If you select a marker double word as the associated variable, the display will depend on the time range set for the display element.

Position the display element as required and select a suitable element and font size.

Possible font sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Note: If you have transferred the entry element to the screen, adjusted its size accordingly and the display only shows five dashes --
---, this means that the selected operand number is not assigned a T function block in the program.

Setting Display Element Parameters

Associated Variable Tab
The time information that is to be displayed with this element can be read from a marker double word in which the Timing relay
function block enters its actual value. The function block output can also be linked directly in order to display the actual value. The
I1/I2 inputs of a timing relay can be associated in order to display its setpoints.

Marker associated variable



In the Number list box defined the appropriate marker double word (MD1-MD96).
Define the time range parameters in order to set the display of the element.

Function block I/O associated variables
Select this associated variable if you wish to transfer the time information of the function block directly from its output or
accept the setpoint from one of the inputs.
In the Number list box define the number (1-32) of the function block used and in the FB parameter list box an I1/I2 input or
the output.

Number
As described above select the appropriate marker double word or the function block used.

FB parameters
Select as associated variable function block inputs and outputs, an I1 or I2 input or the QV output.

Time range
Define here the display of the element if you are using a marker double word as the associated variable.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen.

Operability tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to disable access to the display element. In this way, you can prevent accidental changes
to the real-time clock during RUN mode.

Simulating the Display Element
You can show this display element as part of a screen in the offline display. The general procedure is described in the Simulation
View.
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Latching Button Functional Description
This entry element enables the operator of the visualization device to negate the state of an associated Boolean operand or a
Boolean function block input simply by pressing the OK button.

Function
This element has the same function as the Changeover Relay button function. The entry element is also shown on the display as a
check box with static text to its right. The check box is either checked or unchecked with a checkmark to show the current operand
state. Pressing the OK button there has the same effect as clicking in the check box.

"Sample text" and displayed status 0 with Make contact bit logic

"Sample text" and displayed status 1 with Make contact bit logic

"Sample text" and displayed status 1 with Break contact bit logic

"Sample text" and displayed status 0 with Break contact bit logic

General procedure for starting the operator entry.

Pressing the OK button with the entry element selected will cause the status of the associated variable to be changed immediately,
without the operator having to change to Entry mode. The entry is automatically completed by pressing the button and the
visualization device switches to the next entry element if present. Unlike with other entry elements the OK button does not have to
be pressed again to complete the entry. If, however, Entry mode is activated via the Select screen element button function, the
status of the set variable is not changed until the OK button is pressed. In this case, pressing ESC will abort the entry.

Defining Parameters for Entry Elements
Requirements for parameter definition:  You have already selected the screen element to be edited in the current screen.

Associated variable/inscription tab

Associate via
Select the associated variable for which you wish to negate the status by pressing the OK button.

All Boolean operands of the circuit diagram or all Boolean inputs of the function blocks in the program can be used as an associated
variable.

Association via Boolean operands
Select the operand from the corresponding list box.
Define the number of the operand used in the Number list box.

Association via function block inputs
Select this associated variable when you wish to negate the status of a function block input by pressing the OK button.
Define the function block used by selecting the type in the Operand list box and the function block number from the Number
list box.
Define a Boolean input via the FB Parameter list box.

Operand



Select the required function block from the list of function blocks with a Boolean input.

Number
As described above, select the number of the function block to be switched.

FB parameters
If you are using a Function block input as the associated variable select the Boolean input to be switched.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a display change can be inverted using the Make contact or Break
contact bit logic.

Inscription area

Text
In this entry field enter your text in the appropriate language version. The text can have a maximum length of 16 characters.

Language selection
This is where you specify the language to which the text entered is to be assigned. You have already defined the available Languages
in the Screen overview.

Note: A text you have entered is automatically assigned to the language selected in the Language selection box.

If you only wish to work with one standard language and have not defined an additional language, the selection box will always show
"Untitled".

Visibility Tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen.

Operability tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the entry element. In this way, you can prevent
accidental changes to the operand during RUN mode.

Operator Entry on the Visualization Device

Requirements for changing operands with this screen entry element:  The operator has already selected via OK the visible entry
element in the current screen. The Boolean associated variable used here cannot be written to at the same time.

The visualization device will indicate this step by causing the Latching Button element to flash. This mode can be left again by
pressing the ESC button.

By pressing the OK button with the screen entry element selected, the operator has thus negated the status of the associated
Boolean variable and already left Entry mode. The status change is indicated in the check box.

On the visualization device the operator is returned to element selection mode which can be left by pressing the ESC button.

The general procedure is described in Operator Entries with the Visualization Device in RUN Mode.

Simulating an Entry Element
The general procedure for displaying screens in the offline display is described in Simulation View.
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Button Field Functional Description
A button here is a one-line entry element by means of which the operator on the visualization device can change the value of an
associated variable (set variable). The Button field entry element described here combines several buttons into one button field in
which the operator can only activate one button. Activating a button will automatically deactivate another button in the button
field.

The entry element can consist of between 2 and 255 individual buttons. The number depends on the type and number of set values
that you define for this variable in the table for the button field. Each button is therefore assigned to a unique set value.

The operator selects the button to be set using the ^ v to move by single steps and the < > cursor buttons to move by pages.
Pressing OK will set a button, whilst pressing the ESC button will abort an entry. The set variable can be a bit, byte, word or double
word variable.

Bit type set variables can only be assigned two buttons. One button for the 0 state and one for the 1 state. The button field consists
of two lines as shown in the following example.

  Value to be set Inscription

1  0 Stop Motor 1

2 o 1 Stop Motor 1

3    

Parameter table of a button field for a bit type set variable

You can define up to 255 buttons in a button field for byte, word or double word type set variables.

Function

Display change
A button is shown in an output line on the display. The output line contains the static inscription text with a preceding placeholder
for a graphical symbol. It can also contain an arrow symbol if other output lines are present that are currently not shown. The
checkmark symbol indicates that a button is “Activated”, while a small black square indicates "Not activated".

Stop Motor 1 (Button inactive)

Start Motor 1 (Button active)

Display of a two-line button field for a bit type set variable

The button field is shown in up to four output lines depending on the parameters you define. Up to two output lines can be shown
simultaneously when a bit type set variable is associated and up to four output lines for byte, word or double word type variables.
Four output lines can only be displayed simultaneously if normal font size is set.

When you define the parameters you can use the context menu to define the number of output lines according to the data type set.

If you have set more buttons than the number of displayable output lines, up and down arrows will appear on the right of the
display in the last inscription column. These arrows indicate during Entry mode that the cursor buttons can be used to scroll to the
next button that is currently hidden.

In Display mode the visualization device continuously evaluates the status of the set variables and indicates that the associated
button is active with a checkmark.



Note: If the program also writes to this set variable and transfers a status value that is not assigned to a button, none of the
buttons in the display are shown with a checkmark.

General procedure for starting the operator entry.

Scaling Entry Elements
Position the screen element as required. Arrange it as far left as possible as it may cover the entire display width.
Select the required double font size by using the vertical zoom function or via Enlarge Font
Drag the screen element to the required length for the text by horizontal zooming.

Font sizes
With button field elements you can adjust the text to two font sizes.

Possible Font Sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/14 (15)

Double 2/6 (7)

Number of output lines
When scaling the element you can define the number of output lines via the context menu. Right-click the entry element inside the
screen and select Less Lines or More Lines. If you have set more buttons than the number of displayable output lines, up and down
arrows will appear on the right of the display in the last inscription column.

Defining Parameters for Entry Elements
Requirements for parameter definition: You have already selected the entry element to be edited in the current screen and edited
the required button.

Set variable tab

Variable type area
In the Variable Type area select the type (bit, byte, word or dword) in order to define the value range of the set variable.

First select the Variable Type

In this way you define the set variables that can be used.

Variable to be set area
This is where you define the set variable containing the value that is to be changed via the Button field entry element.

Associate via
Select the operand that is to be used as the set variable.
Define the operand via the Operand and Number list boxes.
When using a function block, select a function block input in the FB parameters list box

Variable type Association possible via Value range

Bit Boolean function block inputs and operands 0/1

Byte Local markers MB1...MB96 0...255

Word Local markers MW1...MW96,
Device analog output

0...65535

DWord Local markers MD1...MD96,
Function block inputs

–2147483648...+2147483647

Table: Set variables depending on the variable type configured

Association via Boolean operands:
Number of definable lines: 1 - 2.

Association via byte, word and double word operands
Number of definable lines: 1 - 255.



Button field table tab
This tab is used for defining the set values for the entry element and its appearance.

The number of set values required determines the number of buttons and therefore the number of table lines to be edited.

Enter the set value in a line of the parameter table and give it an inscription text. You can already create additional foreign
language texts here.

You have already defined the available Languages in the Screen overview. You have assigned one of the suitable fonts, Western
European, Central Europe or Cyrillic, to the corresponding languages.

Ensure that the language selected is suitable for the text you have planned.

Note:A text you have entered is automatically assigned to the language selected in the Language selection box.

In the Value to be set column enter the decimal value to be transferred to the set variable with this button.

The programming software will output a warning if you enter a set value that cannot be processed with the defined variable type, or
if you later change the type from byte to bit. In this case, all the table lines containing set values that cannot be set are dimmed to
indicate that they are not available. The grey overlay disappears when you return to a variable type that is suitable. You won't have
to carry out any more extensive editing work.

In the Inscription column, edit your inscription text in the language version set.

  Value to be set Inscription

1  50 Thaw

2 o 150 Biscuit

3  175 Other Cakes

4  200 Casserole

5    

Parameter table of a button field for a word type set variable, device analog output operand

If you only wish to work with one standard language and have not defined an additional language, the selection box will always show
"Untitled". The selection point in the table indicates the current line.

The table contains at least two lines. How to have fewer lines in the display is described in the section Number of output lines.

Resorting the parameter table
Click the number field of the appropriate line, hold down the left mouse button and drag it to the required position.

Cutting, copying or deleting lines of the parameter table
Click the number field of the appropriate line and carry out the required operation via the context menu.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean variable can be used to show/hide the entry element during operation.

Bit logic area
The status value of the Boolean operand that you specify for a visible/invisible display can be inverted using the Make contact or
Break contact bit logic.

Operability tab

Disable entry area
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the entry element. In this way, you can prevent
accidental changes to the set variable during RUN mode.

Bit logic area
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the entry element. In this way, you can prevent



accidental changes to the set variable during RUN mode.

Operator Entry on the Visualization Device

Requirements for changing operands with this screen entry element:
The visualization device is in Screen display mode.
The element in the current screen has already been made visible and operable.
The Boolean associated variable used here cannot be written to at the same time.

The general procedure is described in Operator Entries with the Visualization Device in RUN Mode.

Simulating an Entry Element
The general procedure for displaying screens in the offline display is described in Simulation View.
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Value Entry Functional Description
This entry element enables you to enter numerical setpoint values during operation and thus make interventions in the process. The
process value is entered via the set variable linked in the program.

This screen element can be used to define the value at a function block input that is associated with a double word constant.

Note: Only those function block inputs that are associated with a double word type constant can be set to a defined value.

The entered value is saved internally, processed by the program and displayed until it is modified by the operator or the program.
Without an operator entry this screen element functions like the numerical value screen element and therefore displays the value of
the associated set variable.

Scaling Entry Elements
Requirements for scaling and parameter definition: You have already positioned and selected the entry element to be edited in the
current screen.

Select the required font size by using the vertical zoom function.
Drag the screen element by horizontal zooming to the required number of places for displaying the value.

Note: The number 9 is inserted as a placeholder for each defined place in the screen element during editing . For this, the screen
element must be adjusted to the correct size using the selection handles on the sides of the element frame.

With the Value entry type you can set the size of the element and the font to three sizes.

Possible Font Sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Seven-segment display 1/4

Note: Always position the value entry in the foreground if your screen contains several overlaying screen elements. For this use the
Foreground/background buttons in the toolbar. During operation values cannot be entered easily if the entry field is overlaid with
other screen elements.

Defining Parameters for Entry Elements

Set Variable Tab
In order to define a setpoint value, the screen element must be assigned a byte, word or double word variable, which is the so-
called set variable. The type of variable assigned will define the permissible range of values for the setpoint. You can then define a
Value Range for the entry value within the range permitted by the set variable. In this way you can limit entries to physically
plausible values that the operator cannot go above or below. This therefore prevents the operator from entering values outside of
the defined range!

Values that have been modified by the program or the process that are outside of this value range are also indicated by special
characters. The visualization device shows values that are outside of the permissible value range with the following display " - - - ↓"
and "- - - ↑".

You can also scale the input value by assigning Scaling range parameters. This scaling range or scale is defined by setting a maximum
and minimum value. This enables the operator to enter values without them having to be converted to the value range of the set
variable. You can make both settings in the Number Range/Format tab.



The Always Show Sign option enables a positive sign to be output as well.

The following figure illustrates the scaling of the input value in the scaling range to the process value.

Relationship between the minimum/maximum values in the value range and scaling range

Number Range/Format Tab
Use this tab to define a Value Range for the entry value.

You can also scale the process value and therefore create a suitable Scaling range. This definition is made in the Number/Range
Format tab in the Value range or Scaling range area by entering a minimum and maximum value.

Value range area
Define the Value Range to restrict the Entry Value. To do this, use the following parameters:

Parameters Meaning Value range

[min] Lower limit of the value range and thus the lowest
process value
(depending on the type of associated variable used).

Minimum values:

Byte and word = 0

DWord = -2147483648

[max] Upper limit of the value range and thus the highest
process value
(depending on the type of associated variable used).

Maximum values:

Byte = 255

Word = 65535

DWord = +2147483647

Unit of
measure

Displays a unit of measure to the right of the value
(is only shown in double font in the seven-segment
display).

0 - 7 characters of any text, also with seven-segment
display

Scaling range area
Define the Scaling Range to scale and format the Entry Value. To do this, use the following parameters:

Parameters Meaning Value range

[min] Lowest Entry value in the scaling range –4294967295

[max] Highest Entry value in the scaling range +4294967295

Decimal places Decimal places of the display value
(only in the scaling range)

0...2

Accuracy of the value entry with a scaled entry value
If you defined a scaling range, the accuracy of the value entry depends on the ratio of the scaling range to the value range.

Accuracy = Scaling range (maximum value-minimum value)

Process value (maximum value-minimum value)

Example 1:  You are using as a set variable a marker byte with a process value range 0 to 255, a decimal place and a scaling range
from 0.0 to 255.0. You have set a Fixed Step Width to 0.1.

In this case, the accuracy of the value entry is based on the above equation "1.0".

With this type of parameter definition the smallest possible step width in the process value range is 1 and therefore 1.0 in the
scaling range. No decimal places can therefore be transferred to the process range.



The operator can change the value in steps of 0.1, when the entry is completed with the OK button, however, the device will round
up the entered value to the next possible process value.

Example 2:  You are again using as a set variable a marker byte with a process value range 0 to 255, a decimal place and a scaling
range from 0.0 to 25.5. You have still set a Fixed Step Width to 0.1.

In this case, the accuracy of the value entry is based on the above equation "0.1".

The operator can change the value in steps of 0.1 and close the entry with the OK button without the value being rounded up.

Input format area
Two options are available for entering the variable value:

1. Optional place selection
In this mode, the operator uses the cursor buttons of the visualization device to change the value of the entry digit by 1 and
repeats the entry for all necessary digits.

2. Fixed step width
In this mode, after the screen element concerned has been selected, the operator can increase or decrease the variable value
by the preset step width. The step width is always a constant with a positive value that you define when creating the screen
element.

If no scaling range is activated, any entry within the scope of the selected data type is possible.
If a scaling range is activated, any entry within the scope of the set scaling range is permissible.

We can enter numerical values as floating point values irrespective of whether a scaling range has been activated or not. If no
scaling range is activated, the visualization device uses the value in front of the decimal point.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean variable can be used to show or hide the screen element in the screen.

Note: A value entry screen cannot be hidden if a value entry needs to be made during operation.

Operability tab
An additional associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the screen element.

Operator Entry on the Visualization Device

Behavior of the visualization device during the operator entry
At the start of the entry on the visualization device the entry field retains the last variable value calculated.

The operator can use the ^ or v cursor buttons of the visualization device to change the variable value.

If the Entry value goes outside of the defined scaling range after pressing the ^ v cursor buttons, the visualization device will limit
the entry value to the scaling range set.

Tip: As well as using the ^ or v cursor buttons for changing variable values, you can use the Button Editor to assign Decrement
Variable or Increment Variable functions to other operator buttons. Pressing these buttons will allow the operator to change the
same variable value in a different step width. For example, if the same value is changed in units of 1 with the ^ and v cursor
buttons, the < and > cursor buttons can be used to change the value in units of ten.

Note: When using the Value Entry screen element, you should not assign the OK and ESC buttons with other functions!
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Timing Relay Entry Functional Description
This entry element enables you to make changes to time setpoint values at inputs I1 and I2 of the timing relay (T) at a later time.

Requirement: Inputs I1 and I2 of the function block are each defined with a constant. Inputs that are not assigned parameters
cannot be edited via this entry element.

When the device is in RUN mode, the operator can thus make entries via the buttons on the visualization device and change the
switch duration and on/off times of a switching contact. The new value entered is permanently stored in the program.

Function
Requirement for using the timing relay entry element:

The Timing relay function block is already incorporated in the program and the input to be modified is defined with a constant.
Inputs that have not been assigned parameters cannot be modified.

This entry element is used to define the time parameters for either input I1 or I2. In order to keep the time setpoint I2 editable, for
example, on the Flashing mode of the function block, you therefore need two of these entry elements.

The timing relay display element is provided as a counterpart to the timing relay value entry element.

In display mode, the element continuously shows the actual values of the device real-time clock. If the operator switches to the
timing relay value entry element in a screen, the actual value is then frozen and used as the starting value for the entry. The value
is displayed in the same way as in a display element. The entry is restricted to the permissible value range.

Scaling Entry Elements
Requirement: You have already selected the entry element to be edited in the current screen.

Displaying the entry element in the screen
The display depends on the time range set on the function block. There are three possible time ranges: S, M:S and H:M.

Time Range Display Format

S SSS:ms

M:S MM:SS

H : M HH:MM

Position the entry element as required and select a suitable element and font size.

.
The timing relay value entry element allows you to display the font in two sizes.

Possible Font Sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Note: If the entry element only shows dashes such as -- : -- this means that there is no T function block at the selected operand
number in the program.

Defining Parameters for Entry Elements

Associated Variable Tab



This entry element does not require an associated variable. The three corresponding list boxes are therefore dimmed.

Number
Select the function block 1-32 you wish to change.

FB parameters
Select the input I1, or for certain function block operating modes the input I2, with the time setpoint you wish to change.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen.

Operability tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the entry element. In this way, you can prevent
accidental changes to the real-time clock during RUN mode.

Simulating an Entry Element
You can simulate the value entry for this entry element using the "software buttons". These value entries are retained until the next
STOP of the application. They do not, however, change the program parameters in the project. The general procedure is described in
the Simulation View.

Operator Entry on the Visualization Device
To change the value of a screen entry element use the OK button, the cursor buttons < > ^ or v and the ESC button of the
visualization device.
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Date and Time Entry Functional Description
This screen element can be used to change the date and time of the device real-time clock. If the device is in RUN mode, the
operator can carry out these changes via the buttons of the visualization device.

Function
You can use the same format for the entry that you use for the Date and Time screen display element.

The entry element is shown on the screen in a Normal font size, i.e. with a simple font size with up to 16 characters per line.

If required you can initiate a synchronization of the real-time clock on all NET stations present. The change on one station is then
used to set the date and time of all other NET stations present in the same way as with the SC01 (Send Clock) function block.

Parameter Definition
Requirements for parameter definition:  You have already selected the screen element to be edited in the current screen.

Date Formats Tab

Country setting
Select one of the fourteen possible country settings according to the following table.

Country setting Date and time

German DD.MM.YY hh:mm

English DD/MM/YY hh:mm

English (USA) MM/DD/YY hh:mm

Spanish DD/MM/YY hh:mm

French DD/MM/YY hh:mm

Italian DD/MM/YY hh:mm

Portuguese DD/MM/YY hh:mm

Dutch DD/MM/YY hh:mm

Swedish YY-MM-DD hh:mm

Polish YY-MM-DD hh:mm

Turkish DD.MM.YY hh:mm

Hungarian YY-MM-DD hh:mm

Czech DD.MM.YY hh:mm

Russian DD.MM.YY hh:mm

Table: Date and time formats according to country setting.

Synchronization of date and time via the NET
Click the check box so that the real-time clock on all NET stations takes on the exact value entered by the operator on the
visualization device.

Visibility Tab



A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen

.
The screen element only has to be made visible when required since date and time do not have to be changed frequently. This
ensures that the screen is kept clear.

Operability tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the screen element. In this way, you can prevent
accidental changes to the real-time clock during RUN mode.

Screen entry element in offline display (simulation)
Start the test of the screen and the value entry in the Offline display (Simulation).
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7 Day Time Switch Entry Functional Description
The entry element allows you to make later changes to the on and off time for each of the four channels (A, B, C and D) of the 7-
day time switch (HW) function block.

If the device is in RUN mode, the operator can carry out the changes via the buttons of the visualization device. The new value
entered is permanently stored in the program.

Function
Requirement for using the 7-day time switch entry element: The 7-day time switch function block is already incorporated in the
program and the channel to be modified has already been assigned parameters. Channels that have not been assigned parameters
cannot be modified.

Either the on or off time of a function block channel are permanently linked with this entry element. Two of these entry elements
are required to enable the parameter set of a channel (on and off) to be changed.

The on time, i.e. the channel parameters DY1 and ON can be changed if you select ON in the On/Off Time area for this entry
element.

Likewise, the use the off time, i.e. the channel parameters DY2 and OFF can be changed if you select OFF in the On/Off Time area
for this entry element.

Scaling Entry elements
Requirement: You have already selected the entry element to be edited in the current screen.

Displaying the entry element in the screen
WD hh:mm
WD = Weekday
hh = Hour entry for on/off time,
mm = Minute entry for on/off time

Position the entry element as required and select a suitable element and font size.

The 7-day time switch entry element allows you to display the font in two sizes.

Possible Font Sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Note: If the entry element only shows dashes such as -- --:-- after you have added it to the screen and adjusted its size, this means
that there is no HW function block at the selected operand number in the program.

Defining Parameters for Entry Elements

Associated Variable Tab
This entry element does not require an associated variable. The three corresponding list boxes are therefore dimmed.

Number
Select the function block 1-32 you wish to change.

FB parameters
Select the channel (A, B, C or D) for which you wish to change the on or off time at a later time.



On/off time

ON option button
Selecting the ON option activates the channel parameters DY1 and ON of the assigned 7-day time switch. The operator can change
the weekday, hour and minute of the On time during operation.

OFF option button
Selecting the OFF option activates the channel parameters DY2 and OFF of the assigned 7-day time switch. The operator can change
the weekday, hour and minute of the Off time during operation.

Country setting
This is where you can define the display format of weekday, hour and minute for the On/off time shown in the screen. You can also
select international display formats according to the device system languages. Refer also to the Date and Time Formats table of the
Date and Time screen display element.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen.

Operability tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the entry element. In this way, you can prevent
accidental changes to the 7-day time switch during RUN mode.

Simulating an Entry Element
You can simulate the value entry for this entry element using the "software buttons". These value entries are retained until the next
STOP of the application. They do not, however, change the program parameters in the project.

Operator Entry on the Visualization Device
In order to change the value of a screen entry element, the operator uses the OK button, the DEL button, the cursor buttons < > ^
or v, and the ESC button of the visualization device.

Note: The value entry in the screen entry element is depending on the parameter definition on the function block.

WD hh.mm
WD = Weekday
hh = Hour entry for on/off time,
mm = Minute entry for on/off time

WD hh mm Note

-- -- -- Neither weekday nor time defined (i.e. the switch point was not yet defined or deleted, or the associated
7-day time switch function block does not exist). 
Possible outputs in the display: -- --:--

Example: Mo 00 00 Only weekday defined (the function block then adds hh and mm to 00:00)
Possible outputs in the display: WD --:--

SO 06 30 Weekday and time are defined.
Possible outputs in the display: WD HH:MM (weekday and time in 24 hr format)

Parameters entered via this entry element are the same as the parameter definition on the function block.

It is therefore not possible to enter the time only. If you delete the weekday (DEL button) whilst making an entry or during
operation or simulation, the time will be deleted automatically. Entering the time automatically causes Sunday to be entered as the
default weekday.
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Year Time Switch Entry Functional Description
The entry element allows you to make later changes to the on and off time for each of the four channels (A, B, C and D) of the
year time switch (HY) function block.

If the device is in RUN mode, the operator can carry out the changes via the buttons of the visualization device. The new value
entered is permanently stored in the program.

Function
Requirement for using the year time switch entry element: The year time switch function block is already incorporated in the
program and the channel to be modified has already been assigned parameters. Channels that have not been assigned parameters
cannot be modified.

Either the on or off time of a function block channel are permanently linked with this entry element. Two of these entry elements
are required to enable the parameter set of a channel (on and off) to be changed.

The on time, i.e. the channel parameters Day (DD), Month (MM) and Year (YY) can be changed if you select ON in the On/Off Time
area for this entry element. The off time, i.e. the channel parameters DD, Month MM and Year YY can be changed if you select OFF
in the On/Off Time area for this entry element.

Scaling Entry Elements
Requirement: You have already selected the entry element to be edited in the current screen.

Displaying the entry element in the screen
Example: Country setting "German"
DD.MM.YY
DD = Day,
MM = Month,
YY = Year

Position the entry element as required and select a suitable element and font size.

The Year time switch entry element allows you to display the font in two sizes.

Possible Font Sizes Max. number of lines/characters

Normal 4/16

Double 2/8

Note: If the entry element only shows dashes such as--.--.-- after you have added it to the screen and adjusted its size, this means
that there is no HY function block at the selected operand number in the program.

Defining Parameters for Entry Elements

Associated Variable Tab
This entry element does not require an associated variable. The three corresponding list boxes are therefore dimmed.

Number
Select the function block 1-32 you wish to change.

FB parameters



Select the channel (A, B, C or D) for which you wish to change the on or off time at a later time.

On/off time

ON option button
Selecting the ON option activates the channel parameters DD, MM and YY of the assigned year time switch. The operator can change
the day, month and year of the On time during operation.

OFF option button
Selecting the OFF option activates the channel parameters DD, MM and YY of the assigned year time switch. The operator can
change the day, month and year of the Off time during operation.

Country setting
This is where you can define the display format of weekday, month and year for the on/off time shown in the screen.

You can also select international display formats according to the device system languages plus the USA display format. Refer also to
the Date and Time Formats table of the Date and Time screen display element.

Visibility Tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to show/hide the screen element in the screen.

Operability tab
A Boolean associated variable can be used to enable or disable operator access to the entry element. In this way, you can prevent
accidental changes to the year time switch during RUN mode.

Simulating an Entry Element
You can simulate the value entry for this entry element using the software buttons in Simulation View. These value entries can be
retained until the next STOP of the simulation. They do not, however, change the parameters in the visualization application. During
the entry you can use the "Software DEL button" to delete a switch time component that has already been defined.

Operator Entry on the Visualization Device
In order to change the value of a screen entry element, the operator uses the OK button, the DEL button, the cursor buttons < > ^
or v, and the ESC button of the visualization device.
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